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Abstract
Early during development neurons project small filamentous processes, axons and
dendrites, that extend and eventually connect with other cells and tissues. These
processes can grow over long distances and allow for transmission of information between
cells. The proper functioning of our nervous system is dependent on these same
processes correctly navigating to specific end targets. This is achieved through guidance
cues in the environment which interact with receptors on the extending processes allowing
them to be steered in the correct direction. Unfortunately, due to the high complexity of
most vertebrate nervous systems our understanding of how axons and dendrites use
these cues to navigate is still very limited. The aim of this thesis was to discover novel
genes regulating axon guidance to shine additional light on how axons navigate during
development. Normally axons of the ventral nerve cord in the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans are invariably sorted asymmetrically. Animals with mutations impacting function
in individual axon guidance signaling pathways show no or only very low penetrance of
disruption of VNC asymmetry. Here genetic screens successfully isolated four mutants in
which asymmetry between major longitudinal axon tracts is disrupted. One of these four
mutants include a novel allele of the gene col-99 which encodes a previously
uncharacterized

transmembrane

collagen

with

vertebrate

homologs.

Detailed

characterization of animals lacking COL-99 revealed widespread axon guidance defects
impacting longitudinal and lateral axon navigation of a variety of neurons. Of the remaining
three mutants two were found to be alleles of unc-52 and unc-34, both previously
characterised for roles in axon guidance, while the final mutation remains unidentified.
Disruption of any one signaling pathway does not lead to penetrant VNC asymmetry
defects suggesting redundancy between parallel signaling pathways here. To better
understand how signaling pathways of multiple guidance cues may converge to control
guidance at choice points single mutants were crossed into a nid-1 null mutant background
and VNC asymmetry phenotypes examined. Previously nid-1 was found to substantially
enhance navigation defects of the VNC pioneering neuron AVG when crossed into
mutants showing a low penetrance of AVG navigation defects. Double mutants with nid-1
saw defect penetrance significantly increase in several cases indicating parallel signaling
pathways. Combination of mutants into triple and quadruple mutant strains showed that
UNC-6, SAX-3, and COL-99 represent members of parallel signaling pathways acting
redundantly to guide axons in establishment of asymmetry which in addition depends on
iii

basement membranes components, including EPI-1. Thus multiple axon guidance
signaling pathways, acting in tandem, ensure correct guidance and segregation of axons
at the anterior choice point of the VNC establishing VNC asymmetry.
Keywords: Axon Guidance, Developmental Biology, Neuroscience, C. elegans
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
The nervous system is a fascinating network of cells and tissues that allows us to
receive inputs and respond to them. Its complex organization and structure allows for the
completion of both simple and complex tasks and, in humans, is essential for everything
from breathing and thinking to moving and talking. The nervous system, although still
poorly understood, has been the topic of extensive research and its development in both
vertebrates and invertebrates has been well characterized (Sanes, Reh, & Harris, 2012a;
Stiles & Jernigan, 2010). In vertebrates, the nervous system is formed early during
embryogenesis and arises from the ectoderm. The neuroectoderm is recruited from the
ectoderm and produces the neural plate. The neural plate undergoes neurulation
producing a neural tube and neural crest cells which in turn give rise to the entirety of the
nervous system (Sanes, Reh, & Harris, 2012b). The system can be broken down into to
the central nervous system (CNS), consisting the brain and spinal cord, and the peripheral
nervous system (PNS) includes connections and networks in other areas of the body and
connects the CNS with the rest of the body and those networks. Invertebrates lack an
internal skeleton and thus a spinal cord but feature many similar and conserved pathways
in formation of their nervous systems. Invertebrate nervous systems range from the
extremely simplistic hydra with no brain or centralized nervous structures to worms and
insects which feature a more vertebrate-like system with distinct central networks or brain
structure and their peripheral counterparts.
The nervous system itself is a complex web of cells that relay information; the basic
unit of which is the neuron. Neurons are specialized cells that can receive and transmit
information in the form of electro-chemical signals. These signals are propagated along
cellular processes, axons and dendrites, that extend from the soma (cell body) of the
neuron originally described by (Ramón y Cajal, 1909; y Cajal, 1897). Axons are primarily
involved with outputting a signal from a neuron to another neuron or cell (Debanne,
Campanac, Bialowas, Carlier, & Alcaraz, 2011), conversely, dendrites receive incoming
signals from external sources. Despite this stereotyped relationship there is also evidence
that dendrites can release neurotransmitters and hence transmit signals to other cells as
well (Ludwig, Apps, Menzies, Patel, & Rice, 2016). Axons themselves come in many
1

shapes and varieties and can be unbranched or highly branched. Dendrites, although
similarly appearing in a variety of shapes and forms; are generally heavily branched
allowing for reception of information from multiple inputs (Jan & Jan, 2001). The
combination of axons and dendrites allows for reception, interpretation, and transmission
of information. This movement of information allows for, amongst other things, responding
to visual or auditory stimuli, movement and muscle contraction, and maintenance of
homeostasis. Indeed, most multicellular organisms ultimately require some form of a
nervous system for survival. Evolution has allowed the creation of several different classes
of neurons each with their own unique physiologies and functions. A very simplistic or
basic model of a neuron features a single axon for output of information and a single
dendrite for receiving information. Variations on this model however range from axons with
a single unbranched process combining the function of both axon and dendrite to neurons
featuring dozens of long tree-like branched dendritic processes and multiple axonal
projections (Debanne et al., 2011). The variations in physiology reflect the plethora of
functions neurons perform allowing for everything from processing a rapid reflex response
or simple movement to the ability to process complex patterns, to learn, and to perform
coordinated and intricate motor responses.
The actual transmission of information between neurons and cells takes place at
structures referred to as synapses. A synapse itself is not a structure within a single cell
but instead describes the structure between and connecting the cells: the pre-synapse
which sends information, the post-synapse receiving the information, and the synaptic cleft
which is simply the space in between through which the information is passed (Kandel,
Schwartz, & Jessell, 1995). ‘Information’ can be passed chemically, through the
transmission of small chemicals or proteins, or directly via propagated electrical impulses
at chemical and electrical synapses (Pereda, 2014; Purves et al., 2001c). Electrical
synapses occur at gap junctions that occur between two neurons. Gap junctions are
composed of protein pores that connect both membranes tightly binding them. When open
these pores also allow exchange of cytoplasm and for quick and easy flow of ions and
hence propagation of electrical impulses. The pores themselves are formed by connexin
proteins in vertebrates and innexins in invertebrates. Like the opening and closing of a
window regulation of these pores allows for the propagation of information in the form of
action potentials from neuron to neuron in a rapid manner (Hormuzdi, Filippov,
Mitropoulou, Monyer, & Bruzzone, 2004; Pereda, 2014; Purves et al., 2001b). Electrical
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synapses are very small spanning less than 4nm compared to the larger chemical
synapses which range from 20-40nm in width (Hormuzdi et al., 2004). In chemical
synapses transmission of chemicals or proteins are released at a pre-synaptic structure
into the synaptic cleft and are received by receptors or internalized at the opposing postsynapse (Purves et al., 2001a). Activation of receptors and channels on the post-synapse
can then further propagate the information such that it can be again passed from dendrite
to axon and onto the next target or used to induce intracellular changes. Muscle
contraction for example results when acetylcholine, released from a pre-synapse, binds
acetylcholine receptors on the post-synapse of muscle cells and triggers downstream
signaling that remodels the cytoskeleton (Kuo & Ehrlich, 2015). In some instances,
neurons and their synaptic target cells may be a long physical distance from each other,
requiring axons to grow and extend over long ranges to successfully connect. How axons
navigate to their correct synaptic partners is a topic of current study and involves the
integration of cues in the environment at the growth cone of the extending process.

1.2. AXON GROWTH AND GUIDANCE
Neurons are born without processes such as axons or dendrites and must first
grow them. Before it is determined if they will become axons or dendrites the initial
processes that extend from the cell body are termed neurites. A single neuron will extend
at least several neurites only one of which will ultimately become the axon while the rest
will develop into dendrites or retreat back into the cell body (de Anda & Tsai, 2011; Dotti,
Sullivan, & Banker, 1988; Namba et al., 2014; Noctor, Martínez-Cerdeño, Ivic, &
Kriegstein, 2004; Powell, Rivas, Rodriguez-Boulan, & Hatten, 1997; Sakakibara et al.,
2014). Neurites are long finger like projections from the cell body that are mainly
composed of microtubules. Receptors, proteins located along the neurite cell surface,
detect a variety of chemicals and growth factors essential for the extension and survival
of the growing neurite. The actual process by which an axon is chosen from a given set of
neurites is not completely understood but appears to result from a mixture of internal prepatterning and external sensing of cues and growth factors in the environment. in vitro
studies have shown prior to neurite outgrowth the neuron undergoes cytoplasmic
polarization such that the centrosome and Golgi apparatus (among other cytoplasmic
factors) are organized next to where outgrowth of the first neurite will commence (de Anda
et al., 2005; de Anda & Tsai, 2011). In these situations the first neurite to extend also
3

appears to have the highest likelihood of becoming the axon of a given neuron (de Anda
et al., 2005). These findings are supported by in situ data showing centrosomes located
next to the axons of grasshopper neurons (Lefcort & Bentley, 1989). Furthermore, in C.
elegans, HSN neurons have been shown to undergo internal polarization due to a gradient
of the protein netrin/UNC-6. HSN neurons polarize and migrate towards a ventrally located
source of netrin and eventually extend axons in the same direction (Adler, Fetter, &
Bargmann, 2006). Unfortunately, cellular polarization is not a perfect predictor of axon
selection or site of outgrowth. In vivo observation of zebrafish neurons found centrosome
position was neither polarized nor predictive of the site of axon outgrowth which appeared
to be accomplished through a stochastic means (Distel, Hocking, Volkmann, & Köster,
2010; Zolessi, Poggi, Wilkinson, Chien, & Harris, 2006). Microtubule stabilization in a
neurite has also been shown to be a pre-indicator for axon specification and elongation
(Barnes & Polleux, 2009; Coles & Bradke, 2015; van Beuningen & Hoogenraad, 2016).
Thus, the current view is that neurons use both intrinsic polarization and interaction with
extracellular factors and proteins to determine sites for outgrowth of neurites and selection
of axons from those neurites in some cases. In other cases selection of an axon from
several neurons appears stochastic (de Anda & Tsai, 2011). The axon, once selected,
continues extending into the environment in search of its eventual synaptic partners. As
they extend axons will sense their external environments using specialized structures
called growth cones which exist at the leading tip of neurite growth and grasp or sense
directional cues to guide their growth.

1.2.1. The Growth Cone
The growth cone is a specialized cytoskeletal structure located at the tip of an
extending axon or neurite. The cone, so-called due to its appearance, is composed of a
wide lamellipodium and finger-like filopodia (Figure 1.1). Both are composed mainly of
actin, with the lamellipodia containing a lattice like mesh of branched actin filaments and
filopodia a more rigid bundled filamentous actin (F-actin) (Erik W. Dent, Gupton, & Gertler,
2011). Both structures are embedded with a plethora of cell adhesion molecules which
help the growing neurite bind to substrates for growth and form connections with
neighbouring cells. In addition, receptors embedded throughout the growth cone allow for
the sensing of cues in their environment which can be either attractive to the growing axon
steering its growth towards a given cue or repulsive causing the growth cone to collapse
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and axon extension direction to change (Figure 1.2) (Erik W. Dent et al., 2011; Geraldo &
Gordon-Weeks, 2009). The integration of these guidance cues allows for the growth of
axons and their correct navigation to eventual synaptic partners (de Anda & Tsai, 2011;
Geraldo & Gordon-Weeks, 2009). Both attractive and repulsive cues function by
manipulating the cytoskeletal structure of extending processes such that it favours a given
direction or substrate (Gordon-Weeks, 2004; Kalil & Dent, 2005; Wen & Zheng, 2006; F.Q. Zhou & Snider, 2006). An attractive signal when presented at the growth cone activates
a signaling pathway (see section 1.6 for more detail) which stabilizes extending actin
filaments in the direction of the source. This is followed by a corresponding stabilization
and extension of underlying microtubule networks of the axon (Gordon-Weeks, 2004). As
this process continues it confers stabilization of the cytoskeleton which continues
extending in the given direction of the cue thus allowing for growth and navigation towards
a given synaptic partner or intermediate ‘goal-point’ (Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2). Conversely
repulsive guidance steers growth cones away (from the source) by de-stabilising the
cytoskeleton (Coles & Bradke, 2015; Wen & Zheng, 2006; F.-Q. Zhou & Snider, 2006). A
negative cue when presented at a growth cone leads to rapid depolymerization of actin
filaments and the withdrawal of filopodia. Continued exposure results in the retreat and
disassembly of the remaining cytoskeleton with lamellipodia being absorbed and
microtubules disassembled. This disassembly usually coincides with an assembly in the
opposite direction from where the negative stimulus was received. Consequently, the
process shrinks and turns away from the repulsive cue source. Axons must also extend
along surfaces which can determine the paths they ultimately take. Surfaces may prove
too ‘slippery’ and lack adhesive substrate(s) upon which to attach preventing growth,
conversely substrates which bind growth cones with too high an affinity can prevent
extension similarly restricting growth (Figure 1.2). Both cases in their extremes are
completely restrictive to growth preventing axon extension. Thus permissive substrates
for growth provide a surface with enough adhesive molecules to bind and grow upon but
not too many such that growth becomes restrictive and often feature basement membrane
components such as laminin (Figure 1.2, Figure 1.5) (Burden-Gulley, Payne, & Lemmon,
1995; Clark, Britland, & Connolly, 1993; Lemmon, Burden, Payne, Elmslie, & Hlavin,
1992). Growth cones can integrate repulsive and attractive cues while extending allowing
for dynamic and continuous extension and growth towards their targets.
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1.3. GUIDANCE CUES AND THEIR RECEPTORS
Our understanding of axon guidance has greatly expanded over the past several
decades with the development of new tools and model organisms for research. Studies in
invertebrates and vertebrates have allowed us to uncover several classes of genes and
their corresponding proteins which function in the process of axonal guidance. The
following sub-sections will cover the major families of guidance cues and their
corresponding receptors in addition to several lesser known or understood proteins with
axon steering properties or roles.

1.3.1. Netrins
UNC-6 and its vertebrate homologs Netrins were the first axon guidance cues to
be identified and they have been the topic of intense research over the past few decades.
Mutation of the unc-6 gene in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans was initially found to
result in loss of coordinated movement (uncoordinated = unc) in a screen looking for
movement defects and was later shown to impact axon outgrowth and migration (Brenner,
1973, 1974; E. M. Hedgecock, Culotti, Hall, & Stern, 1987; E. M. Hedgecock, Culotti,
Thomson, & Perkins, 1985). Eventually unc-6 was characterized in much greater detail for
its role in guidance of a wide range of axons in C. elegans (Edward M. Hedgecock, Culotti,
& Hall, 1990). Independently (and later) a vertebrate homolog of UNC-6, Netrin1, was
identified as an attractive cue for spinal cord neurons in chick embryos and this is where
the name netrin first appeared; ‘netr’ from sanskrit for ‘one who guides’ (Serafini et al.,
1994). Shortly after their discovery in C. elegans biochemical experiments using chick
embryos found that Netrin1 could promote and direct neurite outgrowth (Kennedy,
Serafini, de la Torre, & Tessier-Lavigne, 1994). Additional evidence in vitro showed Netrinexpressing COS cells can influence the direction of outgrowth of axons along a gradient
even at great distances. The netrin family of proteins is conserved across a wide variety
of species including humans, mice, worms and fruit flies (Fahey & Degnan, 2012; Ko,
Dass, & Nurgali, 2012; Moore, Tessier-Lavigne, & Kennedy, 2007; Sun, Correia, &
Kennedy, 2011). Netrins, and their receptors, are conserved and play similar roles in the
development of vertebrate nervous systems (Moore et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2011). Netrin1 for example repels trochlear motor neurons and attracts commissural axons (Colamarino
& Tessier-Lavigne, 1995; Stein, Zou, Poo, & Tessier-Lavigne, 2001). Netrins themselves
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are secreted proteins which closely resemble the ECM component laminin (See Figures
1.4, 1.5 for structure comparisons) (Ishii, Wadsworth, Stern, Culotti, & Hedgecock, 1992;
Ko et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2011). Initial observations in C. elegans noted that animals
lacking unc-6 had defective navigation of commissural axons (Edward M. Hedgecock et
al., 1990; Ishii et al., 1992). These axons, which normally extend circumferentially around
the worm either dorsally or ventrally (Figure 1.3), now often turned away or stopped growth
prior to reaching synaptic partners. In these animals it was noted that extension in both
directions was impacted by loss of unc-6 suggesting UNC-6 may function as both
attractant and repellant for extending axons. In C. elegans unc-6 is expressed in cells
along the ventral midline where it is secreted and thought to be deposited in the ECM
forming a gradient of high to low from ventral to dorsal (Wadsworth, Bhatt, & Hedgecock,
1996; Wadsworth & Hedgecock, 1996). Further examination in C. elegans found the
ultimate effect of UNC-6 on navigation takes place at the growth cone and is dependent
on which receptors are expressed by a given neuron (Figure 1.3). The two key netrin
receptors in C. elegans are encoded by the genes unc-5, and unc-40. UNC-40, the
homolog of vertebrate DCC (Deleted in Colorectal Cancer) is a large single-pass
transmembrane receptor with an extracellular domain consisting of a stretch of
immunoglobulin and fibronectin type III (FN3) domains (Figure 1.4). Axons which contain
only UNC-40 receptors on the growth cone have a positive chemotactic response when
presented with a source of UNC-6. Accordingly, neurons with cell bodies originating
dorsally with axons extending ventrally towards the source of ventral UNC-6 have been
shown to have UNC-40 present at the growth cone (Figure 1.3). The second netrin
receptor, UNC-5, was found in the same behavioral screen that uncovered UNC-6 and
UNC-40 (Brenner, 1974). Axons expressing UNC-5 at the growth cone are instead
repulsed by netrin/UNC-6. UNC-5, like UNC-40, is a single pass transmembrane domain
protein featuring two extracellular thrombospondin type I motifs and a single
immunoglobulin domain (Figure 1.4). Interestingly; co-expression of UNC-5 and UNC-40
at the growth cone combined with exposure to a netrin source also results in growth cone
collapse. Here UNC-5 acts as a co-receptor with UNC-40, and activation of UNC-40 by
netrin in the presence of UNC-5 results in reversal of the attractive response to a repulsive
one. Differential expression of receptors on the growth cone of a given axon in this system
allows for axons to respond to the same netrin gradient differently. Additional examination
uncovered a second co-receptor UNC-129 which interacts with UNC-40 and allows for
detection of discrete concentrations of netrin. This in combination with UNC-5 allows for
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long ranged dorsal repulsion in axons expressing all three receptors. Animals lacking
UNC-129 show failure of commissural axons to fully extend to the dorsal nerve cord in C.
elegans. Similar netrin expression along the ventral midline is observed during Drosophila
embryogenesis (Harris, Sabatelli, & Seeger, 1996; Mitchell et al., 1996). Loss of bidirectional navigation in Drosophila animals lacking netrin and UNC-5 receptor homologs
also parallels phenotypes seen in C. elegans (Keleman & Dickson, 2001; Kolodziej et al.,
1996; Mitchell et al., 1996; Winberg, Mitchell, & Goodman, 1998). Thus netrin represents
one of the first and still most important axon guidance molecules identified and our
understanding of its roles in guidance of specific neuron subsets continues to grow.

1.3.2. Slit and ROBO
Slits and ROBOs are a ligand and receptor pair which guide axons in a mainly
repulsive fashion. Slits and ROBOs were first identified in the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster where they were shown to function in guidance. Normally axons in the fly
can be seen running longitudinally in assorted positions adjacent to the ventral midline,
with some axons crossing and then turning anteriorly and continuing longitudinally. Axons
which cross the ventral midline normally do so only once. In Drosophila mutants lacking
various Robo receptors axons that normally cross the ventral midline and turn anteriorly
instead are stuck at the ventral midline or often cross the midline multiple times in a
‘roundabout’ fashion, hence the name ‘Robo’ (Seeger, Tear, Ferres-Marco, & Goodman,
1993). Drosophila has three Robo encoding genes, which when mutated presented
roughly similar ‘roundabout’ navigation phenotypes. Interestingly, mutating all three Robo
genes resulted in all axons collapsing into the ventral midline instead of the earlier circling
phenotype (Rothberg, Jacobs, Goodman, & Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1990; Simpson, Bland,
Fetter, & Goodman, 2000). Thus, it appeared the ROBO receptors must be integral to
guiding axons away from the ventral midline likely in a repulsive fashion. The question
then of course was what cue was ROBO binding to? Fortunately, by the time ROBO was
discovered its repulsion inducing ligand was already encountered and simply lacked a
receptor. SLIT, a secreted protein encoded by a single gene in D. melanogaster, acts as
the repulsive cue for Robo receptors and was initially discovered for its role in fruit fly
cuticle pattern formation (Nüsslein-Volhard, Wieschaus, & Kluding, 1984). Slit is
expressed strongly along the ventral midline and loss of slit-1 results in collapse of all
nearby axons into the ventral midline (Rothberg, Hartley, Walther, & Artavanis-Tsakonas,
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1988; Rothberg et al., 1990). Slit is the name given to the family of large secreted proteins,
encoded by a single gene in most invertebrates and 3 homologs in vertebrates (Slit1, Slit2,
and Slit3). Slit proteins feature four N-terminal leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) followed
immediately by six EGF repeats and a laminin G-like domain (LG-like). Following the LGlike domain are 3 EGF repeats (1 in invertebrates) and a cysteine-knot domain at the Cterminus (Figure 1.4). Robo proteins are single pass transmembrane proteins with five Ig
and three fibronectin motifs in the ectodomain and several conserved cytoplasmic
domains (Hohenester, 2008; Z. Liu et al., 2004). Slits have been shown to physically
interact and activate various Robo homologs, through interaction with Ig domains 1 and 2
(Fukuhara, Howitt, Hussain, & Hohenester, 2008) ultimately resulting in repulsion of axons
expressing Robo proteins (Long et al., 2004; Morlot et al., 2007; Nguyen-Ba-Charvet,
Plump, Tessier-Lavigne, & Chedotal, 2002; Sabatier et al., 2004; Shu, Sundaresan,
McCarthy, & Richards, 2003). In Drosophila slit and netrin proteins are normally secreted
by cells along the ventral midline attracting and repelling axons respectively. Commissural
axons which travel to and cross the ventral midline are initially attracted by the ventral
source of netrin and do not respond to Slit gradients until after crossing the midline. This
raises the question; how can the growth cone respond temporally and spatially to different
guidance cues? The answer in fruit flies appears to be from a unique process in which a
third protein, Comm (short for commissureless), acts by sequestering Robo away from
the growth cone surface until after the midline has been reached (Keleman et al., 2002;
Keleman, Ribeiro, & Dickson, 2005; Tear et al., 1996). In commissural axons prior to
crossing the ventral midline Comm expression at the growth cone is high. Upon reaching
the ventral midline Comm expression ceases and ROBO is sorted to the cell surface where
it can be activated by Slit. Overexpression of Comm also results in downregulated levels
of Robo protein at the growth cone (Kidd, Russell, Goodman, & Tear, 1998). Comm
however is not conserved outside of flies and how this process is achieved in vertebrates
and elsewhere is a continuing topic of study. Vertebrate models appear to use similar
redundancies to sort growing axons according to slit gradients but lack the ‘comm’ protein
to explain the attraction/repulsion switch. In mice at least one isoform of robo, robo3.1,
has an antagonistic function to normal slit-robo signaling. In mammals robo3 isoforms
have only low affinity binding for slit proteins and are activated by netrin-1 (Zelina et al.,
2014), whereas robo1 and robo2 proteins respond and bind strongly to slit (Chen, Gore,
Long, Ma, & Tessier-Lavigne, 2008; Zelina et al., 2014). Specific expression of the robo3.1
isoform is seen in pre-crossing commissural axons and only prior to crossing the ventral
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midline. This expression is correlated with a decreased expression of robo1 and robo2 at
the growth cone allowing axons to cross the midline. Prior to crossing expression of
robo3.1 recedes and is replaced by expression of robo3.2 which instead functions in
repulsion (Chen et al., 2008). Thus through interaction with netrin and slit in the
environment and through internal regulation of receptors through expression and
availability at the growth cone surface vertebrates appear to have evolved a similar switch
like mechanism to allow commissural midline crossing.
Robo and Slit also function in lateral positioning of axons adjacent to the ventral
midline. The multiple genes encoding Robo receptors function to position axons within
longitudinal bundles or fascicles. In drosophila the distribution of axons into bundles near
the ventral midline appears to be due to expression, or lack thereof, of combinations of
the different Robo receptors. Those neurons expressing all three Robo genes at the
growth cone are found travelling along a more dorsal position than those axons expressing
only one or two genes. Indeed, it appears the number of Robo proteins expressed
determines the lateral positioning of extending axons in relation to the ventral midline
almost certainly a result of differing abilities to respond to slit concentrations. In this way
the greater the number of Robo proteins expressed the greater the sensitivity of a growth
cone to a Slit gradient leading to a further dorsal lateral placement (Simpson et al., 2000).
Thus Slits and Robos, one of the earliest discovered axon guidance signaling systems,
are critical for nervous system development across evolution and are a continuing focus
of research today.

1.3.3. Ephrins
Ephrin proteins (ephrins), and Ephrin receptors (Ephs), are membrane bound
proteins existing in two main classes (Kania & Klein, 2016). Type A ephrins are GPI
anchored proteins that bind EphA receptors (Gale et al., 1996). Type B ephrins (EphrinB) differ slightly in that they are transmembrane domain containing proteins that bind to
EphB receptors (Gale et al., 1996). ephrins and their receptors are highly conserved
proteins found in both invertebrates and vertebrates. Humans feature five A-class ephrins
with nine EphA receptors and three B-class ephrins with 5 EphB receptors identified to
date (Pasquale, 2008). Interestingly ephrins of both types partake in bi-directional
signaling with ligand binding producing downstream signaling through both the ephrin
receptor and ligand. In the case of ephrin-B the reverse signaling is achieved directly
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through a PDZ-binding motif located within a short cytoplasmic domain. Thus binding of
ephrin-B to EphB often results in bidirectional activation of signaling pathways (Mellitzer,
Xu, & Wilkinson, 1999; Q. Xu, Mellitzer, Robinson, & Wilkinson, 1999). Type A ephrins,
despite lacking cytoplasmic domains, also partake in reverse signaling. Here instead the
GPI-anchored ephrin-A proteins localize to lipid rafts on the plasma membrane where they
associate with and signal through BDNF receptors to mediate axon guidance. In mice
interaction with the BDNF receptor p75(NTR) is particularly important for axon repulsion
(Lim et al., 2008; Poopalasundaram, Marler, & Drescher, 2011).
During mammalian development ephrins have been shown to function in a wide
range of activities including angiogenesis during circulatory system development (Kuijper,
Turner, & Adams, 2007) and the guidance of migrating neural crest cells to their correct
locations (Santiago & Erickson, 2002). ephrins also guide axons in the retina to their
synaptic targets in the tectum of the brain in an evolutionarily conserved mechanism
(Frisén et al., 1998; Mann, Ray, Harris, & Holt, 2002). Retinal axons normally extend from
neuron cell bodies in the retina all the way to the dorsal midbrain area known as the
tectum. Retinal neurons are positioned along two axes, nasal-temporal and dorsal-ventral,
with their end projections positioned in the tectum along anterior-posterior and mediallateral axes respectively. Despite a long journey to the brain the relative positions of axons
in the retina reflects their final positioning in the tectum. This means axons originating in
the nasal region of the retina will reproducibly project to the posterior region in the tectum,
whereas temporally located retinal axons project into the anterior of the tectum. (Cheng,
Nakamoto, Bergemann, & Flanagan, 1995; Connor, Menzel, & Pasquale, 1998; Frisén et
al., 1998; Higenell, Han, Feldheim, Scalia, & Ruthazer, 2012; Lambot, Depasse, Noel, &
Vanderhaeghen, 2005; Mann et al., 2002; Triplett & Feldheim, 2012). This guidance is
achieved using ephrins and Ephs which guide these axons through opposing protein
concentration gradients. In the retina neurons express gradients of ephrin-A with
concentrations going from high to low in the nasal to temporal direction. Opposite of this
in the temporal to nasal direction are neurons expressing gradients of EphA. These
gradients result in differential expression of ephrin-A and EphA on extending growth
cones. Protein expression in the tectum shows a uniquely similar concentration gradient
to retinal neurons with high ephrin-A expression along the dorsal edge of the tectum
decreasing to lower concentrations at the anterior edge. Growth cones of retinal axons
expressing their own uniquely graded concentration of ephrin-A and EphA are then
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repelled to specific locations along the anterior-posterior axis of the tectum correlated
according to the gradient (Cheng et al., 1995; Rashid et al., 2005). This navigation process
is complemented using gradients of B-class ephrins and ephrin receptors (EphRs) which
act perpendicular to the axis of ephrin-As and EphAs gradients thus allowing additional
navigation along the medial-lateral axis of the tectum (Hindges, McLaughlin, Genoud,
Henkemeyer, & O’Leary, 2002). In this way combination of ephrin A and ephrin B gradients
allows retinal axons precise navigation within the tectum required for finding correct
synaptic targets vital to processing of visual information. As a result any disruption of these
gradients can lead to mis-targetting of retinal axons within the tectum (Clandinin &
Feldheim, 2009; Flanagan, 2006; McLaughlin & O’Leary, 2005; Scicolone, Ortalli, & Carri,
2009).
C. elegans possess 4 ephrins and a single ephrin receptor encoded by vab-1. In
C. elegans the sole ephrin receptor, VAB-1, functions to guide a number of axon
projections including motor and amphid neurons (Boulin, Pocock, & Hobert, 2006;
Grossman, Giurumescu, & Chisholm, 2013). Of the known ephrins in C. elegans EFN-4
functions in guidance of SDQL neurons (B. Dong et al., 2016). SDQL is a neuron with
minor roles in oxygen sensing whose cell body is located along the posterior side of the
animal and extends an axon dorsally and anteriorly. In animals lacking EFN-4 SDQL
axons often mistakenly extend ventrally or display a bipolar phenotype extending two
axons one ventrally and another dorsally. EFN-1 guides the ventral projections of amphid
neuron axons (Grossman et al., 2013). Amphids are chemical sensing organs in the head
composed of several symmetric pairs of neurons (Heiman & Shaham, 2009; Sulston,
Schierenberg, White, & Thomson, 1983). in EFN-1 mutants several amphid neurons
display guidance errors in the normally symmetric left-right lateral axon projections with
axons veering incorrectly, predominantly left (Grossman et al., 2013). In summary, ephrins
and EphRs represent a third receptor-ligand system for guidance of axons that is
conserved throughout evolution and essential to the proper development of the nervous
system.

1.3.4. Semaphorins, Plexins and Neuropilins
Semaphorins function in a wide range of roles from axon guidance to
angiogenesis. The first known example of axonal guidance using semaphorins as a ligand
was from grasshoppers where it was shown to be important for guidance of neurons
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extending into developing limb buds (Kolodkin et al., 1992). Semaphorins themselves exist
as both membrane bound and secreted proteins and are divided into classes based on
their structural features and evolutionary history (Goodman, Kolodkin, Luo, Püschel, &
Raper, 1999). There exist a total of eight classes of semaphorins. Class one and two
semaphorins are found in invertebrates, classes three through seven are found in
vertebrates, and the eighth class, also referred to as ‘v’ or viral class, is only found in
viruses. The common feature amongst these somewhat otherwise dissimilar proteins is
the ‘sema’ domain which mediates binding to other molecules such as plexins and
neuropilins, through interaction at CUB domains (Figure 1.4) (Feiner, Koppel, Kobayashi,
& Raper, 1997; Giger et al., 1998; Gu et al., 2002; Z. He & Tessier-Lavigne, 1997). Classes
two and three are similarly secreted from the cell surface. All remaining classes of
semaphorins are membrane bound proteins. Classes one, four, five, and six use a
transmembrane domain to tether to the cell surface whereas class seven do so via a GPIanchor (Goodman et al., 1999). Semaphorins primarily function by signaling through plexin
and neuropilin receptors. Plexins are a transmembrane receptors grouped into 4 classes
(A-D) (Tamagnone et al., 1999). On their extracellular portion all plexins feature a ‘sema’
domain, and an immunoglobin-like domain. The intracellular portion of plexins function as
GTPase-activating complexes allowing for downstream signaling (Tamagnone et al.,
1999; Tamagnone & Comoglio, 1997). Class 3 semaphorins, particularly Sema3C, have
been shown to act as a ligand for the neuropilin class of co-receptor (Z. He & TessierLavigne, 1997; Kolodkin et al., 1997). Neuropilins exist in two forms; neuropilin-1 and
neuropilin-2 and have been shown to function as co-receptors in a number of processes
including axon guidance (Giger et al., 1998; Polleux, Giger, Ginty, Kolodkin, & Ghosh,
1998; Steup et al., 2000). Neuropilin-mediated signaling is ultimately accomplished
through binding with plexin receptors forming a receptor complex.
Semaphorins function mainly as repulsive guidance cues; however they can also
act as attractive cues (Bagnard, Lohrum, Uziel, Püschel, & Bolz, 1998; Luo, Raible, &
Raper, 1993; Terman, Mao, Pasterkamp, Yu, & Kolodkin, 2002; Winberg et al., 2001). In
repulsive signaling binding of a semaphorin at the growth cone results in downstream
signaling that disrupts integrin based adhesion. Loss of integrin based adhesion causes
the growth cone and axon to detach from the extracellular matrix and concludes in the
destabilization of the cytoskeleton and retreat or turning away of the extending axon
(Negishi, Oinuma, & Katoh, 2005; Pasterkamp, Peschon, Spriggs, & Kolodkin, 2003;
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Serini et al., 2003). Sema1a, the first known semaphorin involved in axon guidance, repels
axons in grasshoppers (Kolodkin et al., 1992). In vertebrates the well-studied secreted
Sema3A acts as a repulsive cue for axons from a number of neurons including: cortical,
sympathetic, hippocampal, and motor neurons (Luo et al., 1993; Raper, 2000). Dynamic
expression of Sema5B in the chick spinal cord is necessary for proper outgrowth of
sensory neurons. Elevated levels of Sema5B block outgrowth of sensory neurons,
whereas lowered expression allowed for pre-mature extension of axons into the dorsal
root space (R. Q. Liu, Wang, Legg, Abramyan, & O’Connor, 2014). Sema4D induces
growth cone collapse in extending hippocampal axons (Swiercz, Kuner, Behrens, &
Offermanns, 2002). Sympathetic neurons expressing plexin-4A respond in a repulsive
fashion when presented with a source of Sema6A. DRG neurons which also express
plexin-4A do not respond in the same way, and it was recently shown that co-expression
of Sema6A and plexin-4A allows for cis-binding of the molecules which, through an
undetermined mechanism, inhibits the response of DRG axons to external Sema6A
(Haklai-Topper, Mlechkovich, Savariego, Gokhman, & Yaron, 2010; X.-M. Xu et al., 2000).
Although generally repulsive semaphorins may also act as permissive cues in guidance.
In cell culture studies Sema5A has been shown to act as a permissive substrate and cue
for outgrowth of dorsal root ganglia axons in vitro (Masuda, Sakuma, Yaginuma, &
Taniguchi, 2014). Similarly Sema3C and Sema3F have attractive properties for cortical
and for olfactory bulb axon navigation respectively (Bagnard et al., 1998; de Castro, Hu,
Drabkin, Sotelo, & Chédotal, 1999). Sema3D interestingly acts as both attractant and
repellant to outgrowing commissural axons and how the signal is interpreted depends on
expression of a specific receptor subunit concentration (Wolman, Liu, Tawarayama, Shoji,
& Halloran, 2004). Sema7A, a member of the GPI-anchored semaphorins, also plays a
role in neuronal development. Sema7A is capable of promoting neurite growth of CNS
and PNS neurons though interaction with integrins found in the basement membrane in
cell explant experiments (Pasterkamp et al., 2003). Neurites also responded positively to
a gradient of Sema7A showing preference for growth towards the source for a number of
neuron types. However, outgrowth experiments of olfactory bulb neurons did not show a
preference one way or another for Sema7A suggesting more research is required to
determine how or if Sema7A may guide outgrowth of extending axons. In invertebrates
class one semaphorins guide axons in D. melanogaster and C.elegans. In Drosophila
Sema-2b functions as a repulsive cue for motor neuron and interneuron axons (Emerson,
Long, & Van Vactor, 2013). C.elegans contains three semaphorin genes of which only
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one, mab-20, has been implicated in axon guidance. Mutations in mab-20 result in general
but minor defects in SDQL and DD/VD motor neuron axon navigation (Hutter, 2003; X.
Wang et al., 2008). Taken together almost nearly all classes of semaphorins function in
guidance for axons of an equally wide range of neurons.

1.3.5. Growth Factors
Growth factors are so named for their ability to allow and induce cell growth and
survival. Nerve growth factor (NGF) as its name implies functions in neuronal survival and
neurite outgrowth (Barde, 1989; Hefti, 1986; Twiss & Shooter, 1995). NGF binds to a
dimerized receptor TrkA leading to phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic domain and
activation of anti-apoptosis and cell survival signaling pathways (Ibáñez, Ilag, MurrayRust, & Persson, 1993; Shen & Maruyama, 2011; Wiesmann, Ultsch, Bass, & Vos, 1999).
NGF has also been shown to promote proliferation of neural stem cells in vitro and is
essential to normal nervous system development in vertebrate models. NGF, when
presented as a gradient is capable of attracting extending axons of PC12 cell neurites in
vitro (Kapur & Shoichet, 2004). Indeed in vivo models have also shown that ectopic
expression of NGF is capable of guiding sympathetic axons from distant origins directly to
a concentrated source of NGF (Nam et al., 2013). Likewise, in vertebrates, physical injury
resulting in upregulation of NGF at a local source stimulates outgrowth of sympathetic
neuron axons where they invade the space and converge on sensory neurons expressing
NGF (Hasan et al., 2006; Hiltunen, Laurikainen, Väkevä, Meri, & Saarma, 2001; S. Zhou
et al., 2004).
Bone derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) like NGF is required for neuronal
survival, growth, and regulation (Binder & Scharfman, 2004). In vertebrates BDNF is highly
expressed in the central and peripheral nervous systems (Bramham & Messaoudi, 2005;
Lindsay, Wiegand, Altar, & DiStefano, 1994; Mattson, 2008; Park & Poo, 2013; Yoshii &
Constantine-Paton, 2010) and in the brain has been associated with learning and memory
(Cunha, Brambilla, & Thomas, 2010; Yamada, Mizuno, & Nabeshima, 2002). BDNF
induces neurite outgrowth and growth cone turning of hippocampal axons in vitro where
outgrowing axons either turned away from a high concentration of BDNF or towards a
minimal concentration (Mai, Fok, Gao, Zhang, & Poo, 2009). The bi-directionality of growth
cone response to BDNF was attributed to varying internal cAMP levels which are also
regulated by BDNF. BDNF bi-directional guidance has also been shown in Xenopus where
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spinal cord neurons with varying cAMP levels respond differently to BDNF (Song, Ming, &
Poo, 1997). Interestingly a previous study also showed that exposure to differing
concentrations of neurotrophic factors, including NGF and BDNF, was able to modulate
how a growth cone responds to other guidance cues. Normally exposure to collapsin-1
results in collapse of the growth cone; however, if first exposed to high concentrations of
BDNF, DRG growth cones for example show a drastically reduced response when
presented with a source of collapsin-1 (Tuttle & O’Leary, 1998).

1.3.6. Neurotransmitters
Neurotransmitters are the chemical messengers of the nervous system and at
least some evidence exists for their role in axon guidance in invertebrates. As a
neurotransmitter acetylcholine is probably most recognized for its role in muscle
innervation (Kuo & Ehrlich, 2015). However; acetylcholine has also been shown to induce
growth cone turning when presented as a gradient in vivo (Rüdiger & Bolz, 2008; Zhong,
Estes, Artinian, & Rehder, 2013). In C. elegans AVM neurons normally extend an axon
ventrally to join the ventral nerve cord where it then turns anteriorly and travels into the
nerve ring. In animals lacking normal extracellular distribution acetylcholine AVM axons
failed to extend ventrally and instead extend longitudinally towards the anterior of the
worm (Y. Xu, Ren, Quinn, & Wadsworth, 2011). Interestingly nearby but dorsally
navigating DD/VD neurons did not appear to be impacted. Acetylcholine is itself produced
and secreted by cholinergic neurons and its uptake by AVM in regulation of guidance is
mediated by a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor DEG-3. Introduction of exogenous
acetylcholine was sufficient to rescue these defects implying the loss of navigation was
indeed related to disruption of normal acetylcholine concentrations. Interestingly
introduction of exogenous acetylcholine in unc-40 and sax-3 mutants was also able to
rescue defects suggesting acetylcholine effects on axon guidance are related to slit and
netrin signaling pathways. At this time it is unclear whether acetylcholine directly impacts
the exogenous distribution of netrin and slit or if its effect is due to modulation of
downstream signaling in AVM itself through interaction with UNC-40/SAX-3 signaling
pathways (Q. Wang & Wadsworth, 2002).
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1.3.7. Additional Guidance Cues
Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and Sonic hedgehog (Shh) act as
morphogens in determination of neuron cell fates and also as guidance cues for extending
axons. In explant studies axons of rat spinal commissural axons grow dorsally but are
repelled ventrally when exposed to a dorsally localized gradient of BMP7 (Augsburger,
Schuchardt, Hoskins, Dodd, & Butler, 1999). Further examination of this process revealed
that dorsal spinal axons expressing BMP-receptor type-1B (BMPRIB) are selectively
impacted by BMP7 gradients. Gdf7-/-, another BMP class protein, and BMP7-/- knockout
mice both presented defects in dorsal spinal commissural axon navigation with axons
failing to extend ventrally (Augsburger et al., 1999; Butler & Dodd, 2003; Yamauchi, Phan,
& Butler, 2008). Axon guidance by BMP7 has also been linked with PI3K activity as
opposed to regular smad activity observed in cell fate specification (Perron & Dodd, 2011).
Shh functions in guidance of longitudinally extending axons in various vertebrate models.
For example in chick development Shh gradients and opposing Wnt gradients, along the
caudal to temporal axis guide the anterior extension of commissural axons (Bourikas et
al., 2005; Domanitskaya et al., 2010).
In Xenopus embryo development retinoic acid (RA) gradients are essential for
establishing the number of neurons and the timing of their differentiation (Franco,
Paganelli, López, & Carrasco, 1999; Papalopulu & Kintner, 1996; Sharpe & Goldstone,
1997). In vitro culture of Lymnaea stagnalis CNS neurons showed growth cone turning
towards a source of RA (Dmetrichuk, Carlone, & Spencer, 2006). Xenopus neurons also
display growth cone turning in the presence of an RA gradient suggesting a conserved
mechanism however it is unclear what receptors on the growth cone mediate this process
(Rand, 2012).

1.4. CELL ADHESION MOLECULES AND AXONAL
GROWTH AND NAVIGATION
Although guidance is essential for proper synapse and nervous system formation
the entire process is irrelevant if the axon has nowhere to grow in the first place. Thus, in
addition to cues on where to grow extending axons must also have a substrate upon which
to grow and a way to keep the established axon from moving once laid. To handle these
issues adhesive proteins allow cells to stabilize their position within the organism, serve
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as permissive or preventative substrates for growth (Figure 1.2), and act as guidance
cues. There are four main family of adhesion molecules: Cadherins, Immunoglobulin cell
adhesion molecules (IgCAMs), integrins, and the superfamily of C-type of lectin-like
domains proteins. All four families have roles in the promotion of axon growth and
guidance.

1.4.1. Cadherins
Calcium-dependent adherent proteins (cadherins) are a large conserved family of
proteins functioning in cell to cell adhesion and cell fate specification (Becker, Langhe,
Huang, Wedlich, & Kashef, 2012; Matsunami & Takeichi, 1995). Cadherins are so called
due to multiple repeats of a cadherin domain found in the extracellular segment of the
membrane bound proteins group. The cadherin domains mediate homophilic and
heterophilic interactions allowing for specificity in cell-cell adhesion and consequently in
guidance of extending axons. The cadherin superfamily, all proteins containing at least
one cadherin domain represents dozens of proteins spread across vertebrates and
invertebrates (Hirano, Suzuki, & Redies, 2003; Nollet, Kools, & van Roy, 2000). Thus,
unsurprisingly cadherins themselves are further broken down into classes based on
protein domain organization. Classical cadherins are single-pass transmembrane domain
proteins with five cadherin domains and a conserved cytoplasmic domain. The
cytoplasmic domain of classical cadherens bind catenin, a linker molecule, which in turn
directly bind actin filaments tying the cadherin to the cytoskeleton (Reviewed in Ranscht,
2000). Classical cadherins have been shown to play important roles in nervous system
development and axon guidance. N-Cadherins, short for neural cadherins, are widely
expressed in developing nervous systems of vertebrates and invertebrates alike (Hatta,
Takagi, Fujisawa, & Takeichi, 1987; Suzuki & Takeichi, 2008; Zartman et al., 2009).
Predictably N-Cadherins have been implicated in nervous system development. Knockout
mice lacking N-cadherin displayed major errors in neural tube formation with the neural
tube having an uncharacteristic wave-like appearance (Radice et al., 1997). N-cadherins
also function in axon guidance and targeting. For example, loss of expression of Ncadherin in specific Drosophila photoreceptors results in the inability of axons in the visual
system to navigate to their correct synaptic targets (C.-H. Lee, Herman, Clandinin, Lee, &
Zipursky, 2001). Loss of R-Cadherin (retinal cadherin) results in mis-patterning of the
forebrain in mice and axon guidance defects in zebrafish eye development (Andrews &
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Mastick, 2003; Stoykova, Fritsch, Walther, & Gruss, 1996). In C. elegans the sole classical
cadherin encoding gene hmr-1 expresses two splice variants: HMR-1A and HMR-1B.
HMR-1B is highly expressed in the developing nervous system (Broadbent & Pettitt,
2002). Loss of HMR-1B results in incorrect navigation of dorsally extending motor neuron
commissures suggesting HMR-1B specifically functions in this process. Motor neuron
axons that normally extend longitudinally exclusively in the right ventral nerve tract were
also seen crossing the ventral midline in animals lacking HMR-1B (Broadbent & Pettitt,
2002). Thus classical cadherins appear vital for development and morphogenesis of the
nervous system and roles from outgrowth of initial neurites to guidance of axons and endtarget specificity.
Most protocadherin family members are characterized by an extracellular domain
featuring six to seven cadherin repeats, and single pass transmembrane domain, and a
conserved cytoplasmic domain. NF-protocadherin, a seven cadherin domain containing
non-clustered protocadherin, has been shown to guide retinal axon guidance. At the
caudal turn, a specific locale in Xenopus retinal axon navigation, axons lacking NFprotocadherin fail to turn correctly (Leung et al., 2013). Sema3A exposure to retinal axon
growth cones results in translation and local expression of NF-protocadherin which is then
thought to stabilise and turn the growth cone through cell-cell adhesion (Leung et al.,
2013).
Atypical cadherins represent all other cadherin family members that don’t quite fit
the mold. The three main classes of atypical cadherins are fat/fat-like, Dachsous, and
Flamingo. In Drosophila regular expression of Flamingo guides end target selection for
extending dendrites in dendritic field formation (Gao, Kohwi, Brenman, Jan, & Jan, 2000).
Mice lacking Celsr3, a flamingo homolog, display a range of axonal tract formation defect
phenotypes implicating its wide ranging role in axon tract formation and likely role in axon
guidance there (Tissir, Bar, Jossin, Backer, & Goffinet, 2005). In C.elegans FMI-1
functions in both dorsal-ventral and longitudinal guidance of extending axons (Steimel et
al., 2010). FMI-1 was also found to play a unique role in coupling the navigation of the
axon of pioneering neuron PVPR and its follower PVQR. Loss of FMI-1 results in rarely
seen independent navigation of the follower PVQR axon (Steimel et al., 2010). In addition
the atypical FAT-like cadherin CDH-4 plays a role in navigation of axons in the ventral and
dorsal nerve cords (Schmitz, Wacker, & Hutter, 2008, p. 4). Taken together cadherins
have demonstrated and conserved roles in axon guidance.
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1.4.2. IgCAMs
Immunoglubin cell adhesion molecules or IgCAMs are so-called due to the
presence of one or more Ig domains and their ability to mediate cell adhesion to various
neighbouring cells and substrates. IgCAMs are plasma membrane bound proteins that
may be tethered to the cell surface by a GPI anchor; however, most IgCAM family
members contain a single-pass transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic domains of
various sizes and function (Sonderegger et al., 1998). IgCAM family members can
mediate cell-adhesion through homophilic or heterophilic interactions through binding at
Ig domains (Brümmendorf, Kenwrick, & Rathjen, 1998; Rougon & Hobert, 2003). These
interactions can exist between IgCAMs and other Ig containing proteins and can mediate
both attraction and repulsion in migrating axons.
Many receptors involved in axon guidance have been identified as members of the
IgCAM superfamily. These include the previously discussed netrin receptors UNC-5 and
UNC-40/DCC, and the slit receptor ROBO/SAX-3. All three of these are conserved
amongst vertebrates and invertebrates and are expressed in the nervous system and
function in guidance of navigating axons. The L1CAM class of IgCAMs (consisting of L1,
NrCAM, neurofascin, and CHL1) has also been implicated in an array of axon guidance
related pathways. Studies in vitro have shown the L1CAM member L1 is capable of
directing the outgrowth of axons through homophilic interactions (Kuhn 1991, Zhao 1998).
Neuronal cell adhesion molecule (NrCAM), a second member of the L1CAM family, is
essential for guidance of commissural axons crossing the ventral midline in vertebrates
(stoeckli 1997). In vivo studies confirm that NrCAM is normally expressed at the floor-plate
and disruption of this expression results in commissural axons being unable to properly
cross the midline or turn in the correct (rostral) direction. Mice lacking L1 or NrCAM show
aberrant axon trajectories as well as defasciulation of axon tracts (Law 2008, Falk 2005).
In C. elegans L1CAM family member SAX-7 is important in proper placement of
axons and neuronal cell-bodies within the nerve ring (Wang 2005). In addition, LAD-2,
another L1CAM member, acts as a co-receptor for MAB-20 in semaphorin mediated
axonal guidance mechanisms (Wang 2008). WRK-1, another IgCAM, guides axons in the
ventral nerve cord of C. elegans through ephrin-based signaling pathways. Here WRK-1
acts as an antagonist to outgrowing axons that express the ephrin receptor VAB-1.
Heterophilic interactions between VAB-1 and WRK-1 expressing cells elicits a repulsive
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growth cone response and is necessary for preventing VAB-1 expressing motor neurons
from incorrectly crossing the midline (Boulin 2006). Additional C.elegans IgCAMs when
mutated individually largely failed to produce defects in dorsal-ventral nor anteriorposterior navigation in axon guidance. However; in combinations the same mutant IgCAM
members in the same strain often produced navigation phenotypes where none existed
before suggesting IgCAM members may also function redundantly in axon guidance
signaling (Schwarz). Taken together IgCAMs are well established as upstream actors in
variety of signaling pathways controlling axon guidance with conserved roles across
evolution.

1.4.3. Integrins
Integrins are membrane bound adhesion molecules that link the actin cytoskeleton
to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and other cells. Integrins themselves are heterodimers
consisting of one alpha (α) and one beta (β) family member with vertebrates containing
18 α and 8 β subunits, and nematodes only 2 α and 1 β subunits respectively. A total of
24 integrins have been identified in vertebrates to date. Different combinations of alpha
and beta integrins allow for discrete and precise targeting of cell adhesion substrates and
ligands and provide a mechanism for guidance of migrating cells or processes (Barczyk,
Carracedo, & Gullberg, 2010; R. O. Hynes, 2002). In addition, a single integrin may
recognize several different ligands for binding. In the ECM integrins have been shown to
bind laminin, vitronectin, and fibronectin (McKerracher, Chamoux, & Arregui, 1996;
Schnapp et al., 1995). In addition, integrins have been shown to bind collagens in the ECM
and elsewhere (Tuckwell & Humphries, 1996). Finally, Integrin ectodomains have been
shown to interact with various IgCAM family members mainly in cell-cell based adhesion.
Both α and β integrins feature an Integrin (I) or I-like domain. α integrin I domains are
flanked by several β-propeller domain repeats, whereas β integrin I domains are flanked
by hybrid domains and usually feature several EGF domain repeats closer to the plasma
membrane (reviewed in Campbell & Humphries, 2011). The attachment of integrin to the
cytoskeleton is accomplished through recruitment of cell-adhesive complexes involving
the integrin itself and various cytoplasmic proteins such as talin, filamin, and vinculin
(Critchley, 2000, 2004; van der Flier & Sonnenberg, 2001). Expression of a variety of
integrins by neural crest cells has been associated with their proper migration in early
neural development. Similar disruptions in Schwann cells leads to incorrect sorting of
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sensory axons and improper or lack of myelination (Feltri et al., 2002, p. 20). In mice
lacking integrin beta-1 a wide range of nervous system development defects are observed
including incorrect axon morphologies and incorrect neuronal differentiation (Pietri et al.,
2004).
Integrins function in axonal guidance in both vertebrates and invertebrates. Growth
cones themselves are studded with integrin family members especially along filopodia
which, upon activation, promote actin polymerization allowing for extension of the growth
cone and underlying axon (Myers, Santiago-Medina, & Gomez, 2011). In zebrafish
introduction of integrin antagonists in the developing embryo halts migration of motor
neurons. In rat models integrins interact with known guidance mechanisms to mediate
growth cone turning and in vertebrates Sema7A functions to guide outgrowing axons by
reducing integrin-based adhesion (Pasterkamp et al., 2003). Similarly, ephrin A5 appears
to modulate integrin signaling and, through this and parallel pathways, can promote the
outgrowth and extension of axons in vivo (Davy & Robbins, 2000; Nakada, Niska, Tran,
McDonough, & Berens, 2005). In invertebrates integrins act genetically with the Slit-ROBO
system to ensure proper guidance of non-midline crossing axons (Stevens & Jacobs,
2002). In C. elegans loss of the alpha integrin INA-1, results in defasciculation of amphid
and ventral cord axons, and minor defects in guidance of D-type motor neurons and
commissural axons (Baum & Garriga, 1997). Tangible evidence also suggests these
guidance functions require the sole C. elegans beta integrin PAT-3. PAT-3 mutations are
lethal, however binding assays have shown interaction between INA-1 and tissue-specific
RNAi experiments targeting knockdown of PAT-3 also result in aberrant neuronal
projections (Baum & Garriga, 1997). The remaining alpha integrin in C. elegans, PAT-2,
has not been linked to axon guidance. Hence integrins mediate adhesion of growth cones
and axon to substrates for growth and both directly and in-directly control axon navigation
and outgrowth.

1.4.4. Lectins
The lectin family of proteins are known for their ability to bind carbohydrate chains
and function in a wide range of processes in animals including cell-adhesion. C-type lectin
domain proteins (C-type lectins) require Calcium (Ca2+) for binding hence the ‘C-type’
designation (Cummings & McEver, 2009). Presently only a handful of studies have linked
C-type lectin-like proteins to axonal outgrowth and navigation and require further
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investigation. In C. elegans CLEC-38 indirectly regulates axonal outgrowth of the PLM
neuron (Kulkarni, Li, & Wadsworth, 2008). Loss of clec-38 itself does not result in
navigation defects, however; combination with mutants in netrin-signaling showed a
significant increase in defects. Further observation found that CLEC-38 appears to
function as an antagonist to UNC-40 signaling and as a result can impact both dorsally
and ventrally navigating axons (Kulkarni et al., 2008). To date no vertebrate C-type lectins
have been shown to guide axons, however; a S-type lectin, galectin-1, has been shown
to guide axons in the developing olfactory bulbs of mice. S-type lectins, also called
galectins, require disulphide bonds as opposed to Calcium for carbohydrate binding (Varki
et al., 1999). Galectin-1 has been shown to mediate adhesion to the extracellular matrix,
and in vivo expression of Galectin-1 has been noted in various regions of the developing
mammalian nervous system including in extending dorsal root ganglia (Barondes, Cerra,
Cooper, Haywood‐Reid, & Roberson, n.d.; M. A. Hynes, Gitt, Barondes, Jessell, & Buck,
1990; Poirier, Timmons, Chan, Guénet, & Rigby, 1992; Regan, Dodd, Barondes, & Jessell,
1986). Sensory neurons expressing Galectin-1 at the cell surface increased neurite
extension and formation when presented with carbohydrate ligands for galectin-1
indicating it plays a role in neurite growth and extension in at least some neurons (Puche,
Poirier, Hair, Bartlett, & Key, 1996). In mice sensory olfactory neurons which normally
express N-acetylgalactosamine, a ligand for Galectin-1, extend into the olfactory bulb and
terminate together in glomeruli in the dorsomedial olfactory bulb. The same subset of
neurons in knockout mice lacking galectin-1 failed to navigate and terminate to their proper
end targets indicating Galectin-1 function in axon guidance of these neurons. Thus,
preliminary evidence has provided direct and indirect links between lectins, particularly of
the ‘C’ and ‘S’ types, and axon guidance but further research is still required to determine
the precise mechanisms by which lectins function in this process.

1.5. EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX AND BASEMENT
MEMBRANE COMPONENTS IN AXONAL OUTGROWTH
AND GUIDANCE.
The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a complex webbing of secreted proteins and
molecules that surrounds our cells and tissues. The ECM imparts structural support to its
surroundings with ‘sticky’ mesh-like proteins cross-linked to each other. The complex
network of proteins acts as a scaffold not just for support of cells but also acts in
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determining cell fates, survival, growth and migration. The ECM itself is broken down into
the interstitial matrix (IM) and the basement membrane (BM). The IM is a more loose and
porous structure usually composed of type I collagens and other sticky and elastic
molecules such as elastin. The BM is found sandwiched between epithelial and
endothelial cell layers. It can be found surrounding muscle cells and tissue, neurons, and
fat cells. The major components of the ECM, particularly of the BM, are discussed below
in regard to their roles in development of the nervous system and in guidance of migrating
axons.

1.5.1. Laminin
Laminin was first identified as a large non-collagenous protein from a culture of
mouse tumour tissue that was noted for producing basement membranes (Timpl et al.,
1979). Since then laminin research has flourished with malfunctions in laminin associated
with a number of diseases including congenital muscular dystrophy type 1A, and Pierson
syndrome (Gubler, 2008; Jimenez-Mallebrera, Brown, Sewry, & Muntoni, 2005) . Laminins
have also been implicated in a variety of functions including cell adhesion, migration, and
differentiation (review in Durbeej, 2010). Their importance is underlined by the fact that
loss of function mutations in most laminin sub-units results in lethality in most vertebrates
and invertebrates (Kamath et al., 2003; Kao, Huang, Hedgecock, Hall, & Wadsworth,
2006; Kuster, Guarnieri, Ault, Flaherty, & Swiatek, 1997; Miner, Li, Mudd, Go, &
Sutherland, 2004; Noakes, Gautam, Mudd, Sanes, & Merlie, 1995; Ryan, Lee, Miyashita,
& Carter, 1999; Smyth et al., 1999; Sönnichsen et al., 2005). Laminins are well-known for
their cross-resembling heterotrimeric structure composed of α, β, and gamma (γ) subunits (Figure 1.5). Each sub-unit is composed of globular head-like domains and long rodlike domains featuring a long coiled-coil domain. The coiled-coil domains twist around
each other and link the proteins to create the laminin superstructure. Each α, β, and γ subunit is capable of binding unique partners, often other basement membrane components
(Monique Aumailley et al., 2005; Schéele et al., 2007; Tzu & Marinkovich, 2008). For
examples γ1 and γ3 sub-units have been shown to bind nidogen/entactin, and β2 chains
to mediate binding to α7 integrin chains (Taniguchi et al., 2009). The α sub-units are
particularly important for receptor and cell-surface binding (Kramer, 2005). In vertebrates
at least 16 different combinations of α, β, and γ exist each allowing for unique binding
partners and interactions. Laminin molecules are first assembled into quaternary
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structures within the cell and then secreted into the extracellular matrix. Once secreted
laminin molecules will recognize and bind other basement membrane components,
particularly other laminin molecules, and self-assemble into basement membrane
complexes (Kalb & Engel, 1991; McKee, Harrison, Capizzi, & Yurchenco, 2007). Laminins
also play key roles in nervous system development. laminin-1 is essential for modulating
Xenopus growth cone response of retinal axons to gradients of netrin (Höpker, Shewan,
Tessier-Lavigne, Poo, & Holt, 1999). In vitro studies have shown laminin can induce
neurite outgrowth (Lander, Fujii, & Reichardt, 1985; Patton, Wang, Tarumi, Seburn, &
Burgess, 2008). In vivo knock-down of laminin-γ3 in zebrafish embryos impairs axon
navigation of rostrally navigating motor neurons (Eve & Smith, 2017). C.elegans animals
with loss of function mutations in epi-1, one of only four laminin genes present in the
nematode, display axon guidance and neuron migration defects (Forrester & Garriga,
1997; Huang et al., 2003). Thus, laminins plays essential but indirect roles in axon
guidance through initial induction of neurite outgrowth, as a permissive substrate for axon
extension, and through binding and localization of guidance cues such as UNC-6/netrin.

1.5.2. Perlecan
Perlecan is a very large heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) found abundantly
in the basement membrane. Perlecan consists of a core protein, divided into 5 (I-V)
conserved domains, to which 3 long glycosaminoglycan chains attach (long unbranched
chains of di-saccharide repeats). Within the basement membrane perlecan acts as a linker
molecule connecting collagens, nidogens, and laminins, as well as binding growth factors
and other molecules located within the greater extracellular matrix. Glycosaminoglycan
chains attach at the N-terminal domain of the core protein (Domain I) (Costell, Manni,
Yamada, & Timpl, 1997). Domain II of the core protein closely resembles the ligand
binding domain of the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) class of protein and binds
growth factors involved in, among other things, angiogenesis and bone formation (Abreu,
Ketpura, Reversade, & De Robertis, 2002; Gomes, Farach-Carson, & Carson, 2004;
Ivkovic et al., 2003; Nishida et al., 2003). Domains III and V closely resemble laminin
binding domains and Domain IV features a long stretch of Ig repeats baring homology
NCAM (Murdoch, Dodge, Cohen, Tuan, & Iozzo, 1992).
As mentioned perlecan is an important cross-linker of basement membrane
components. For example, it can bind growth factors such as FGF2 and morphogens
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through interaction at various domains (Farach-Carson 2007). Perlecan can bind type IV
collagens as well as fibronectin, nidogen and fibulin-2 through interactions in the Ig rich
domain IV of the core protein (Farach-Carson & Carson, 2007; Hopf, Göhring, Kohfeldt,
Yamada, & Timpl, 1999). Domain IV has also been shown to mediate binding to growth
factors and laminin-nidogen complexes (Hopf et al., 1999). Domains III and V of perlecan
have been shown to bind nidogen and domain V to promote integrin-based cell adhesion
(Brown, Sasaki, Göhring, Yamada, & Timpl, 1997; Kvansakul, Hopf, Ries, Timpl, &
Hohenester, 2001). Finally perlecan binds laminin-1 through interactions with heparan
sulfate side-chains mediated through attachment of glycosaminoglycans at domain I
(Battaglia, Mayer, Aumailley, & Timpl, 1992; Sasaki et al., 1998).
Perlecan has also been implicated in nervous system development across
species. Cultures of rat olfactory neurons when presented a source of perlecan showed
stimulated neurite outgrowth in the presence of FGF-1 (Key, Treloar, Wangerek, Ford, &
Nurcombe, 1996). Lack of perlecan is associated with decreased neurogenesis in vivo
due to inability to properly respond to morphogens (Girós, Morante, Gil-Sanz, Fairén, &
Costell, 2007). The lone C. elegans perlecan homolog is encoded by the gene unc-52.
UNC-52 primarily functions in myofilament assembly in body wall muscles during
embryogenesis. Complete lack of UNC-52 results in the inability of body wall muscles to
assemble myofilament lattices and results in arrested development at the two-fold stage.
However, strong loss of function mutations results in mostly-immobile; due to improper
muscle formation, but viable animals. unc-52 is expressed in body wall muscles during
embryogenesis where it is then secreted and joins the basement membrane (Hresko,
Williams, & Waterston, 1994; Moerman, Hutter, Mullen, & Schnabel, 1996; Rogalski,
Williams, Mullen, & Moerman, 1993). Loss of function mutations in unc-52 alone do not
display prominent migration defects; however, when combined with mutations in the
netrin/UNC-6 signaling pathway unc-52 enhances defects in distal tip cell migrations
(Merz, Alves, Kawano, Zheng, & Culotti, 2003). More recently unc-52 has been associated
with axon guidance, once again using the netrin signaling system. Here unc-52 mutations
resulted in redistribution of UNC-40 on growth cones that resulted in incorrect polarity of
neurite outgrowth (Y. Yang, Lee, Tang, & Wadsworth, 2014). Similarly, animals with
mutant UNC-52 displayed axon guidance defects in HSN axons that could be rescued by
additional mutation of netrin-pathway genes unc-6 and/or unc-40 (Y. Yang et al., 2014).
The identification of a unique unc-52 allele and brief phenotypic characterization of axonal
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guidance defects in unc-52 mutant animals is discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis.
In summary, perlecans represent major basement membrane components that act mainly
indirectly in axon guidance.

1.5.3. Nidogen
Nidogens, also known as entactins, are monomeric glycoproteins found in the
extracellular matrix. Nidogens are characterized by 3 globular domains (G1,G2,G3) and a
stalk-like region which is composed of a long string of EGF domain repeats. The stalk itself
is located between G2 and G3, with G3 being located at the C-terminal end of the protein.
All domains are important for binding and interacting with other ECM components. For
examples: The G3 domain, similar to perlecan sub-chains, is composed of LDLR domain
repeats. These repeats mediate binding to the γ1 chain of laminin and are essential for
basement membrane formation in vertebrates (Mayer et al., 1993; Pöschl, Fox, Block,
Mayer, & Timpl, 1994). The G2 domain constitutes a large beta-barrel domain and EGFlike domain (Hopf, Göhring, Ries, Timpl, & Hohenester, 2001). These combine to
accomplish binding with Type IV collagen and perlecan. Finally the G1 domain binds
fibulin-2; fibrillar forming glycoproteins found in the ECM (Ries, Göhring, Fox, Timpl, &
Sasaki, 2001). Nidogen-1 has also been shown to promote cell-attachment in vitro through
interactions at the G2 and rod domains (L. J. Dong, Hsieh, & Chung, 1995; C. Wu, Chung,
& McDonald, 1995; Yelian, Edgeworth, Dong, Chung, & Armant, 1993).Taken together,
nidogens like other ECM components serve to cross-link and sequester ECM components
particularly in the basement membrane and can mediate cell-adhesion. However, unlike
the other ECM molecules mentioned nidogens differ in that they are relatively small
proteins (Figure 1.5). Two nidogen genes, nidogen-1 and nidogen-2, have been found in
vertebrates, and at least one homolog in invertebrates. Given their propensity to bind
collagen IV and laminins in vitro (M. Aumailley et al., 1993; Kohfeldt, Sasaki, Göhring, &
Timpl, 1998; Paulsson et al., 1987) it stood to reason that nidogens are likely involved in
the correct assembly of the basement membrane. However, when Nidogen-1 in mice is
functionally disrupted no obvious defects in basement membrane assembly were noted
(Murshed et al., 2000). Similar loss of nidogen-2 (Schymeinsky et al., 2002) also did not
impact basement membrane assembly. Given that there are two genes the obvious
question of redundancy in function between the two begs the question what happens if
both nidogen members are removed? In mice lacking both nidogen-1 & nidogen-2 defects
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are finally noticeable in basement membranes but only in the lungs and cardiac tissue
(Bader et al., 2005). This indicated nidogens do play a role in basement membrane
assembly but that that role is perhaps less general and more tissue specific and nonessential for general basement membrane assembly. Nidogens have not featured
prominently in research regarding vertebrate nervous system development; however; their
expression in the nervous system and their localization to BMs suggest roles may exist.
In muscle tissue nidogen-2 has been implicated in proper establishment of neuromuscular
synapses (Fox, Ho, Smyth, & Sanes, 2008). Nidogen-1 has also been shown to prevent
death and promote migration of Schwann cells in culture and promote their migration (H.
K. Lee et al., 2007). Nidogen-1 is also upregulated following damage to the sciatic nerve
and plays a role in axon regeneration of rat DRG neurons (H. K. Lee et al., 2007; H. K.
Lee, Seo, Suh, & Park, 2009). C.elegans contains one nidogen gene, nid-1, which
encodes three isoforms (NID-1A, NID-1B, NID-1C) that differ in the number of EGF
repeats in their ‘rod’-like domains. NID-1 in the worm is expressed in multiple tissues and
found deposited in all BMs. During embryogenesis NID-1 expression is mainly found
around body wall muscles and closer to L1 larval stages shows enrichment around the
nerve ring in the head. In C.elegans nid-1, similar to vertebrates, does not appear to be
essential for BM assembly (Kang & Kramer, 2000). Loss of nid-1 does however have
pronounced impacts on the C. elegans nervous system. nid-1 mutant animals display
more symmetrical ventral cords due to incorrectly navigating axons extending in the wrong
ventral cord tract (Bhat & Hutter, 2016; S. Kim & Wadsworth, 2000). Navigation errors are
not limited to the VNC with defects also noted in commissural axon and dorsal cord axon
navigation (Bhat & Hutter, 2016; S. Kim & Wadsworth, 2000). Further analysis of guidance
at the choice point which establishes ventral nerve cord asymmetry in C. elegans using
nid-1 mutants examined in greater detail in Chapter 4. Thus nidogen represents a
basement membrane component that functions in axon guidance and the development of
the nervous system and other tissues.

1.5.4. Collagen
Collagens are characterized by long repeats of collagen motifs, also called triplehelix motifs, and are usually secreted from underlying cells into the ECM. Collagens
represent a large family of proteins which are broken down into 28 different types in
vertebrates. These 28 types themselves fall into sub-groups: fibrillar, fibrillar-like, beaded
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filament, network-forming, fibril-associated (FACIT) and transmembrane collagens. The
collagen motif is composed of 3 amino acid residues: Glycine-X-Y where the ‘X’ and ‘Y’
usually feature a proline or hydroxyproline although substitutions of other amino acids are
also found. The collagen motif results in the formation of a left-handed alpha-helix
structure. Single collagen chains of the same type combine to create triple-helical
quaternary structures that are composed of three individual collagen proteins twisted
around each other. The quaternary structure formed from the twisting of the three alphahelixes results in a right-handed triple helix structure. Triple-helix structure formation
differs depending on collagen type with membrane bound collagen species initiating the
process from the amino-terminal end of the proteins whereas fibrillar and fibrillar-like
collagens initiate at the carboxyl-terminus of the protein (Khoshnoodi, Cartailler, Alvares,
Veis, & Hudson, 2006; Khoshnoodi, Pedchenko, & Hudson, 2008). Collagens also contain
non-collagenous (NC) domains which are numbered beginning at the C-terminus end of
the protein (NC1, NC2, etc.). NC domains are usually found at the ends of the protein and
interspersed between collagen repeats, in some cases adding key residues such as
cysteine is necessary for forming disulphide bonds and recognition of binding partners.
Furthermore, the interruption of the rigid alpha helix by NC domains confers flexibility to
the protein. The addition of proline and hydroxyproline residues creates bends in tertiary
protein structures essential for formation of quaternary structures. Glycine residues are
also required to maintain the helical structure by allowing hydrogen bonding between the
three chains. Hydroxyproline residues also confer stability to the helical structure through
hydrogen bonding at their hydroxylated sites (OH). Similarly, hydrolysines can aid in
stability of the helix through hydrogen bonding and also function in secretion of collagen
into the ECM. Hydroxylation of these amino acid residues takes place prior to triple helix
formation and is accomplished by the enzymes prolyl-4-hydroxylase (P4H) and lyslhydroxilase. Hydroxylation is thought to occur during protein assembly in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER). The triple helix conformation creates an elastic or spring-like protein that
is useful in forming and maintaining connections between cells or tissues. Hence
collagens represent a large volume of the ECM with functions including cross-linking to
other ECM components creating stability and flexibility, binding and depositing of ligands
within the basement membrane, as well as binding and activation of receptors on nearby
or migrating cells. The roles and relationships of the various vertebrate collagen types on
nervous system development, and how they relate to axon guidance in C. elegans are
discussed below.
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Network-forming Collagens
Vertebrate network-forming collagens are key components of the extracellular
matrix and include collagen types IV, VIII, and X. Type IV collagens make up a large
portion of basement membranes and in mammals are composed of six different alpha
chain collagen IV proteins. Collagen IV can self-assemble into large sheets resembling
structures that span the BM and is primarily thought to increase integrity and stability of
the BM. Self-assembly into sheets is mediated by bonds at the terminal arms of type IV
collagen heterotrimers. NC1 domains, at the C-terminal end of type IV collagens,
recognize and bind to each other and 7S domains at the N-termini likewise recognize and
bind to each other. These interactions stabilise the helixes into strong but flexible networks
(Figure 1.5). In vertebrate nervous system development COL4A1 is important in proper
specification of tectal layers through sorting of migrating retinal ganglion cells (Xiao 2007).
Navigating retinal ganglion cells do not use collagen directly for navigation but instead
appear to respond to HSPGs which are bound to type IV collagens in the BM and make
them accessible for interaction with receptors on migrating cells. Biochemical studies
using rats found Type IV collagen selectively binds discoidin domain receptor 1 (DDR1)
but not DDR2 (Vogel, Gish, Alves, & Pawson, 1997; H. Xu et al., 2011). DDRs are receptor
tyrosine kinases whose homologs have been shown to guide axons in invertebrates
(Unsoeld, Park, & Hutter, 2013). Vertebrate DDRs function in a variety of processes and
are bound and activated by various collagen members. Both DDR1 and DDR2 are
expressed in the developing nervous system of rats. At this time no role for guidance of
axons has been attributed to DDRs in vertebrates. In C. elegans, collagen IV has two
homologs encoded by let-2 and emb-9. LET-2 and EMB-9 are expressed along and colocalize to most basement membranes of the worm (Graham et al., 1997). Here they act
like vertebrate network-forming collagens and maintain the integrity of the BM. EMB-9 and
LET-2 are both alpha-helical structures and co-localization of expression likely indicates
they combine to form heterotrimeric quarternary collagen structures. Loss of either emb9 or let-2 results in embryonic lethality, however; temperature sensitive mutations of either
gene did not result in axon navigation defects in the later born and longitudinally extending
HSN neurons (Torpe & Pocock, 2014). Interestingly EMB-9 has been shown to activate
DDR-2 receptors where it appears to function in axon regeneration (Hisamoto, Nagamori,
Shimizu, Pastuhov, & Matsumoto, 2016). In C. elegans discoidin domain receptors have
been shown to function in guidance of ventral nerve cord (VNC) neurons where they act
in shared pathways of fmi-1 and nid-1 (Unsoeld et al., 2013). Mutation of fmi-1 and nid-1
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did not produce similar issues in axon regeneration however; nor did mutations in emb-9
or let-2 produce guidance phenotypes in HSN axons (Hisamoto et al., 2016; Torpe &
Pocock, 2014). This suggest DDRs in C.elegans binds Type IV collagen but downstream
signaling resulting from activation by EMB-9 is unrelated to axon guidance functions.
Guidance via DDRs is therefore likely due to activation by other collagen types in C.
elegans. Thus networking forming collagens, although important in nervous system
development and major components of basement membranes appear to be less important
in the actual guidance of migrating axons.

Transmembrane collagens
Transmembrane collagens, now called membrane-associated collagens with
interrupted triple-helices (MACITs) (Tu, Huhtala, Lee, Adams, & Pihlajaniemi, 2015) are
transmembrane domain containing collagens. All known MACITs are type II
transmembrane proteins and feature a single-pass transmembrane domain and short Nterminal cytosolic domain with no predicted function. The extracellular portion of the
proteins features several collagen repeat domains interrupted by short non-collagenous
(NC) domains. Additionally, all have a conserved furin recognition site just next to the
transmembrane domain. Cleavage by furin allows for the collagen repeat containing
portion of the protein to be shed from the cell surface and deposited in the ECM
(Hashimoto et al., 2002; A. Snellman et al., 2000; Veit et al., 2007). Also, like most other
collagens, MACITs are composed of three separate α-helix containing polypeptide chains.
Triple helix formation in MACITs (homotrimeric) is accomplished through twisting of the
collagen repeat domains (Anne Snellman, Tuomisto, Koski, Latvanlehto, & Pihlajaniemi,
2007). The triple helix structure requires stable di-sulfide bridges between the chains
mediated by conserved cysteine residues within the NC domains of the protein
ectodomain (Latvanlehto, Snellman, Tu, & Pihlajaniemi, 2003; Anne Snellman et al.,
2007). In mammals MACITs comprise collagens XIII, XVII, XXIII, and XXV. Type XVII
differs from the rest of the family in that it is cleaved by ADAM metalloproteinases instead
of furin and features a long cytoplasmic domain. In addition, types XIII, XXIII, and XXV
have 3 long collagen repeat domains whereas type XVII has several smaller collagen
repeat domains, in all cases linked by NC domains. MACITs have also been implicated in
nervous system development. Collagen XVII has been observed in human CNS along
neuronal cell bodies (Seppänen et al., 2006). Shed ectodomain of mature Collagen XXIII
is found in the brain (Veit et al., 2007, 2011). More recent research indicates, in mice,
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some MACIT expression is restricted to specialised structures within the nervous system
(Monavarfeshani, Knill, Sabbagh, Su, & Fox, 2017a). Col23a1 and Col17a1 expression is
found in the mouse retina and Col23a1 in neuron dense regions of the accessory olfactory
bulb, a region associated with pheromone detection (Monavarfeshani, Knill, Sabbagh, Su,
& Fox, 2017b). Col25a1 RNA expression is wide-spread in the mouse brain and enriched
in areas associated with visual processing and interneurons of the hippocampus. Col13a1
RNA expression was not notable in the adult mouse brain but has been noted in both the
developing CNS and PNS of mice (Monavarfeshani et al., 2017b; Sund et al., 2001). In
addition to expression MACITs have been shown to have an active role in neural
development. Collagen XIII is also capable of inducing neurite outgrowth in vitro (Sund et
al., 2001) has also been implicated is important for neuromuscular junction formation
(Latvanlehto et al., 2010). Collagen XXV has been shown to bind amyloid beta fibrils
leading to aggregation linking it to Alzheimer’s disease (Söderberg et al., 2005) although
contradictory results indicate more research is required to determine how it impacts this
process (Kakuyama et al., 2005; Osada et al., 2005). In C. elegans a previous screen for
axon guidance mutations uncovered an allele of the MACIT col-99, short for collagen-99,
showed penetrant defects in VNC axon navigation (Unsoeld, 2013). I identified another
col-99 allele in my screens for VNC asymmetry defects. An expanded understanding of
the roles of MACITs in axon navigation, specifically the role of COL-99 in neuronal circuit
formation in C. elegans is the topic of Chapter 3 of this thesis.

Multiplexins
Vertebrate collagens XV and XVIII are both members of the multiplexin family of
collagens. Multiplexins contain several collagen repeat domains broken up by NC
domains. In addition both XV and XVIII collagens contain a thrombospondin-1 motif at
their N-terminus. Multiplexins also undergo proteolytic cleavage which releases small
peptides called endostatins. Thus multiplexins are also referred to as endostatinproducing collagens. Endostatins produced by cleavage of Col18A1 can produce strong
anti-angiogenic effects (Abdollahi, Hlatky, & Huber, 2005). In the nervous system collagen
XVIII has been found within amyloid plaques (Deininger, Fimmen, Kremsner, Meyermann,
& Schluesener, 2002; Deininger, Meyermann, & Schluesener, 2006; van Horssen et al.,
2002) and can form structures resembling amyloid fibrils that are neurotoxic in vitro (G.-A.
He et al., 2005; Kranenburg et al., 2003). In C. elegans the homolog of the multiplexin
family is encoded by cle-1 (B. D. Ackley et al., 2001). cle-1 is expressed in the body wall
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muscles and CAN neurons during embryogenesis which switch to expression in the nerve
ring, dorsal nerve cord, and weak expression in ventral nerve cord and other longitudinally
extending axons in L1/L2 larval stages (B. D. Ackley et al., 2001). CLE-1 protein was also
found deposited along longitudinal axon tracts where it co-localizes with NID-1 (Brian D.
Ackley et al., 2003). Deletion of the cle-1 NC1 domain results in misnavigation of dorsally
navigating motor neuron commissures and defects in motor neuron cell migration (B. D.
Ackley et al., 2001).

Other Collagens
Other vertebrate collagen types include fibrillar collagens (types I, II, III, V, XI,
XXIV, and XXVII), beaded-filaments (type VI), and Fibrillar-Associated Collagens with
Interrupted Triple helices (FACITs) (Types IX, XII, XIV, XVI, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII). Neither
fibrillar nor beaded-filament collagens have demonstrated roles in axon guidance despite
some showing expression in nervous systems during early development (Boot-Handford
& Tuckwell, 2003; Lui, Kong, Nicholls, Cheung, & Cheah, 1995; Vitale, Braghetta, Volpin,
Bonaldo, & Bressan, 2001). Although various FACITs show expression in early vertebrate
nervous systems as well (Gerecke, Meng, Liu, & Birk, 2004; Liao et al., 2012; Su, Gorse,
Ramirez, & Fox, 2010; Sumiyoshi, Inoguchi, Khaleduzzaman, Ninomiya, & Yoshioka,
1997; Wälchli, Koch, Chiquet, Odermatt, & Trueb, 1994) they have not been extensively
studied for roles in axon guidance. FACIT collagen 19a1 has been associated with
guidance of zebrafish motor neuron axons particularly at intermediate guidance choice
points (Hilario, Wang, & Beattie, 2010). Thus it is possible FACITs may play a larger role
in guidance but at this time a lack of research prevents drawing any strong conclusions
as to whether FACITs play a more general or wide-spread role in axon navigation and
requires further investigation.

1.6. SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION OF AXON STEERING
Interactions of guidance cues with receptors on growth cones of outgrowing axons
result in the induction of various signaling pathways that induce changes in the
cytoskeleton which steer growth cones in a particular direction (Figure 1.6). Blocking of
various receptors preventing ligand binding results in effectively blinding the growth cone
(Bentley & Toroian-Raymond, 1986; Buck & Zheng, 2002; E. W. Dent & Kalil, 2001). Most
of the major classes of guidance receptors including: netrin receptors, robos, plexins, and
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Ephs signal through Rho-family GTPases. Rho-family GTPases, members of the larger
Ras superfamily of GTPases, are small G-proteins found in the cytosol that bind
guanosine triphosphate(GTP) (Figure 1.6). In their active form G-proteins are bound to
GTP, which they then hydrolyze converting to GTP to guanosine diphosphate (GDP). As
long as they are bound to GDP they are inactive. Guanine nucleotide exhchange factors
(GEFs) catalyse the reaction that leads to the release of GDP and its replacement with
GTP beginning the cycle once again. Hence, activation of GEFs is generally followed by
the re-activation of their corresponding Rho GTPases. GTPase activating proteins (GAPs)
are so-called because they induce the hydrolysis reaction of Rho GTPases thereby
promoting the inactive form. Ligand binding to guidance receptors on the growth cone can
induce activation of various GEFs and GAPs. This leads to either inactivation or activation
of Rho GTPases. Rho GTPases then function downstream by activation of effector
molecules and adaptor proteins which in turn alter the surrounding cytoskeleton. Adaptor
proteins that bind actin filaments can induce branching, assembly, disassembly and
stability
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vasolidatorstimulated(VASP), Cofilin, Mical, and actin-related proteins (ARPs) 2 and 3
which form a complex (ARP2/3). Ena/Vasp proteins bind free F-actin ends where they can
stabilize actin structures and stimulate actin polymerization (Erik W. Dent et al., 2011). In
C.elegans mutations in the Ena/Vasp homolog UNC-34 result in guidance defects in a
wide number of navigating axons (Gitai, Yu, Lundquist, Tessier-Lavigne, & Bargmann,
2003; T. W. Yu, Hao, Lim, Tessier-Lavigne, & Bargmann, 2002). Identification and
mapping of a novel unc-34 allele is discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis. ARP2/3
complexes similarly bind F-actins where they function by inducing actin filament
branching. Cofilin and Mical have inhibitory effects on polymerization with Cofilin cutting
F-actin filaments and Mical activation resulting in their depolymerization. Of the Rho
GTPase family members Cdc42, RhoA, and Rac have all been implicated in axon growth
and guidance (A. Hall & Lalli, 2010). In vertebrate development Cdc42 functions in axon
formation from early outgrowing neurites in vivo (Garvalov et al., 2007). Rat spinal
commissures also display rapid activation of both Cdc42 and Rac1 when netrin-1 bound
UNC-6/DCC on the growth cone which was essential for growth cone expansion
(Shekarabi et al., 2005). Knockout mice lacking p190RhoGAP have significant defects in
guidance of hippocampal axon projections (Brouns, Matheson, & Settleman, 2001). These
guidance errors may be due to lack of down-regulation of Rho by p190RhoGAP which is
necessary for growth-cone collapse (Barberis et al., 2005). Rho GTPases have also been
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directly associated with downstream signaling of a number of known guidance cues.
Semaphorin mediated growth cone affects downstream of plexin receptors requires
various Rac and Rho proteins (A. Hall & Lalli, 2010). Likewise, growth cone collapse
induced by activation of EphA4 requires deactivation of Rac signaling (Shi et al., 2007). In
invertebrates repulsion of axons by slit is accomplished through downstream activation of
Rac (Fan, Labrador, Hing, & Bashaw, 2003; L. Yang & Bashaw, 2006).
In C. elegans five genes encode homologs of Rho, Rac, and Cdc42. rho-1 and
cdc-42 encode the sole Rho and Cdc42 homologs found in the worm. CDC-42 is involved
in growth cone remodeling and acts downstream of UNC-40 in guidance of AVM axons
(Demarco, Struckhoff, & Lundquist, 2012). Rho homolog RHO-1 regulates axon
morphology and neuroblast migration (Spencer, Orita, Malone, & Han, 2001). Mutations
in rho-1 result in lethality; however, overexpression of a dominant negative form of RHO1 leads to failure of PLM axons to terminate growth at the correct location (Borgen, Wang,
& Grill, 2017). CDC-42 also acts together with RHO-1 to induce growth cone collapse
essential in axon termination (Borgen et al., 2017). Nematode Rac homologs CED-10,
MIG-2, and RAC-2 act redundantly to control axon navigation of CAN neurons (Lundquist,
Reddien, Hartwieg, Horvitz, & Bargmann, 2001). MIG-2 and CED-10 also act together to
guide the DD/VD motor neuron axons and amphid neuron axons in the head of the worm
(Lundquist et al., 2001; Y.-C. Wu, Cheng, Lee, & Weng, 2002). unc-73 encodes a GEF,
UNC-73/TRIO, containing 2 GEF domains the first of which activates MIG-2 and CED-10
and the second RHO-1 (Kubiseski, Culotti, & Pawson, 2003; Spencer et al., 2001; Y.-C.
Wu et al., 2002). Null mutations of unc-73 result in embryonic lethality, however; mutations
rendering UNC-73 permanently RHO or RAC active both result in axon guidance defects.
Interestingly the guidance phenotypes observed varied depending on the nature of the
mutation (Bhat & Hutter, 2016). TIAM-1, an ortholog the human RhoGEFs (ARHGEFs),
also appears to function in axon guidance in parallel pathways to UNC-73/TRIO (Demarco
et al., 2012). TIAM-1 functions downstream of CDC-42 and UNC-40 to guide AVM axons,
and is essential to orient neurites in posteriorly migrating axons (Demarco et al., 2012;
Zheng, Diaz-Cuadros, & Chalfie, 2016).
Microtubule-modulating proteins like actin modulators also play key roles in growth
cone guidance. Dynamic microtubule filaments extend into filopodia of the growth cone
and can crosslink with F-actin bundles there (Figure 1.1) (Geraldo & Gordon-Weeks,
2009). This confers stability to the extending axon and stabilization of these early
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extending dynamic microtubules within a single filopodium is associated with attractive
guidance and growth cone turning. Conversely retreat or absence of dynamic
microtubules and the presence of stable microtubules is associated with stalling of growth
cones. Binding of guidance cues to various receptors on growth cones induces signaling
pathways to recruit and remove various microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) which in
turn remodel the cytoskeleton. Receptor activation leads to activation of kinases, in
particular the serine/threonine kinase glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3), which in turn
phosphorylates MAPs allowing modifications of microtubules and remodeling of the
cytoskeleton (Goold, Owen, & Gordon-Weeks, 1999; W.-Y. Kim et al., 2006; Lucas, Goold,
Gordon-Weeks, & Salinas, 1998, p. 199; Purro et al., 2008).

1.7. CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS AS A MODEL
ORGANISM FOR THE STUDY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
1.7.1. Caenorhabditis elegans as a Model Organism
Caenorhabditis elegans, C. elegans for short, is a free-living nematode that grows
to a maximum length of approximately 1mm. They exist primarily as hermaphrodites (XX)
but males of the species (XO) are also found at a lower rate (Nigon, 1949; Nigon &
Dougherty, 1949). C. elegans were first used as a model organism by Sidney Brenner in
the early 1970’s (Brenner, 1973, 1974). The worm is an excellent model organism for
study given its small size, fully sequenced genome, and fully known cell-lineage. Indeed
the worm consists of only 959 somatic adult cells which are invariant in position from one
animal to the next and whose cell-division have been carefully determined for each and
every cell of the hermaphrodite (Kimble & Hirsh, 1979; Sulston & Horvitz, 1977; Sulston
et al., 1983; Wood, 1988). In addition, and specific to the study of nervous system
development, the nematode contains only 302 neurons in adult hermaphrodites making
observation of individual axon projections possible in vivo. This is in stark contrast to
vertebrate nervous systems which are highly complex and usually feature millions of
neurons making observations of individual axon projections unmanageable. The
transparent cuticle (exoskeleton) of the nematode also allows for direct in vivo observation
of cells and tissues using tools such as fluorescent protein reporters and various staining
procedures. C. elegans has a short generation time with embryogenesis occurring over
14 hours and full maturation to late stage adulthood completing within 4 days at 20
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degrees Celsius for wildtype animals (Brenner, 1973). Following embryogenesis larvae
progress through 4 larval stages (L1-L4) eventually becoming adults. Adult animals
normally live for 2 to 3 weeks, however; C. elegans larvae can enter a ‘dauer’ state in
cases of stress or starvation that allow the worm to live for up to 3 months and to continue
development when presented with favourable growth conditions (Cassada & Russell,
1975; Wood, 1988). A single hermaphrodite can produce broods of approximately 300
animals. The availability of males allows for easy mating and genotype manipulation. The
entire genome of C. elegans has been sequenced and is comprised of approximately
20,200 genes spaced over 5 somatic (I-V) and one sex (X) chromosome (C. elegans
Sequencing Consortium, 1998; “Wormbase release WS265 - WormBase : Nematode
Information Resource” 2018). Approximately 40% of the genes are conserved between C.
elegans and humans, with many non-conserved genes representing nematode specific
expansions of families such as the cuticular collagens that compose the cuticle of the
worm (Shaye & Greenwald, 2011). Most genes with roles in nervous system development,
in particular those pertaining to axon guidance, appear to be conserved both in structure
and function between invertebrates and vertebrates. Quick analysis of genetic mutants is
also possible as thousands upon thousands of mutant strains are maintained and
available from resources such as the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC) and bioresource project in Japan. Development of new gene editing tools such as CRISPR-Cas9
have more recently expanded the genetic manipulation tools for C. elegans and offer
researchers tools for examination of topics ranging from axon guidance and nervous
system development, to learning and memory. Taken together C. elegans represents an
ideal model organism for understanding nervous system development with observations
generally being translatable to higher organisms including mammals.

1.7.2. C.elegans Nervous System Overview
Of the 959 somatic cells of C. elegans hermaphrodite 302 are neurons and another
56 glial cells. Thus over 1 in every 3 cells are part of the worms nervous system and the
lineage of each individual cell also known (Deppe et al., 1978; Robertson & Thomson,
1982; Sulston & Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 1983). Serial electron micrograph
reconstructions have visualized and characterized the entire neuronal connectome of the
roundworm. The 302 neurons are split into 118 different neuron classes which form the
somatic (282 neurons) and pharyngeal (20 neurons) systems respectively. Although
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simplistic when compared to humans or most vertebrates the C. elegans nervous system
still allows for thousands of unique connections. Connections within the nervous system
are achieved through approximately 5000 chemical synapses, 600 gap junctions, and
2000 neuromuscular junctions (D. H. Hall & Russell, 1991; White, Southgate, Thomson,
& Brenner, 1976, 1986, p. 19). Most axons in the worm travel in bundles or fascicles along
with other axons and synaptic connections are formed ‘en passant’ between adjacent
axons (Albertson & Thomson, 1976; D. H. Hall & Russell, 1991; White et al., 1976, 1986).
C. elegans features a main neuropil, a dense network of neurons, their processes and
supporting cells, in the anterior head region of the worm. This neuropil or brain is
commonly called the ‘nerve ring’ due to the way it encircles the pharynx creating a loop
like structure. In addition, the worm has a retro-vesicular ganglion of neuronal cell bodies
just posterior of the nerve ring on the ventral side and lumbar and pre-anal ganglia in the
tail. Two major axon tracts, the ventral and dorsal nerve cords (VNC and DNC) extend
longitudinally from the nerve ring in the head to the posterior tail region. The DNC is
composed largely of motor neuron axons which extend dorsally from cell bodies on the
ventral side into the DNC. In addition several chemosensory neuronal cell bodies can be
found anterior to the nerve ring in the head, where they function in chemical detection of
the surrounding environmental.

1.7.3. The Ventral Nerve Cord in C. elegans
The ventral nerve cord (VNC) is the major longitudinal axon tract of C.elegans. The
nerve cord is composed of two tracts, the right VNC and left VNC, which are separated by
the ventral midline (Durbin, 1987; White et al., 1976). Most axons in the VNC extend in
the right VNC tract with only 4 axons extending in the left VNC tract. Asymmetric
distribution of axons is clearly visible in wildtype animals using pan-neuronal GFP
reporters (Figure 1.8). The right VNC tract contains a wide majority of axons, (54 in adult
hermaphrodites), and is the first to form. The axon of AVG, found in near the anterior edge
of the VNC extends its axon first into the space that will become the right VNC making it
the pioneer of the ventral nerve cord and right VNC tract. Pioneering axons, known simply
as pioneers, are those which first extend and navigate and can function in axon guidance
of later extending axons themselves. Here a single pioneer may do the hard work of initially
navigating and laying down a process which then acts like a road for later extending axons
to follow. In this way later extending ‘follower’ axons can simply recognize, adhere to, and
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follow pioneer axons. Such relationships are known to exist for axon navigation in
developing nervous systems of both vertebrates and invertebrates alike (Chitnis &
Kuwada, 1991; Klose & Bentley, 1989; Pike, Melancon, & Eisen, 1992). The bulk of the
remaining axons in the right VNC are comprised of motor neuron axons and command
interneurons who help co-ordinate signaling and output of the motor circuit. Command
interneurons form synapses with neighbouring motor neurons in the VNC. Motor neuron
cell bodies are found dispersed along the ventral midline between the VNC tracts and
extend axons anteriorly and exclusively into the right VNC. Additionally, DA/DB motor
neurons extend commissural axons laterally from the cell body whereas DD/VD motor
neurons extend axons into the VNC that branch with one process continuing longitudinally
in the VNC and the other leaving the VNC and extending laterally. The left VNC tract is
composed of only four axons in adult hermaphrodites and forms as follows: From the tail
of C. elegans the neuron PVPR extends an axon that pioneers the left VNC tract. PVPR
first extends a process anteriorly on the right side of the ventral midline which shortly
thereafter crosses the midline and extends nearly the entire length of the worm in the left
tract (Figure 1.7). Later extending PVQ(L/R) axons tightly follow initial PVP axons with
PVQL following PVPR in the left tract and PVQR following PVPL on the right side. AVK
neurons (AVKL/R) extend axons anteriorly into the nerve ring in the head and then circle
back to enter the VNC where they continue into the posterior of the worm. The axon of
AVKR constitutes one of four that enter and extend in the left VNC, whereas AVKL extends
an axon into the right VNC. Finally, HSN or hermaphrodite-specific neurons, uniquely born
after embryogenesis, extend axons during early larval stages. The HSNL cell body
migrates anteriorly and stops near the vulval region of hermaphrodites where it then
extends a process into the left VNC that extends anteriorly (HSNR mirrors this with an
axon extending in the right VNC).
Given the bilateral symmetry of most C. elegans anatomy the asymmetric
distribution of axons between right and left VNC tracts is particularly striking. Disruption of
this structure in wildtype animals is rarely, if ever, observed indicating this structure is vital
to the worms’ survival (Table 2.2). Interestingly, at the most anterior end of the VNC axons
are instead symmetrically distributed between left and right tracts leading into the nerve
ring in the head (Figure 1.7). Just posterior to the nerve ring a choice point occurs for VNC
axons where all but four choose to cross into the right VNC tract and continue extension.
This raises the question what controls guidance at this choice point as well as why is
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asymmetry important for the VNC in the first place? An initial hypothesis would see
temporal development of the VNC playing an important role in its structural development.
The first neuron to pioneer what becomes the VNC is AVG which extends an axon in the
right VNC tract. The AVG cell body lies near the anterior end of the VNC just posterior to
the area where later extending axons choose to cross into the right tract. Thus it would
logically follow that later extending axons simply follow the pioneering AVG axon creating
a discrepancy between the number of axons in the left and right VNC tracts. This however
was not supported by evidence wherein loss of the AVG pioneering neuron by laser
ablation had no impact on establishment of VNC asymmetry despite resulting in widespread guidance defects of VNC axons elsewhere (Hutter, 2003). Furthermore the
segment in which the navigation choice point occurs is instead pioneered by the RIF
neurons (RIFR and RIFL); however, similar removal of RIF neurons fails to produce
asymmetry defects (Hutter, 2003). Thus VNC asymmetry does not appear to result from
a pioneer/follower relationship due to temporal outgrowth of axons in establishment of the
VNC. A second hypothesis would see all axons navigating independently at the anterior
choice point where axons are sorted into right and left ventral tracts. As loss of pioneers
does not result in defects here this appears to be the most likely explanation, however;
the low penetrance of guidance defects in observed single mutant animals (Hutter, 2003;
Hutter, Wacker, Schmid, & Hedgecock, 2005) complicates this hypothesis. Given the data
it initially appeared likely that undiscovered signaling mechanisms not captured in
previously observed mutants may be responsible for guidance here. As a result, a screen
looking for novel actors in this process was performed and is discussed in Chapter 2 of
this thesis, with one unique pathway the topic of Chapter 3. A competing hypothesis
however would suggest that the low penetrance of observed mutants is in fact simply the
result of redundant controls on navigation wherein axons utilize multiple guidance
mechanisms to ensure correct distribution in the VNC. Initial data of double mutant
animals (Hutter, 2003) did note that combinations of single mutants into double mutant
strains significantly increased penetrance of defects in some cases further suggesting
redundancy may play a role here. Whether multiple signaling pathways function; and to
what extent redundancy impacts guidance, at this particular choice point of the VNC is
addressed in chapter 4 of this thesis.
The above hypotheses provide potential answers as to how axon navigation allows
axons to be asymmetrically distributed between VNC tracts but fail to address why
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asymmetric distribution is necessary in the first place. Communication between muscles,
motor neurons and command interneurons is necessary for controlled innervation of body
wall muscles for locomotion. Locomotion in turn is essential for finding food and mating
and thus ultimately for survival and reproduction in the wild. Therefore a potential
explanation for the purpose of asymmetry in the VNC would see it as essential to
production of wildtype locomotion. However, seemingly contradicting this hypothesis,
some mutant animals displaying more symmetrically distributed VNCs do not produce
obvious locomotion phenotypes (Hutter et al., 2005; Unsoeld et al., 2013) instead
suggesting asymmetric distribution of axons in the VNC may not be important for
locomotion. In C. elegans body wall muscles, responsible for locomotion of the nematode,
are located along the ventral and dorsal cords and their ‘out of phase’ contractions create
a sinusoidal or ‘wave-like’ form of locomotion. Out of phase contractions occur between
dorsal and ventral body wall muscles but muscles to the left and right of the midlines
contract at the same time. Motor neurons which innervate body wall muscles have cell
bodies located along the ventral nerve cord and extend processes that extend
longitudinally connecting with ventral body wall muscles and circumferentially
(commissures) to the dorsal nerve cord where they synapse and signal with dorsal body
wall muscles (Figure 1.7). Symmetry in the ventral cord would allow for independent
contraction of left and right muscles. Since this is not only unnecessary but unwanted
asymmetry may be the result of both an attempt to prevent independent innervation and
to simplify connections of the nervous system. In theory symmetrically distributed axons
could still signal simultaneous muscle contracts but would require additional neurons
and/or synapses to relay this information. By having all neurons run together the overall
circuitry is streamlined. Normally this would be complicated by the need for neurons to
physically extend processes to and form neuromuscular junctions with muscles, meaning
axons would need to enter the left ventral tract. In C. elegans, unlike vertebrates, muscles
instead of neurons extend short processes called ‘arms’ which reach out and synapse with
motor neurons. This negates the need for motor neurons to physically extend to the
muscles to form neuromuscular junctions and allows them to signal regardless of their
placement along the ventral midline. Initially the asymmetric distribution of motor neurons
in the VNC would therefore appear obviously related to ensuring coordinated left and right
ventral body wall muscles signaling simultaneously. Indeed all command interneurons
also run in a bundle in the right VNC tract supporting the idea that tight communication
between locomotion circuitry is the reason behind VNC asymmetry. In this way
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asymmetric distribution of axons may also be a logical way to ensure neurons easily and
efficiently synapse and signal in an instantaneous fashion. In contrast symmetric
distribution should lead to un-coordinated or non-instantaneous signaling between axons.
Synapse formation in C. elegans also occurs en passant with synapses forming between
adjacent processes further suggesting close proximity within the same fascicle is likely
important for proper signaling. Further examination of the role of VNC asymmetry in the
worm is discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
In Conclusion, the establishment of the VNC and guidance of its axons is an
incompletely understood process that is the focus of ongoing research. Navigation of
longitudinal axons, in particular at intermediate choice points such as observed in
asymmetry establishment in the VNC of C. elegans, remains poorly understood. The
following chapters of this thesis shine some light on the mechanisms controlling guidance
at the VNC asymmetry choice point in C. elegans including examination of navigation of
sub-populations of neurons within the VNC.

1.8. FOCUS OF MY THESIS
The initial focus of this thesis was an attempt to address two lingering questions:
the specific question of which genes function in the asymmetric establishment of the
ventral nerve cord in C. elegans and the more general question of what currently unknown
signaling molecules exist that guide the growth of extending neurons. Chapter 2 of this
thesis outlines a series of forward genetic screens employed to identify animals displaying
disruption in asymmetry of the VNC. In addition, Chapter 2 goes on to cover the mapping
and attempted identification of several mutant alleles found within the screen as well as
brief phenotypic analysis of these mutants in terms of axon guidance phenotypes.
A previous screen in our lab (Unsoeld, 2013) for defects in PVP and PVQ
navigation uncovered a novel allele in the gene col-99. An early nonsense mutation
representing a likely null mutant of col-99 was recovered from the genetic screen for
asymmetry mutants discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis. Further characterization of col99 and COL-99 axon guidance phenotypes, as well as attempts to elucidate how COL-99
functions to guide outgrowing axons of the ventral nerve cord is the primary focus of
Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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Finally, the question of redundant control of asymmetry establishment in the
ventral cord is addressed in Chapter 4. Here I concentrate on identifying which guidance
signaling pathways guide longitudinally extending axons in the VNC of C. elegans and are
specifically involved in asymmetric distribution of VNC axons. Through combinations and
comparisons of mutants I attempt to explain how multiple signaling pathways combine to
redundantly steer axons into their respective VNC tracts.
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1.9. FIGURES
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Figure 1.1 Growth Cone Structure
Overview of growth cone structure. The growth cone is separated into three regions: a central
domain (C-Domain) in light purple mainly featuring long microtubules and connecting the growth
cone to the axon shaft. A peripheral domain (uncoloured) domain featuring F-actin bundles and
mesh networks. F-actin bundles form long filopodia that probe the environment for guidance
cues. The filopodia are separated by lamellipodia, webbing like structures composed of a
meshwork of F-actin. The transition zone (dark purple) is the final region located between the
peripheral and central domains. It is semi-circular in structure and is composed of bundled actin
‘arc’s that run perpendicular to peripheral domain F-actin bundles. Dynamic interaction of
receptors on the plasma membrane surfaces with cues in the environment result in constant
cytoskeletal remodeling and allowing for changes in outgrowth direction.
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Figure 1.2 Axon Guidance Models
Guidance of extending axons allows axons to navigate through environments to reach correct synaptic targets. Growth cones on the leading edge
of the extending axon detect guidance cues in the environment. These cues can be secreted molecules (A-D), or membrane bound molecules on
cell-surfaces (E,F). Secreted cues can form gradients in the environment with higher concentrations near the source of secretion. These cues can
either be attractive, promoting growth towards a secretion source (A,B) or repulsive, directing growth away from a secretion source (C,D).
Membrane bound cues also function in attractive and repulsive fashions with growth cones binding and being attracted to some cues and
avoiding others (E,F). This process can result in permissive and restrictive substrates for outgrowth with growth cones growing along specific
surfaces or extracellular environments and avoiding others (G).
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Figure 1.3 Dorsal-Ventral Guidance in C.elegans using UNC-6/Netrin and SLT-1 Gradients
Cross-section of C.elegans depicting dorsal and ventral examples of axon navigation using gradients of
secreted guidance cues. UNC-6/Netrin is secreted from the ventral midline where it forms a gradient with
decreasing concentrations found more dorsally. SLT-1 and UNC-129 are expressed dorsally and
secreted forming an opposing gradient with decreasing concentrations found further ventrally. Dorsally
positioned neurons extend axons ventrally. Ventrally navigating axons may express SAX-3/Robo or UNC40/DCC. SAX-3 allows for detection and repulsion of the SLT-1 gradient whereas UNC-40 detects and is
attracted by UNC-6. Ventrally positioned neurons may also extend axons dorsally. Here UNC-5
expression on growth cones leads to recognition and repulsion. UNC-129 is also used by dorsally
extending axons where it the formation of UNC-5/UNC-40 receptor complexes that can detect and be
repelled by discreet concentrations of UNC-6 not possible with expression of UNC-5 alone.
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Binding Domain)

Figure 1.4 Guidance Cue and Receptor Structure
Major axon guidance cues and receptors are featured according to their relative sizes and domain
compositions. Molecules are grouped based on interacting partners. BASIC: Basic domain in HLH
proteins of MYOD family, CUB: C1/Uegf/BMP-1 Domain, CT: C-terminal cystine knot-like domain, DB: DB
module, Death: Death domain, EGF: epidermal growth factor domain, IG: Immunoglobulin domain, IPT:
Ig-like, plexins, transcription factors domain, LE: laminin EGF-like domain, LG: laminin G-domain, LN:
laminin N-teriminal domain, LRR: Leucine-Rich Repeat, NTR: netrin domain, PCR: Plexin cytoplasmic
RasGAP domain, PSI: domain found in Plexins, Semaphorins, and Integrins, SAM: sterile alpha motif,
Sema: Semaphorin domain, SP: signal peptide, T1: Thrombospondin, type I, domain TM:
Transmembrane Domain, ZU5: Domain present in ZO-1 and Unc-5-like netrin receptors
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Figure 1.5 Major Basement Membrane Components
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Figure 1.5 Major Basement Membrane Components
Major basement membrane components are depicted in the extracellular space. Overlapping proteins
represent approximate sites of interaction between proteins.
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Figure 1.6 Model of Signal Transduction in Axon Guidance
Schematic depicting general signal transduction at the growth cone in guidance of axons. Guidance cues
in the environment are recognized and bound by receptors on the growth cone surface. Activation of
various receptors leads to activation of GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) and guanine nucleotide
exchange factors (GEFs). Activation of GAPs and GEFs then inactivate and activate Rho GTPases
respectively. The Rho GTPases then act to on cytoskeleton adaptor proteins which in turn. Activation of
various adaptor proteins can produce an array of responses including F-actin polymerization or
depolymerization. The changes in cystoskeleton structures lead to changes in direction in the outgrowth
of the axon and ultimately guide the growth cone towards its correct end point or synaptic target
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Figure 1.7 Ventral Nerve Cord of C. elegans
A) Schematic of C.elegans ventral nerve cord depicting key neurons involved in development of left
and right tracts. Neurons cell bodies are depicted as small circles with name labels adjacent.
Neuronal processes are colour coded to indicate which process belongs to which neuron. AVG
(cyan) extends an axon posteriorly which pioneers the right ventral tract. RIFR/L extend axons
that pioneer the axon tracts in the space between the retrovesicular ganglion and the nerve ring.
PVPR extends an axon anteriorly which crosses the ventral midline and pioneers the left ventral
nerve cord tract. PVQ neurons extend axons that closely follow their respective PVP pioneering
axon. AVKR/L and HSNR/L neurons additionally extend axons in left and right tracts and with
HSNL and AVKR composing the final two of the total four axons in the left ventral tract.
B) Close up of ventral nerve cord schematic. Motor neuron cell bodies are located along the ventral
midline and extend processes anteriorly into the right ventral tract and commissures which extend
circumferentially into the dorsal nerve cord. The right ventral nerve cord tract features the majority
of axons including all command interneruons and motor neuron axons (represented by additional
light green and red lines, other coloured lines correspond to axons in panel A). Body wall muscles
line the ventral nerve cord and are depicted as rows of rounded blue rectangles.
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Figure 1.8 Nervous System and Ventral Nerve Cord of C. elegans
A) Image taken using confocal microscopy of C.elegans nervous system. Image shows GFP
expression from a pan-neuronal reporter showing the entire nervous system of C. elegans from a
lateral (side) view. Reprinted with permission from Dr. Harald Hutter
B) Pan-neuronal GFP expression from a ventral view of the nematode C. elegans. Ventral side is
facing up, anterior of worm is to the left and posterior to the right. Ventral nerve cord (VNC) can
be clearly seen running in two lines from the nerve ring in the head into the tail in the posterior of
the worm (white arrows in Panel C depict left and right VNC tracts).
C) Close up of a small section of the anterior region of Ventral Nerve Cord in which a majority of
axons decussate into the right ventral tract after leaving the nerve ring in the head. Image depicts
a single focal plane and does not include several neuron cell bodies located at the retrovesicular
ganglia so as to better depict the crossing of axons at this decussation point.
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Chapter 2.

Genetic Screens for Guidance Genes
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2.1. Abstract
Examination of dorsally and ventrally extending axons has revealed a number of key guidance
cues and receptors that steer growth cones. Guidance of longitudinal extending axons however
has been less well studied and phenotypes not fully explained by genes involved in dorsal/ventral
(d/v) navigation. In C. elegans the major longitudinal axon tract, the ventral nerve cord, is split
asymmetrically into left and right tracts. Most axons in the ventral nerve cord exist in the right
ventral tract with only four axons in the left tract. How this asymmetry is established is currently
poorly understood. Animals lacking guidance cues and receptors for d/v axon navigation display
only low penetrance defects in ventral nerve cord asymmetry, generally under ten percent of the
population. This suggests the presence of additional regulators of axon guidance at this critical
choice point. Using non-clonal and clonal screening methods here we identify four mutant strains
displaying defects in normal VNC asymmetry. One mutant represents a previously
uncharacterized gene, col-99, while two others were found to be alleles of previously
characterized genes unc-52 and unc-34. Interestingly no identified mutant displayed penetrant
defects in establishment of VNC asymmetry suggesting against a single or main signaling
pathway here. : In summary, genetic screens identified a novel axon guidance gene, col-99, and
suggest that guidance decisions at the anterior decussation point of the VNC are mediated by
several guidance pathways that are also involved in other guidance decisions.
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2.2. Introduction
In order for C. elegans ventral nerve cord axons to be asymmetrically segregated they
must first be capable of differentiating between the right and the left ventral tracts. A number of
molecules, known as guidance cues, are able to guide growth cones of extending axons to
specific locations in either an attractive or repellant fashion (Tessier-Lavigne & Goodman, 1996).
Many of these molecules have been examined for their roles in dorsal-ventral axon navigation in
C.elegans and several other model animal systems (Culotti, 1994; Wadsworth, Bhatt, &
Hedgecock, 1996). One example of this process is the dorsal-ventral axonal navigation guided in
part by netrin (UNC-6) and its’ receptors UNC-40/DCC, and UNC-5 (Lim, Mallapur, Kao, Ren, &
Wadsworth, 1999; Wadsworth et al., 1996). In addition, mutations in several genes known to
impact axonal navigation also display low penetrance for asymmetry defects in the C.elegans
ventral cord, however; no single mutation has yet shown a high penetrance of symmetry defects
(Hutter, 2003; Hutter, Wacker, Schmid, & Hedgecock, 2005).

Furthermore, combination of

mutations for low penetrance asymmetry defects has not yielded high (>30%) penetrance of
defects (Hutter, 2003; Hutter et al., 2005). Low penetrance observed among known mutants
suggests the presence of unknown guidance genes or cues with roles in asymmetry
establishment of the VNC. Here we describe a set of forward genetic screens employed to
uncover genes involved in establishment of asymmetry of the VNC by finding animals in which
asymmetry is disrupted or abolished. Through GFP-reporters we were able to visualise the
nervous system of animals in vivo and directly observe defects in the VNC. Several animals with
low penetrance of asymmetry defects in the VNC were isolated from the screens. One such
mutant was found to be a likely null allele of transmembranous collagen col-99. col-99 was
previously identified in a screen for PVP/PVQ defects and whose in-depth characterization is
addressed in chapter 3 of this thesis. Alleles of unc-34, the enabled/VASP homolog encoding
gene of C. elegans, and unc-52, a perlecan homolog were also identified from clonal screens for
VNC asymmetry phenotypes. A fourth allele was identified in screens whose genetic identity has
not been determined to date. Identification, mapping, and brief characterization of these mutant
alleles is described in this chapter.
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2.3. Materials and Methods
2.3.1. Marker Strains
The forward genetic screens performed in this chapter were all done using transgenic
strains containing a pan-neuronal GFP expressing reporter evIs111[rgef-1::GFP + dpy-20 (+)].
evIs111 expresses post-mitotically and in all neurons in C.elegans (Altun-Gultekin et al.,
2001; Ebinu et al., 1998; Kawasaki et al., 1998). The transgene was initially made by AltunGultekin et al. (2001) who acknowledge Joe Culotti for integration of the extrachromosomal array.
rgef-1

(Ras GTP/GDP exchange factor-1) encodes a homolog of mammalian RasGRP

nucleotide exchange factor and is known to be required for Ras activation in sensory neurons
(Chen, Fu, Ren, Xiao, & Rubin, 2011). GFP expression of evIs111 is very bright, and labels nearly
the entire nervous system including all ventral nerve cord neurons (Figure 2.1) in all larval stages
and throughout adulthood. This reporter allowed us to screen for defects in the ventral nerve cord
and specifically to compare distribution of axons between left and right ventral tracts. Whenever
axons failed to decussate into the right tract at the anterior end of the VNC this was referred to as
an asymmetry defect (Figure 2.1). Relevant strains and their genotypes are listed in Appendix B.

2.3.2. Non-clonal and Clonal F2 screens
Mutagenesis was performed following the protocol outlined by Brenner (1974) with various
modifications described below:
For clonal and non-clonal F2 screens L4 worms were treated with 20µl EMS in 4ml
M9+MgSO4 for 1 hr at room temperature. Tubes were rotated every 15 minutes to prevent
suffocation. Following EMS exposure animals were allowed to recover for 4 hours after which 15
healthy looking L4 animals were transferred to 150mm x 15mm NGM plates seeded with E.coli
OP50. Strains used for mutagenesis are listed in Appendix B.
For non-clonal screens worms were allowed to self-fertilize until starved at the early F2
stage. At this point plates were divided into large sections and plated on several 150mm x 15mm
NGM plates and grown overnight at 20 degrees Celsius. Animals were then examined in vivo for
asymmetry defects using a fluorescence dissecting microscope (LEICA MZ12). Individual F2 or
F3 animals that displayed defects in the normal distribution of axons between ventral nerve tracts
were selected and placed on individual 60mm x 15mm NGM plates seeded with E.coli OP50.
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Animals were allowed to self-fertilize and progeny examined for presence of asymmetry defects.
Where defects were found in the next generation individual animals both with and without
asymmetry phenotypes were selected and allowed to self-fertilize. The offspring of these animals
were then examined to determine if the phenotypes were recessive or dominant. Asymmetry
phenotypes and ventral nerve cord crossover defects were then quantified by higher magnification
fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss Axiscope) under a 40x objective in young adult animals. The total
number of worms counted during the screen was calculated as by taking the average number of
worms screened per minute multiplied by the total minutes screened.
For clonal F2 screens following mutagenesis and sub-cloning of healthy animals to seeded
plates, larvae were allowed to self-fertilize. Once F1 generation worms were at larval stages
individual F1 worms were selected at random and placed on 60mm x 15mm NGM plates seeded
with OP50. Worms were then allowed to self-fertilize and F2 generation examined for the
presence of asymmetry defects. Time between initial plating of individuals and analysis varied
due to variations in rate of growth, lethality, and brood size, in some cases F3 or F4 animals were
examined for instance in cases of particularly small brood size leading to very small sample
population sizes. Extra care was taken to ensure phenotypes of sick or slow-growing individuals
were not overlooked, for instance in several cases when sick animals were out-competed for
growth individual animals were sub-cloned to separate 60mm x 15mm plates for growth and
subsequent screening. Plates were incubated at room temperature (20 degrees Celsius). Animals
were examined in vivo for asymmetry defects using a fluorescence dissecting microscope (LEICA
MZ12). Animals which displayed defects in the normal distribution of axons between ventral nerve
tracts were selected and placed on individual 60mm x 15mm NGM plates seeded with E.coli
OP50. Animals were allowed to self-fertilize and individual animals were chosen both with and
without asymmetry phenotypes to determine if animals were heterozygous or homozygous for the
mutation. Asymmetry phenotypes and ventral nerve cord crossover defects were then quantified
by higher magnification fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss Axiscope) under a 40x objective in young
adult animals.

2.3.3. SNP mapping
Following initial outcrossing strains were crossed against CB4856 Hawaiian males for
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mapping. F2 animals were selected for asymmetry
phenotypes and DNA collected for analysis by PCR. PCR fragments were created for set points
along the genome wherein SNPs between Bristol and Hawaiian strains result in changes in
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restriction enzyme sites (Wicks, et al., 2001). The resulting restriction digests of the PCR
fragments from the recombinant animals indicated which areas of the genome retained the Bristol
background. Areas in which no Hawaiian SNPs were found were thought to correspond to regions
in which the mutation may occur. SNP primer details can be found in Appendix A. Following initial
SNP mapping candidate genes with known roles in axon guidance in the predicted regions were
to be analyzed by complementation test where mutant strains were available. In cases where
mutants were not available for complementation testing rescue by injection of fosmids containing
wildtype copies of the gene were conducted and rescue of asymmetry phenotypes or PVP/PVQ
guidance phenotypes scored.

2.3.4. DNA Preparation and Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS)
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) was completed by the Moerman lab at UBC with
protocols adapted from Thompson et al. 2013. Sequencing was done on HiSeq according to
manufacturer's instructions. Raw sequencing data was generated using manufactures software.
Sequence coverage was at least 20 fold. Sequences were then compared to the reference
genome sequence WS240. Comparison allowed for removal of background SNPs and mutations
unlikely to result in observed phenotypes. Sequencing was performed for hd131 and hd133
containing strains (Appendix B) after being outcrossed against N2 three times.

2.4. Results
2.4.1. Screen Results for Ventral Nerve Cord Asymmetry Defects
I performed a series of forward genetic screens to find novel mutations impacting normal
establishment of asymmetry in the ventral nerve cord (VNC). In total approximately 92,000
individual animals were screened in non-clonal F2 screens. This type of screen is designed to
identify recessive mutations leading specifically to highly penetrant axon guidance defects without
impacting other aspects of development. From these screens a single allele, hd130, was isolated.
The low rate of discovery in the non-clonal screens led to the decision to attempt clonal screens.
Here it was thought that perhaps penetrant phenotypes were being missed due to mutations
causing defects in other areas of development, which would have been missed more easily in the
non-clonal approach. Using a clonal screening strategy three more alleles, hd131, hd132, and
hd133 were isolated from screening progeny of 7557 individually cloned F1 animals. Despite the
recovery of 3 new alleles the clonal screening method was also found to be inefficient due to the
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low rate of discovery due to the long and time intensive screening process. Briefly an enhancer
screen using a nid-1(cg119) background was attempted but was not pursued after it was found
the rate of false positives was a barrier to isolation of candidates. More detail on the specifics of
this screen can be found in Appendix C. A list of obtained alleles and their phenotypes from all
screens are listed in Table 2.1

2.4.2. hd130 encodes a novel allele of col-99
The hd130 allele was isolated from non-clonal screens for ventral nerve cord asymmetry
defects. After outcrossing with a wildtype N2 strain VNC asymmetry defects of hd130 animals
were scored at 12% penetrance (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). Following these initial observations I
crossed cell type specific reporters into hd130 and noticed that hd130 mutant animals had greater
than 80% midline crossing defects for both PVPR and PVQL axons (See Chapter 3 for full
characterization of hd130 axon guidance defects, Table 3.1). This phenotype was highly
reminiscent of defects displayed by col-99 and ddr-2 mutant animals, both isolated and
characterized for PVP/PVQ defects in our lab by another graduate student, Thomas Unsoeld.
Complementation tests performed by Dr.Unsoeld showed hd130 complemented ddr-2(ok574) but
failed to complement col-99(ok1204). Previously identified col-99 alleles include ok1204, an inframe deletion, and rh311, causing a potential truncation of the protein close to the C-terminus.
Sequencing of the col-99 coding region in hd130 revealed an early nonsense mutation predicted
to cause a complete loss of function. Thus hd130 was confirmed as an allele of col-99. Due to
nature of both available alleles, ok1204 and rh311, it was unclear if these alleles represented
complete loss of function or partial loss of function mutations. Comparison of the col-99(hd130)
allele to col-99 alleles rh311, and ok1204 for several axon guidance phenotypes indicated that all
three alleles were likely complete loss of function alleles (See Chapter 3 Table 3.1). Thus
identification of our allele, hd130, allowed us to test genetic interactions of col-99 with far greater
confidence. In depth phenotypical characterization and discussion of col-99(hd130) in relation to
guidance of axons in C. elegans is the major focus of Chapter 3 of this thesis.

2.4.3. hd132 encodes a novel allele of unc-34
hd132 was isolated from clonal screens and noted as having a wide degree of defects in
a variety of neurons in the pan-neuronal marker strain. In addition to having defects in asymmetry
in excess of 30% (Appendix B) animals were initially noted as having clearly visible and highly
penetrant guidance defects in commissural axons as well as axons crossing between tracts of
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the VNC and issues with navigation errors and de-fasciculations of the dorsal nerve cord DNC
(Figure 2.3). Preliminary SNP mapping of the hd132 allele revealed it was located on the left arm
of chromosome V. Fine SNP mapping on chromosome V confirmed the mutation existed in a 2.2
million base pair range on the end of the left arm of chromosome V. Given the highly penetrant
axon guidance phenotypes observed it was hypothesized that hd132 may be a previously
identified guidance mutant. This lead us to examine the mapped to region for candidate genes
and upon inspection found that the region included unc-34, a known downstream component of
several guidance signaling pathways. UNC-34 represents the enabled/VASP homolog in C.
elegans and a complementation test against the unc-34(e566) allele found it failed to complement
hd132 confirming hd132 as an allele of unc-34 (Table 2.6). Sequencing of the coding region of
unc-34(hd132) mutant allele strain found a single nucleotide base change changing a tryptophan
to a nonsense mutation in a region of the protein predicted to encode a Vasp_tetra domain (Figure
2.5). The initially isolated strain was outcrossed 3 times against an N2 wildtype Bristol strain
following crosses to worms with neuronal reporters (See materials and methods) for quantitative
phenotypic analyses. Ventral nerve cord asymmetry defects were found to be 22% following
outcrossing three times with an N2 wildtype mutant to remove background mutations (Table 2.2).
Interneuron crossover defects were found in the VNC of all animals (100%) to varying degrees of
perturbation with some animals showing only a single axon crossing over to severe defects such
as a near total collapse of the ventral nerve cord structure with interneuron axons spread between
the original locations of the left and right axon VNC axon tracts (Figure 2.1). Similarly, PVPR and
PVQL axons display 85% and 89% defects in navigation respectively with many left to right
crossovers taking place (Table 2.2). Commissural axon defects, although not quantified, were
also noted as widely misguided. On the dorsal side of the animals, the Dorsal Nerve Cord (DNC)
axons also contained navigation errors in 86% of observed unc-34(hd132) animals (Figure 2.3,
Table 2.2). unc-34(hd132) mutant animals were slightly visibly uncoordinated in movement on the
plate with slowed movements compared to wildtype (casual observation) and had irregularly
shaped pharynxes.

2.4.4. hd133 encodes a novel allele of unc-52
The hd133 allele was isolated from clonal screens where it was noted as having low
penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects at 8% (Table 2.1). SNP mapping initially mapped our
mutation to a 2.1 million base pair region of chromosome II. Whole genome sequencing results
found a total of 316 mutations, 84 of which were predicted to induce changes in coding exons
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over all chromosomes. In the region to which hd133 was mapped WGS revealed mutations in the
coding exons of several genes that were predicted to result in a potential change in protein
structure or function. From the list of mutated genes one notable candidate was found in gene
unc-52 which encodes the UNC-52/Perlecan homolog, a major basement membrane component
in C. elegans. Complementation testing against unc-52(gk3) confirmed hd133 as an allele of unc52. (Table 2.7). WGS sequencing predicts a missense mutation leading to a CY transition in
unc-52(hd133) animals. This mutation impacts the sixth coding exon and falls within a predicted
Laminin EGF-like domain (LE domain) common to most isoforms of UNC-52 (Figure 2.6)
(Marchler-Bauer et al., 2007, 2015, 2017). Following outcrossing against a wildtype N2 strain unc52(hd133) displayed a low penetrance of 6% defects in VNC asymmetry (Table 2.2). Command
interneuron crossover defects in unc-52(hd133) animals were also lowly penetrant at 11%. PVPR
and PVQL defects were also slightly significant at 23% and 25% respectively (Table 2.2). In
addition, unc-52(hd133) animals are slow-growing with larva appearing to take longer than the
average amount of time to reach young adulthood (data not shown). Animals were also noted to
have very slightly uncoordinated in movement as well a lowly penetrant (<10%) with protruding
vulvals; however, a larger percentage of animals may have smaller issues with the underlying
vulva-uterine connection that do not produce a full protrusion phenotype but still impact egglaying.

2.4.5. hd131 identity remains unknown
The hd131 mutant was isolated through clonal screening methods. hd131 animals were
noted as having 14% VNC asymmetry defects which decreased slightly to 12% following
outcrossing (Tables 2.1, 2.4). In addition to defects in VNC asymmetry hd131 animals were
frequently found to displayed a ‘bag of worms’ (bag) phenotype in which eggs accumulate and
eventually hatch within the adult hermaphrodite. As vulva’s do not appear obviously impacted this
would suggest the cause of the bag phenotype is due to motility issues of vulval muscles. This is
supported by a distinct but subtle uncoordinated kink-like movement of the worms in which slight
folds seem to appear in the cuticle during the normal ‘sine-like’ or wave-like undulations of worm.
SNP mapping for hd131 has narrowed down the mutation to a region of chromosome II
representing a roughly 3.4 million base pair range. Whole genome sequencing of hd131 revealed
our strain was accidentally contaminated by the Hawaiian genome in an outcrossing step.
Following removal of Hawaiian SNPs a total 14521 mutations remained over all 6 chromosome
(Figure 2.4). This included only a total of five mutations in coding regions of genes (tbck-1, ntl-2,
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srh-59, F31D5.1 and F59A6.12) in the mapped to region of chromosome II (Table 2.3). Mutant
alleles for tbck-1, ntl-2, and F31D5.1 were all tested for their ability to complement hd131 (Table
2.4). tbck-1(ok2038) represents a predicted loss-of-function mutation with a large deletion
impacting both active domains. tbck-1(ok2038) single mutant animals displayed a 2% VNC
asymmetry defect, however complementation with hd131 produced 0% penetrance of defects in
F1 animals indicating hd131 is not an allele of tbck-1. F31D5.1 encodes an ortholog of human
major facilitator superfamily domain containing 11 (MFSD11), proteins involved in transport of
small ions across plasma membranes (Pao, Paulsen, & Saier, 1998; Shaye & Greenwald, 2011).
F31D5.1(gk140289), an early nonsense mutant; and likely complete loss of function allele, did
not display axon navigation defects of the VNC and complemented hd131 (Table 2.4). Finally ntl2(ok974) deletes a large portion of the ntl-2 gene including its only predicted domain and
represents a likely functionally null allele of the gene. ntl-2 is predicted to encode an ortholog of
human CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 2 (CNOT2) and is expressed in the nervous
system. Despite nervous system expression ntl-2 has not been linked to axon guidance (HuntNewbury et al., 2007; McKay et al., 2003; Shaye & Greenwald, 2011). ntl-2(ok974) displayed 2%
VNC asymmetry defects. However, F1 animals complemented hd131 indicating hd131 is also not
an allele of ntl-2 (Table 2.4). The final two candidate genes, srh-59 and F59A6.12 lacked available
mutants for complementation testing so to test for rescue fosmids containing full wildtype copies
of each gene as well as up and downstream sequences were injected and combined with hd131
mutant animals. Injection of fosmid WRM0639dG01 containing a wildtype copy of srh-59 failed to
rescue defects in an hd131 background (Table 2.5). Fosmid injections of WRM0632bD10 were
subsequently attempted to test for rescue of hd131 by wildtype F59A6.12 (Table 2.5). Several
independent transgeneic lines generated from injections all failed to show rescue of defects in
hd131 animals indicating it is also not an allele of F59A6.12. At this time no remaining candidate
mutations in coding exons exist for hd131. A number of mutations in introns and intergenic regions
in the mapped area (Table 2.3) may also represent candidates for hd131. However, no changes
to gene or proteins could be predicted from these mutations and at this time have not been
examined further.
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2.5. Discussion
2.5.1. Candidate mutants display lowly penetrant VNC asymmetry defects
Forward genetic screens to discover novel mutants greatly impacting ventral nerve cord
asymmetry employed the use of non-clonal and clonal based screening techniques as described
in the materials and methods section. Non-clonal screens uncovered a unique null allele of col99, hd130, out of a total of approximately 92,000 animals, representing 184,000 haploid
genotypes, screened. The initial hope for the screen had been to find a mutant with a greater
penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects than what had been previously found for single mutants
of known guidance related genes (Hutter, 2003; Hutter et al., 2005; Unsoeld, Park, & Hutter,
2013). Non-clonal screens were also used to select for otherwise healthy animals, such that
genes impacting unrelated aspects of development were not selected for. Unfortunately col99(hd130) mutants similarly displayed defects at a low penetrance of only 12% (Table 3.1). The
overall success rate of 1/92,000 animals appears low however this was not due to issues with the
mutagenesis itself (See Appendices D and E EMS lethality and mutation rate assays) but instead
a direct consequence of the low penetrance of single mutants impacting VNC asymmetry. As the
rate of mutagenesis for EMS is roughly 1/2000 genes, and the C. elegans genome contains
approximately 20,000 genes that equates to 10 genes mutated per F1. At 10 genes mutated per
F1 screening of 2000 F1 should theoretically fully cover the genome. However; only one quarter
of all progeny would be recessive for mutations and display phenotypes meaning that at minimum
8,000 nematodes would need to be screened assuming a full 100% penetrance and assuming all
grow equally well. If penetrance falls to 50% that figure jumps up to 16,000 and at 10% penetrance
screening of approximately 80,000 nematodes would be required to recover just 1 potential
candidate. Thus the end recovery rate is not entirely surprising or inefficient in light of this
information. Indeed, the take home message from our screens seems to be that single mutations
impacting VNC asymmetry result in only low penetrance of defects.
Our non-clonal screen was designed to isolate healthier animals, as a result screening of
large mixed F2 populations may have meant animals with secondary phenotypes such as
anything impacting rate of maturation, may have been missed in these screens. This was not
initially thought to be a barrier to finding new mutants as a number of genes that when mutated
result in minor penetrance of asymmetry defects, including col-99 and ddr-2, do not display
obvious or extremely detrimental behavioral phenotypes under laboratory conditions.
Unfortunately we did not recover highly penetrant mutants from our non-clonal screens. As the
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VNC never deviates from the asymmetric structure in wildtype animals it was considered that
mutants with a higher penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects may suffer from other
developmental issues making them difficult to isolate through non-clonal methods. Thus clonal
screens were performed in the hopes of capturing more penetrant mutants that may have been
missed in the non-clonal screens. Our discovery rate for the clonal screens was unfortunately
also very low with only 3 candidates recovered from over 7557 plates screened. The mutants
recovered however did suffer from subtle movement defects and slower maturation rates possibly
explaining why they were not identified in non-clonal screens. The low penetrance of mutants
isolated may also indicate multiple signaling pathways act in parallel to control axon navigation at
this guidance choice point. In such a way loss of any one gene is unlikely to result in highly
penetrant defects as its loss would be compensated by the presence of alternate guidance
mechanisms. The question of whether and to what extent multiple pathways play a role in VNC
asymmetry is addressed in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Given our results here it appears further
screens are unlikely to yield additional novel mutants for VNC asymmetry defects nor highly
penetrant alleles.

2.5.2. Enabled/VASP and axon guidance
unc-34 mutants have previously been characterized for their penetrant axon guidance
defects in C.elegans (Quinn, Pfeil, & Wadsworth, 2008; Shakir et al., 2008). Sequencing of unc34(hd132) revealed a unique allele that changes a tryptophan residue into a nonsense codon
within a predicted VASP domain. The introduced stop codon is predicted to result in an early
truncation of the protein after 336 amino acids (Figure 2.5), removing the final 132 amino acids of
the full length protein. unc-34 is predicted to encode 8 isoforms (a-h) in C. elegans. unc-34(hd132)
affects predicted isoforms a,d,e,f, and g, but not isoforms b and c. Isoform h was not analysed
here as it is only predicted to contain 13 amino acids and contains no complete domains. A partial
protein alignment of the first seven isoforms is found in Figure 2.5. C. elegans UNC-34 isoforms
a-d are predicted to contain a single plexstrin homology (PH) domain, also known as WH1 or
EVH1 domains, at their N-terminus followed by a long aa stretch of between ~200-400 with no
other domains predicted for most isoforms. The PH domain is approximately 115 amino acids in
length and is associated with cytoskeletal remodeling where it binds proline-rich motifs allowing
interactions between adjacent aa residues (Ball, Jarchau, Oschkinat, & Walter, 2002; Niebuhr et
al., 1997). Isoform g lacks the predicted N-teriminal PH domain but uniquely contains a predicted
Vasp_tetra domain at the C-terminus end of the protein. Isoforms e,f both lack predicted domains
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but mostly overlap in sequence with the predicted VASP tetra domain of isoform g. The Vasp_tetra
domain consists of an alpha-helical structure and is associated with actin filament binding and is
important in facilitating quick processing of actin filament extension (Bachmann, Fischer, Walter,
& Reinhard, 1999; Ferron, Rebowski, Lee, & Dominguez, 2007; Hansen & Mullins, 2010). In
addition, as its name implies the VASP-tetra domain is essential for normal tetramerization of the
mature protein (Bachmann et al., 1999; Kühnel et al., 2004). The unc-34(hd132) nonsense
mutation is predicted to disrupt the VASP tetramerization domain. Thus although the protein may
retain function, particularly in isoforms with intact PH domains, the loss of the Vasp_tetra domain
may impact protein folding and quarternary structure formation that ultimately disturbs normal
functioning of the protein. Hence, one potential explanation for axon guidance defects here could
be binding and regulation of actin filaments is disrupted in the unc-34(hd132) mutants such that
normal growth cone responses to guidance cues is impacted. It is unclear whether this is indeed
the case or if so how the mutation specifically impacts function or protein folding and assembly.

Enabled/Vasodilator-stimulated phosphoproteins (Ena/VASP) bind actin preventing
binding of capping proteins thereby allowing for repaid extension of the actin filaments (C. Yang
& Svitkina, 2011). Enabled/Vasp is already well characterized for its role in the downstream
signaling pathways of several known guidance pathways in C. elegans (Gitai, Yu, Lundquist,
Tessier-Lavigne, & Bargmann, 2003; Yu, Hao, Lim, Tessier-Lavigne, & Bargmann, 2002) and in
vertebrates loss of Ena/VASP proteins is associated with defects in axon tract formation of the
CNS and PNS and commissure formation in the forebrain (Lanier et al., 1999; Menzies et al.,
2004). In axon guidance Ena/VASP proteins are key to filopodia formation in the growth cone
where it acts downstream of multiple signaling pathways to trigger F-actin assembly. The
importance of UNC-34 in the developing nervous system is apparent from the wide-ranging axon
navigation phenotypes observed. Lack of UNC-34 impacting VNC asymmetry is not overly
surprising as this guidance choice would require proper filopodia formation and lack thereof could
easily result in extension into the wrong tract. However; as axons do still successfully navigate in
some animals it suggests that either parallel or redundant signaling pathways for filopodia
formation exist or that our mutation does not fully destroy function of the protein. Casual
observation of unc-34(e556) found movement was significantly more impacted than for unc34(hd132) animals suggesting unc-34(hd132) may retain some function. unc-34 was also found
to act synergistically with nid-1 in establishment of asymmetric axon tracts in the ventral nerve
cord of C.elegans (Chapter 4 Table 4.1). Taken together unc-34(hd132) represents a novel
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nonsense allele of unc-34 in C. elegans that further establishes the role of Ena/VASP proteins in
axonal guidance.

2.5.3. Perlecan and axon outgrowth and guidance
unc-52 encodes the sole perlecan homolog in C.elegans. Perlecan is a large heparan
sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) found abundantly in the basement membrane where it acts by
binding and cross-linking with other BM components such as nidogen, laminin, and collagen. (See
Introduction Section 1.5.2 for detailed background). In C. elegans UNC-52’s main function is in
muscle structure formation and attachment of muscles to body walls (Rogalski, Gilchrist, Mullen,
& Moerman, 1995; Rogalski, Mullen, Bush, Gilchrist, & Moerman, 2001). Mutation of unc-52 leads
to body wall muscles failing to attach to the body wall during embryogenesis also resulting in
lethality in null mutations of unc-52. Hence our hd133 allele must retain at least some protein
function as animals are viable, can reproduce, and lack severe movement defects. In addition to
its roles in muscle formation and attachment UNC-52 also functions in axon migration in C.
elegans (Y. Yang, Lee, Tang, & Wadsworth, 2014, p. 52). Loss of function UNC-52 alleles unc52(e444) and unc-52(e998) impact axon navigation due to misplacement of guidance cues in the
basement membrane, in particular of UNC-6/netrin. When mutated UNC-52 results in improper
basement membrane formation and subsequently the misdistribution of UNC-6 in the basement
membrane. This in turn changes the orientation of netrin receptors on outgrowing growth cones
such that they still are guided towards a netrin source that is now in an incorrect location leading
to incorrect guidance overall. Specifically UNC-40/DCC receptors appear to mis-localize on
growth cones in unc-52 mutant animals (Y. Yang et al., 2014). Mis-localization of UNC-40 on
growth cones in unc-52 mutant animals results in variation in outgrowth patterns of HSN axons
which gain a bias toward anterior and posterior axon extension as opposed to ventral extension
in wildtype animals (Y. Yang et al., 2014). UNC-52 similarly functions in axon guidance of NSM
neurons where it is associated with misdirection and early terminations (Axäng, Rauthan, Hall, &
Pilon, 2008). UNC-52 is also one of two heperan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) involved in
branching of AIY neuron axons (Díaz-Balzac, Lázaro-Peña, Tecle, Gomez, & Bülow, 2014). UNC52 is expressed throughout basement membranes of the worm with various isoforms being
enriched both spatially and temporally (Mullen et al., 1999).
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unc-52(hd133) has a predicted missense mutation changing a cysteine to tyrosine of
amino acid 723 (Figure 2.6). Interestingly another allele, unc-52(gk3), also impacts VNC
asymmetry in 6% of mutant animals. unc-52(gk3) specifically impacts isoforms UNC-52e and
UNC-52g creating a deletion of all predicted C-terminal LG and EGF domains. UNC-52g here
appears to be the main isoform involved in axon guidance as another mutation, unc-52(e444)
(See Chapter 4 Results), which impacts UNC-52 and all other isoforms but not UNC-52g does
not produce VNC asymmetry defects. The importance of the various splice forms here
complicates our understanding of the actions of unc-52(hd133) as the mutation would appear to
be common to most isoforms. The missense mutation in unc-52(hd133) falls within a cysteinerich region that is predicted to encode a laminin EGF-like (LE) domain but does not impact UNC52g directly. LE domains, are known to mediate binding between proteins, particularly through
interaction at disulphide bonds created between cysteine residues. Thus our unc-52(hd133) may
lack the ability to properly bind upstream or downstream signaling components involved in axon
guidance, however if that were the case we’d expect to see this as common to other mutants that
impact this area which is not observed (See Chapter 4 results). Instead it may be that the specific
loss of this cysteine residue either impacts protein folding such that EGF and LG domains of UNC52g are no longer available for binding. A related hypothesis could see this cysteine residue
mutated in unc-52(hd133) as important for stabilisation of a protein-protein bonds essential for
proper binding and recognition by the EGF and LG domains. Interestingly in mice LE domains
have been shown to recognize and bind nidogen-1. A final hypothesis could see subtle navigation
instead due to changes in the ability of UNC-52 to properly bind NID-1 (Mayer et al., 1995). Here
serine residues mediate binding to nidogen, however; nearby cysteine residues are important for
protein folding creating loops through disulphide bonds that ensure serine residues are available
on the exterior of the protein. Taken together UNC-52 has a demonstrated but indirect role in
axon guidance through interactions between growth cones and basement membrane
components. unc-52(hd133) itself represent a novel allele impacting VNC asymmetry phenotypes
that appears to impact protein interactions possibly through changes in disulphide bonds involved
in protein-protein interactions or protein folding which impacts isoform UNC-52g specifically.

2.5.4. hd131
Identification of hd131 was complicated by low penetrance of axon guidance defects and
an error during outcrossing. Consequently, identification of the gene impacted in hd131 mutant
animals was considered a lower priority. Currently hd131 has been mapped to a 3.4 million base
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pair region of Chromosome II. All genes in the mapped to region with mutations in coding regions
predicted to change protein sequences were further examined for their potential roles in VNC
asymmetry. Complementation tests and fosmid rescue experiments for these genes (Tables 2.4,
2.5) failed to return a positive result and at this time the genetic identity of hd131 remains
unknown. A number of additional mutations in the mapped to region exist in intergenic regions as
well as introns of genes but at this time have not been examined further (Table 2.3).

2.5.5. Summary
The screens in this chapter initially sought to find novel mutants with highly penetrant
defects in VNC asymmetry. We successfully identified one novel mutant in col-99(hd130);
however, col-99(hd130) animals are only lowly penetrant for VNC asymmetry defects. Other
alleles identified were of genes previously characterized for their roles in axon guidance and were
similarly lowly penetrant for VNC asymmetry defects. Thus, although successful, additional
screens for VNC asymmetry defects are not currently recommended. Results from screens here
and earlier studies examining VNC asymmetry phenotypes now point to redundant control of axon
guidance by multiple signaling pathways which may explain the low penetrance of defects in
observed single mutant animals. In conclusion forward genetic screens have shone further light
on the signaling pathways involved establishment of ventral nerve cord asymmetry in C. elegans
and a detailed examination of how these different signaling pathways may act redundantly here
is the subject of Chapter 4.
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2.6. Figures

Figure 2.1 VNC asymmetry defects in isolate mutants.
Axon trajectories in wild type (A) and mutants (B, C, D) visualized by fluorescent reporter constructs. All
images show a ventral view with a pan-neuronal GFP reporter, anterior of worm is on the left. In Panel A
a full length worm is shown to depict entire nervous system, a magnified box shows close up of anterior
VNC indicating left and right VNC tracts as well as axonal decussation (marked by *) near the
retrovesicular ganglion. B-D: mutant animals show failure of axons to properly segregate into right ventral
tract leading to a more symmetrical VNC. Markers used: pan-neruonal: rgef-1::GFP.
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Figure 2.2. VNC axon guidance defects in col-99 mutants.
Defective axon navigation of PVP/PVQ axons in mutants isolated from screens for VNC asymmetry
defects. (A,C) AVG Axons normally run in the right VNC tract and PVP and PVQ in both left and right
axon tracts in wildtype animals. (B,D,E) Axons in mutant animals cross show navigation defects with
axons often crossing between left and right tracts. Markers used: AVG, PVPR/L: odr-2::CFP; PVQR/L:
sra-6::DsRed2; Anterior is to the left in all images.
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A

Wildtype

B

unc-34(hd132) V

C

unc-34(hd132) V

Figure 2.3 DNC defects in unc-34(hd132)
Schematic depicting organization of the dorsal nerve cord in wildype and unc-34(hd132) animals. A)
Wildtype DNC projection. DNC can be seen as a single bundle of axons running longitudinally together.
Commissures can also be seen extending laterally from the sides of the animal and joining the DNC.
(B,C). Axons fail to navigate correctly in unc-34(hd132) animals with axons often incorrectly extending on
either side of the ventral midline (arrowheads), and crossing the dorsal midline (white arrows). All images
show a dorsal view of the animal with the anterior to the left. Marker used: pan-neruonal reporter rgef1::GFP.
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Figure 2.4 Distribution of Mutation in hd131 mutants
All mutations in coding exons of hd131 from whole genome sequencing data plotted over the five somatic
and one sex (X) chromosome of C. elegans.
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UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
DOMAINS:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

MSSEACIATAMARVMTYNESTKGWVLLGGNDDSMTNVRLIQDIRRPEFRIVSNRADSTNI
--------------MTYNESTKGWVLLGGNDDSMTNVRLIQDIRRPEFRIVSNRADSTNI
MSSEACIATAMARVMTYNESTKGWVLLGGNDDSMTNVRLIQDIRRPEFRIVSNRADSTNI
----------MARVMTYNESTKGWVLLGGNDDSMTNVRLIQDIRRPEFRIVSNRADSTNI
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|PH DOMAIN
l

UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
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61
47
61
51
1
1
1

LNCNIYRGIKYHKATPMFHQWRTEQRRVYGLNFENEQDATMFLSIVLQAIETLK|VHDMNG
LNCNIYRGIKYHKATPMFHQWRTEQRRVYGLNFENEQDATMFLSIVLQAIETLK|VHDMNG
LNCNIYRGIKYHKATPMFHQWRTEQRRVYGLNFENEQDATMFLSIVLQAIETLK|VHDMNG
LNCNIYRGIKYHKATPMFHQWRTEQRRVYGLNFENEQDATMFLSIVLQAIETLK|VHDMNG
------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------PH DOMAIN|VASP

UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
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1
1
1

ISDYQQMHQVDNVYQDPHQHLMHIHSAPNFHDENQNAANFRKTSQHASSLLSSTAAALTQ
ISDYQQMHQVDNVYQDPHQHLMHIHSAPNFHDENQNAANFRKTSQHASSLLSSTAAALTQ
ISDYQQMHQVDNVYQDPHQHLMHIHSAPNFHDENQNAANFRKTSQHASSLLSSTAAALTQ
ISDYQQMHQVDNVYQDPHQHLMHIHSAPNFHDENQNAANFRKTSQHASSLLSSTAAALTQ
---------------------MHIHSAPNFHDENQNAANFRKTSQHASSLLSSTAAALTQ
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VASP------------------------

UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
DOMAINS:

181
167
181
171
40
1
1

QQRRASQSSSTSAGSSIPHAPPPPVPLTSNIPQAPPAPPPPIGGIAPVNAHGAPPPPPLP
QQRRASQSSSTSAGSSIPHAPPPPVPLTSNIPQAPPAPPPPIGGIAPVNAHGAPPPPPLP
QQRRASQSSSTSAGSSIPHAPPPPVPLTSNIPQAPPAPPPPIGGIAPVNAHGAPPPPPLP
QQRRASQSSSTSAGSSIPHAPPPPVPLTSNIPQAPPAPPPPIGGIAPVNAHGAPPPPPLP
QQRRASQSSSTSAGSSIPHAPPPPVPLTSNIPQAPPAPPPPIGGIAPVNAHGAPPPPPLP
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VASP------------------------

UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
DOMAINS:

241
227
241
231
100
1
1

PVGAGAPPPPPPPPPPAQLMASSGTPSLAEQLKMRSQQGLKATSNGVKAAAAEPEKPAAK
PVGAGAPPPPPPPPPPAQLMASSGTPSLAEQLKMRSQQGLKATSNGVKAAAAEPEKPAAK
PVGAGAPPPPPPPPPPAQLMASSGTPSLAEQLKMRSQQGLKATSNGVKAAAAEPEKPAAK
PVGAGAPPPPPPPPPPAQLMASSGTPSLAEQLKMRSQQGLKATSNGVKAAAAEPEKPAAK
PVGAGAPPPPPPPPPPAQLMASSGTPSLAEQLKMRSQQGLKATSNGVKAAAAEPEKPAAK
-------------------MASSGTPSLAEQLKMRSQQGLKATSNGVKAAAAEPEKPAAK
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VASP------------------------

UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
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301
287
301
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160
42
1

GAGNLMSELEAQLNKRKMTQAKSDAVDSKSNTSNGSSDSGCGTATSTNGCGSSNGGSVGS
GGKNIGKCV--------------------------------------------------GGKNIGKCV--------------------------------------------------GAGNLMSELEAQLNKRKMTQAKSDAVDSKSNTSNGSSDSGCGTATSTNGCGSSNGGSVGS
GAGNLMSELEAQLNKRKMTQAKSDAVDSKSNTSNGSSDSGCGTATSTNGCGSSNGGSVGS
GAGNLMSELEAQLNKRKMTQAKSDAVDSKSNTSNGSSDSGCGTATSTNGCGSSNGGSVGS
-----MSELEAQLNKRKMTQAKSDAVDSKSNTSNGSSDSGCGTATSTNGCGSSNGGSVGS
-----------------------------VASP------------------------

UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AAAKKWSVSDATKPMDSPKTHRKLPSASSLFSQEDSSSSSSSTLTPSKPTTNGTSSAIPN
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UNC-34a
UNC-34b
UNC-34c
UNC-34d
UNC-34e
UNC-34f
UNC-34g
DOMAINS:

421
296
310
411
280
162
116

DLLERLRADIMVEMRLEMNKLEQRIVEANDRAVDRAVETILNAIGGRR
KFLEKIEFFSLVFQR--------------------------------KFLEKIEFFSLVFQR--------------------------------DLLERLRADIMVEMRLEMNKLEQRIVEANDRAVDRAVETILNAIGGRR
DLLERLRADIMVEMRLEMNKLEQRIVEANDRAVDRAVETILNAIGGRR
DLLERLRADIMVEMRLEMNKLEQRIVEANDRAVDRAVETILNAIGGRR
DLLERLRADIMVEMRLEMNKLEQRIVEANDRAVDRAVETILNAIGGRR
------------------------VASP----------|

Figure 2.5 UNC-34 Isoform alignment
Isoform alignment depicting entire UNC-34 protein for isoforms UNC-34a-g. Red band indicated base
mutated (Tryptophan [W] to Stop Codon) in unc-34(hd132). Predicted protein domains are annotated
along the bottom with ‘|’ indicating domain borders.
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UNC-52a-k,m-o
UNC-52l
UNC-52o
DOMAINS:

647 DCAPGYERSGYGPYLGTCVPIQPRHQQCGPGAVAPTAPAQGQCQCKASVIGPNCDRCAPN
451 -----------------------------------------------------------647 DCAPGYERSGYGPYLGTCVPIQPRHQQCGPGAVAPTAPAQGQCQCKASVIGPNCDRCAPN
LE|LE
-

UNC-52a-k,m-o
UNC-52l
DOMAINS:

707 SFGLAPTNPQGCIPCFCSGVTQQCSASSYRRTSVSIDYARGDRDQLELTTSDSRQPYSPQ
451 ---------------------------------VSIDYARGDRDQLELTTSDSRQPYSPQ
LE|LE LE|
|Laminin IV type A
-

UNC-52a-k,m-o
UNC-52l
DOMAINS:

767 TRAELSGQAIEFRSFEEARGQTLYWKLPEKFLGDKVTSYGGTLEYTFKFSGNGNSDQSAD
478 TRAELSGQAIEFRSFEEARGQTLYWKLPEKFLGDKVTSYGGTLEYTFKFSGNGNSDQSAD
------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2.6 UNC-52 Partial Isoform alignment
Partial Isoform alignment of UNC-34 protein for isoforms UNC-34a-f,i-o. Red band indicated base
mutation in unc-52(hd133) (Cysteine [C] to Tyrosine [Y]). Predicted protein domains are annotated along
the bottom with ‘|’ indicating domain borders. Alignment due to large size of the protein and only shows
amino acids range 647- 826 [UNC-34a].
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2.6 Tables
Mutant

VNC Asymmetry

Other Phenotypes Noted

Defect
Penetrance
Wild type

0%

col-99(hd130)

12%

hd131

unc-34(hd132)

14%

36%

•

Infrequent Bag of Worms Phenotype

•

Strong PVP/PVQ defects after marker crossed in

•

Very subtle uncoordinated movement (kink-like)

•

>75% command interneuron crossover defects

•

100% VNC defects, all worms have at least one or
two axons crossing between left and right tracts

•

100% commissure navigation defects, variable.
Most animals display commissure navigation errors
ranging from total collapse of dorsal navigation to
subtle navigation errors

•

Slower to mature than wildtype and some animals
lack coordinated movements

unc-52(hd133)

8%

•

Irregular pharynx shape

•

Slow-growing/slow to mature to adulthood

•

Appear to move more slowly/less frequently than
wildtype animals

•

Lowly penetrant bag of worms phenotype

•

Vulval protrusions (difficulty mating)

•

Crossover defects in 50-75% of animals

Table 2.1 Phenotypes of mutants isolated from genetic screens for VNC asymmetry defects.
Initial phenotypes noted for isolated alleles from genetic screens for VNC asymmetry defects in C. elegans. n=100 for VNC
asymmetry defects. Markers used: VNC Asym: rgef-1::GFP.
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Mutant

VNC

VNC

CINb

PVPR

PVQL

Asymmetry Crossover

DNC
Defects

Defects

Defects

Wildtype

0%

6%

1%

11%

12%

7%

hd131

12%

n.d.†

n.d.†

69%

72%

n.d.†

unc-34(hd132)

22%**

100%**

n.d.†

85%**

89%**

86%**

unc-52(hd133)

6%**

n.d.†

11%**

23%*

25%*

n.d. †

Table 2.2 Axon guidance defects in outcrossed hd132 and hd133 animals.

Markers used: VNC Asym: rgef-1::GFP, PVPR: odr-2::CFP; PVQL: sra-6::DsRed2; CIN: glr-1::DsRed;
*/**: penetrance of defects in double mutants compared to defects observed for wildtype. *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
bCommand Interneurons. †Not Determined. n=100 for each data point.
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Chromosome

Nucleotide

Initial

Mutation

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3336311
3523167
3583360
3583361
4203076
4203080
4203095
4203126
4220852
4376391
4759416
4830094
5012055
5135357
5429898
5526622
6393785
6434127
6676985

T
A
C
C
C
C
G
C
T
C
T
C
A
C
C
C
G
CTT
G

C
C
T
T
T
T
T
T
A
T
C
A
T
A
T
T
T
C
A

Type of
Mutation
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
SNV
deletion
SNV

Area
impacted
coding_exon
intron
coding_exon
coding_exon
intron
intron
intron
intron
coding_exon
coding_exon
intergenic
coding_exon
coding_exon
intergenic
intergenic
intergenic
intergenic
intergenic
coding_exon

Gene

Predicted
Impact
missense

AA
changes
I->V

missense
synonymous

S->F
S->S

missense
missense

S->T
V->I

tbck-1
F59A6.12

missense
start_ATG

L->I
M->K

H43E16.1

synonymous

Q->Q

F14D2.19
col-72
srh-59
srh-59
cpna-1
cpna-1
cpna-1
cpna-1
F31D5.1
ntl-2

Table 2.3 Mutations present in mapped to region for hd131

Whole genome sequence results for mapped to region of chromosome II of hd131 animals. A number of mutations exist in
coding exons, introns, and intergenic regions of the mapped to region of chromosome II.
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Strain Tested
Wildtype[NW1229]
hd131

VNC Asymmetry Defects
0%
12%

N
100
100

tbck-1(ok2038) II
hd131/tbck-1(ok2038) [hermaphrodites]

2%
0%

100
76

F31D5.1(gk140289)
hd131/F31D5.1(gk140289) [hermaphrodites]

0%
0%

100
58

ntl-2(ok974)
hd131/ntl-2(ok974) [hermaphrodites]

2%
0%

100
47

Table 2.4 Candidate genes complement hd131

Markers used: VNC Asym: rgef-1::GFP. */**: penetrance of defects in F1 compared to defects observed for homozygous single
mutant hd131 containing animals. hd131 animals were outcrossed 3 times against wildtype N2 animals prior to scoring of
defects. *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Line
WT
hd131

PVPR and PVQL Defects (%) following Fosmid Injections
Pharyngeal GFP Absent
Pharyngeal GFP Present
PVPR
PVQL
PVPR
PVQL
11
12
11
12
69
72
69
72

1 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
2 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
3 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
4 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
5 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
6 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
7 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
8 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
9 - hd131 hdEx[srh-59(+)]
Line
WT
hd131
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]
- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]
- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]
- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]
- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]
- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]
- hd131 hdEx[F59A6.12(+)]

66
67
71
70
68
69
65
68
70
70
74
73
69
71
74
77
72
74
Pharyngeal GFP Absent
PVPR
PVQL
11
12
69
72
78
71
80
75
73
69
64

80
71
83
74
74
70
66

64
68
67
68
67
71
70
73
73
75
73
78
77
79
78
78
80
81
Pharyngeal GFP Present
PVPR
PVQL
11
12
69
72
81
76
80
73
74
64
63

Table 2.5 Fosmids rescue attempts for hd131 candidate genes

84
77
80
73
75
66
65

Fosmids were injected into N2 [Wildtype] animals and examined for overexpression phenotypes. A co-injection marker, a pharyngeal GFP reporter, was used to determine if
injections were successful, animals expressing pharyngeal GFP are assumed to also express the given Fosmid. Neither Fosmid tested induced overexpression phenotypes in
wildtype strains. After crossed into hd131 strains defects were scored in non-pharyngeal GFP and GFP animals to determine if expression of the wildtype gene had a discernable
impact on PVP/PVQ navigation defects. Neither Fosmid significantly decreased defects indicating fosmids fail to rescue axon navigation defects of hd131. arkers used: VNC
Asym: rgef-1::GFP. */**: penetrance of defects in GFP expressing animals compared to non-GFP expressing animals and/or hd131 animals not containing Fosmid. *P<0.05 (χ2
test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Strain Tested

Wildtype[NW1229]
hd132
unc-34(e556)
unc-34(hd132)/unc-34(e556)
[hermaphrodites]

VNC
Asymmetry
Defects
0%
22%
15%
10%

N

100
100
100
50

Notes

[All worms also show VNC
crossover defects like hd132]

Table 2.6 unc-34(e556) fails to complement hd132

Markers used: VNC Asymmetry Defets: rgef-1::GFP. */**: penetrance of defects in F1 animals heterozygous for unc34(hd132) and unc-34(e556) compared to defects observed for homozygous single mutant animals. *P<0.05 (χ2 test),
**P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Strain Tested

Wildtype[NW1229]
hd133
unc-52(gk3) II
unc-52(hd133)/unc-52(gk3) [males]
unc-52(hd133)/unc-52(gk3) [hermaphrodites]

VNC
Asymmetry
Defects
0%
8%
6%
2%
4%

Table 2.7 unc-52(gk3) fails to complement hd133

N

100
100
100
32
78

Markers used: VNC Asym: rgef-1::GFP. */**: penetrance of defects in F1 animals heterozygous for unc-52(hd133) and
unc-52(gk3) compared to defects observed for homozygous single mutant animals. *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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The transmembrane collagen COL-99 guides
longitudinally extending axons in C. elegans.
This is an expanded version of the following publication
with additional data.
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Abstract

We have identified the transmembrane collagen, COL-99, in a genetic screen for
novel genes involved in axon guidance in the nematode C. elegans. COL-99 is similar to
transmembrane collagens type XIII, XXIII and XXV in vertebrates. col-99 mutants exhibit
guidance defects in axons extending along the major longitudinal axon tracts, most
prominently the left ventral nerve cord (VNC). COL-99 is expressed in the hypodermis
during the time of axon outgrowth. We provide evidence that a furin cleavage site in COL99 is essential for function, suggesting that COL-99 is released from the cells producing
it. Vertebrate homologs of COL-99 have been shown to be expressed in mammalian
nervous systems and linked to various neurological disease but have not been associated
with guidance of extending neurons. col-99 acts genetically with the discoidin domain
receptors ddr-1 and ddr-2, which are expressed by neurons affected in col-99 mutants.
Discoidin domain receptors are activated by collagens in vertebrates. DDR-1 and DDR-2
may function as receptors for COL-99. Our results establish a novel role for a
transmembrane collagen in axonal guidance and asymmetry establishment of the VNC.
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3.1. Introduction
Formation of the nervous system requires millions of neurons correctly finding and
connecting with synaptic targets. Developing neurons in the embryo send out thin
processes (axons and dendrites), which navigate toward their targets and eventually
establish synaptic connections with target cells. Axons navigate with remarkable accuracy
by sensing cues in their environment with a specialized structure at the tip of the extending
axon, the growth cone (Dent, Gupton, & Gertler, 2011; Gallo & Letourneau, 2004). Studies
in the last few decades have led to the identification and characterization of multiple
classes of guidance cues and their corresponding receptors (Bashaw & Klein, 2010),
which has greatly improved our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of axonal
guidance. In C. elegans, many of these molecules have been examined for their roles in
axon navigation along the dorso-ventral axis (Culotti, 1994; Wadsworth & Hedgecock,
1996). Navigation in the anterior-posterior direction is less well understood. Some
guidance cues are thought to be embedded in the basement membrane, which also
serves as a permissive substrate for cell and growth cone migrations. Basement
membrane components such as nidogen have specific functions in longitudinal axon
migration (Bhat & Hutter, 2016; Kim & Wadsworth, 2000), whereas others such as laminin
and collagen IV provide general structural support (Kramer, 2005).
C.elegans displays an overall bilateral symmetry with some exceptions such as
the ventral nerve cord, VNC (Durbin, 1987; White, Southgate, Thomson, & Brenner, 1986).
The VNC is composed of two axon tracts flanking the ventral midline. The majority of
neurons with axons in the VNC including all the motor neurons located at the ventral
midline send axons into the right tract creating an asymmetrical situation with about 50
axons in the right tract and only four in the left tract. Each of the two VNC tracts is initially
established by a single pioneer axon (Durbin, 1987). In the right tract the AVG axon
extends posteriorly from the AVG cell body located at the anterior end of the VNC. The
left tract is pioneered by the axon of the PVPR neuron, which extends anteriorly from the
tail ganglia, where the PVPR cell body is located. While the axons growing from the C.
elegans brain to the VNC do so in a symmetrical fashion, the majority of axons entering
the VNC on the left side will cross into the right VNC tract at the anterior end of the VNC
(White et al., 1986). This results in the left VNC tract containing only axons from four
neurons: PVPR, PVQL, HSNL, and AVKR. The mechanisms that regulate this asymmetry
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are poorly understood. To date only a small number of genes have been associated with
controlling the navigation of axons into the correct VNC axon tract (Hutter, Wacker,
Schmid, & Hedgecock, 2005; Wightman, Baran, & Garriga, 1997).
Given the limited insight into longitudinal axon guidance, we conducted genetic
screens for mutants with defects in the navigation of VNC axons. From those screens we
have identified the transmembrane collagen COL-99 as having a novel role in axonal
guidance in the ventral nerve cord of C. elegans COL-99 encodes for a type II
transmembrane collagen which shares a high degree similarity to MACIT collagens type
XIII, XXIII and XXV in vertebrates (Tu, Huhtala, Lee, Adams, & Pihlajaniemi, 2015)
including conservation of domains, binding motifs, and cleavage sites. col-99 mutants
show defects in major longitudinal nerve tracts, most prominently the left VNC. MACITs
have been associated with a wide range of roles in the mammalian nervous system
(Latvanlehto et al., 2010; Monavarfeshani, Knill, Sabbagh, Su, & Fox, 2017; Seppänen et
al., 2006; Sund et al., 2001). More recently collagen XIII was shown to induce neurite
outgrowth in vitro (Sund et al., 2001). Similar collagens from the FACIT family have been
implicated in axon guidance (Hilario, Wang, & Beattie, 2010) however MACITs have not
yet been shown to function in guidance of axons in vivo. col-99 is expressed in the
hypodermis during the time of axon outgrowth in the embryo. It acts genetically together
with the basement membrane component nid-1/nidogen and the discoidin domain
receptors ddr-1 and ddr-2, suggesting that COL-99 is a ligand for discoidin domain
receptors in C. elegans.

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.2.1. Strains and transgenes
The following alleles were used for phenotypic characterization: col-99(rh311) IV;
col-99(ok1204) IV; col-99(hd130) IV; bli-4(e937) I; aex-5(sa23) I; kpc-1(gk8) I; dpy18(ok162) III; ddr-1(ok874) X; ddr-2(ok574) X; nid-1(cg119) V; egl-3(ok979) V.
The following integrated GFP reporter constructs were used to analyze axonal
trajectories and neuronal cell body positions: hdIs26[odr-2::CFP, sra-6::DsRed2] rhIs4[glr1::GFP,

dpy-20(+)]

III;

zdIs13[tph-1::GFP]
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IV;

bwIs2[flp-1::GFP,

rol-6(su1006)];

hdIs22[unc-129::CFP,

unc-47::DsRed2]

V;

evIs111[rgef-1::GFP]

V;

rhIs13[unc-

119::GFP; dpy-20(+)] V.
Strains were maintained at 20ºC under standard conditions (Brenner, 1974).

3.2.2. Gene mapping, rescue experiments and sequencing of mutants.
The allele rh311 (originally referred to as ast-4(rh311)) was isolated in an EMS
screen for axon guidance defects in command interneurons and mapped initially to the
map interval -27.3 (end)/-23.3 between SNP pkP4050 and the end of chromosome IV
(Hutter et al., 2005). Further recombination mapping narrowed the col-99(rh311) region to
a 443,218 base pair interval between SNP pkP4049 (WBVar00240596) on Y66H1A and
the left end of chromosome IV, corresponding to the map interval -27.3/-26. Rescue
experiments with fosmids covering this region revealed that fosmid WRM0624bB09
contains rh311. A plasmid (pVH19.14) containing the col-99 gene including 5,051 bp
upstream and 1,138 bp downstream sequence also provided rescue activity (Figure 3.5,
Table 3.4), revealing that the rh311 allele is an allele of col-99.
Sequencing of the coding region of col-99b in rh311 revealed a G to A transition
that disrupts the splice donor site at the beginning of intron 13. The corresponding
sequence change is as follows …CCA CCG GGA CCT AGG[g]taggtgttttttag… becomes
…CCA CCG GGA CCT AGG [A]TA GGT GTT TTT TAG]. If the intron is not spliced out,
a read-through into the intron would result in the addition of 4 amino acids followed by a
stop codon. This would lead to a truncated protein lacking the final 202 amino acids.
The allele ok1204 was created by the C. elegans gene knockout Consortium.
Sequencing of the coding region of col-99 in ok1204 revealed an in-frame deletion of
1180bp and a 23bp duplication resulting in the loss of 4 exons (6-9). Flanking regions of
the

deletion

are

as

follows:

5’-tggtcgtgatagtca[deletion/duplication

GGCTTCCCAGGACCC-3’. This change is predicted to result in the loss of segments of
predicted collagen domains as well as the third predicted furin cleavage site RKMR (Figure
3.1). The col-99(hd130) allele was isolated in a genetic screen for asymmetry defects. The
details of the screen and isolation of hd130 are described in chapter 2 of this thesis.
Mapping and complementation data suggested that hd130 is also an allele of col-99.
Sequencing of the coding region of col-99 in hd130 revealed a G to A transition
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(AAGTGTCTCCGATCGTTG[G/A]CCACCCCAGAAAAC). The point mutation leads to the
replacement of the 25th amino acid residue, tryptophan, with an early stop codon. The
resulting protein would be predicted to contain only the first 24 amino acids (Figure 3.1).

3.2.3. Western Blot and Immunostaining
Protein samples were run on 10% acrylamide SDS-page gels and transferred to
nitrocellulose film for blotting (0.45µm). Primary and Secondary antibodies used in
western blot and immunostaining were as follows: rabbit anti-GFP (1:2000, ab6556
abcam), mouse anti-Flag (1:5000, Sigma), anti-actin (1:5000, Developmental Studies
Hybridoma Bank) and secondary antibodies rabbit anti-mouse IgG and goat anti-rabbit
IgG (Abcam) conjugated HRP (Abcam). Resulting bands were visualized using
ImmunoCruz™ Western Blotting Luminol Reagent (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and
visualised using either LSA4000 system or Kodak Film Developer. Protein extracts for
western blot analysis were derived from C.elegans embryos and larvae using a protocol,
with minor adaptations, from the Koelle Lab at the Yale School of Medicine (Koelle, 2018).
All fusion proteins used in western blotting here were tested for their ability to rescue col99(hd130) asymmetry defect phenotypes prior to use. Where embryo preparations were
used destruction of the egg shell was accomplished using physical abrasion through
vortexing of pelleted embryos with microbeads as opposed to sonication. Integration of
extrachromosomal arrays was accomplished as described by Mariol et al. (2013) using
UV Crosslinker FB-UVXL-1000 from Fisher Scientific at 0.012J/cm2.
Immunostaining of C.elegans embryos was done as described with minor
modifications (described below) by (Duerr, 2006). Animals were washed off plates using
a standard M9 solution, in some instances animals were kept for 1 hour to let embryos
further develop prior to staining. Embryos were permeabilized with a bleach solution and
fixed using 2XMRWB (with 1.5%BME) and 4.2% paraformaldehyde. Primary antibodies
were incubated for 16 hours (1:250 dilution) and secondary antibodies were incubated for
2-4 hours. Embryos were finally resuspended in a 15% glycerol solution containing 2% npropyl gallate.
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3.2.4. col-99 expression constructs
The transcriptional and N-terminally tagged translational reporter constructs of col99 were generated by homologous recombination in E. coli as described in (Tursun,
Cochella, Carrera, & Hobert, 2009). Fosmid WRM0624bB09, containing the complete col99 gene including upstream and downstream sequences was used to insert a GFP
reporter in frame at the N-terminus of the col-99 gene creating GFP::COL-99 (pVH19.29).
A col-99 transcriptional reporter construct col-99(+)SL2::GFP (pVH19.30) was generated
by inserting the recombineering cassette pBALU9 into fosmid WRM0624bB09. This
inserts a SL2-spliced intercistronic region between the stop codon of col-99 and the GFP
reporter gene, creating an operon-like construct with a GFP reporter controlled by all
upstream and downstream cis-acting regulatory elements and an untagged native protein.
For a third reporter construct we inserted GFP in frame at the C-terminus of COL-99b into
a plasmid containing the col-99 gene with 5051 bp upstream sequence (creating
pVH19.08). Details of the cloning for all these constructs are available upon request.

3.2.5. Modified col-99 constructs
Primers containing a 2XFLAG sequence were used to generate a short [2190bp]
fragment that was then inserted into PstI sites of pVH19.14 to create pVH29.01 encoding
COL-99::FLAG. Similarly, primers containing a 2XFLAG were used to generate a 5036bp
DNA fragment that was inserted into pVH19.14 such that the 2XFLAG tag sequence
disrupts the furin recognition sequence (RRVR  RR’ 2XFLAG’ VR) creating COL99ΔFURIN1 (pVH29.03). Primers were designed flanking the first and 62nd codon (col-99
isoform b) and containing a SP sequence. These were used to generate a 1505bp DNA
fragment containing the signal peptide sequence from the basement membrane collagen
LET-2
[ATGAAGCAACGAGCGGCTCTCGGGCCCGTGTTGCGACTGGCCATATTGGCCTTAC
TAGCTGTGAGCTATGTTCAATCGCAA]. The fragment was inserted into pVH19.14
replacing the intracellular and TM domains of COL-99 [replaced sequence starting at first
codon: 5’-ATGGCCCAACAAACAAGGATCTCAACTCTCGAAAAGCGCA-3’] to create
SP::COL-99 (pVH29.02), a secreted form of COL-99. Using the Q5 Site-Directed
mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs), COL-99ΔFURIN1 (pVH29.03) was mutated to
disrupt the third predicted furin cleavage site by changing an essential arginine residue in
the furin recognition sequence (RKMRRKMA) to create COL-99ΔFURIN1/3
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(pVH29.04). A final construct, COL-99ΔFURIN1/2/3 (pVH29.05) with all predicted furin
sites mutated was also created. pVH29.05 was created using pVH29.04 as a template
and mutated the 4th arginine residue of the second predicted furin cleavage site from
RRPR to RRPG [AGG

GGG] using Q5 site mediated mutagenesis (New England

Biolabs). The col-99 coding region and areas surrounding the modified sites in the
pVH29.01-pVH29.05 vectors were sequenced to confirm the identity of the constructs.
Transgenic animals were generated by injecting 4 ng/μl of pVH29.01, pVH29.02,
pVH29.03, pVH29.04, pVH29.05 and the co-injection marker myo-2::GFP into wildtype N2
Bristol animals. Transgenic strains carrying the myo-2::GFP co-injection marker were
subsequently crossed into col-99(hd130) IV; hdIs26[odr-2::CFP, sra-6::DsRed2] III and
examined for rescue of axonal defects in PVQ neurons.

3.2.6. Microscopy
Axonal trajectories were examined in late-stage larvae and adult animals
expressing fluorescent markers in the corresponding neurons. Animals were incubated
with 10 mM NaN3 in M9 buffer for one hour and mounted on agar pads prior to analysis.
Defects were scored using a 40x objective on a Zeiss Axioscope (Carl-Zeiss AG,
Germany). Images were acquired on a Zeiss Axioplan II microscope connected to a
Quorum WaveFX spinning disc system (Quorum Technologies, Canada). Stacks of
confocal images with 0.15 to 0.5 μm distance between focal planes were recorded. Image
acquisition and analysis was carried out using Volocity software (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham,
MA). Images in the figures are maximum intensity projections of all focal planes unless
otherwise noted. Figures were assembled using Adobe Creative Suite CS5.1 (Adobe, San
Jose, CA, USA).

3.2.7. Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis
All

phenotypic

observation

of

C.elegans

strains

were

performed

on

hermaphrodites and 100 animals or greater were examined per genotype (unless noted
otherwise). Statistical tests were performed using a chi-square test.
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3.3. Results
3.3.1. Genetic screens for novel axon guidance genes identify alleles
of the transmembrane collagen col-99
The mutation ast-4(rh311) was isolated in a mutagenesis screen for genes
impacting the guidance of command interneurons in the VNC of C. elegans (Hutter et al.,
2005). Subsequent mapping and fosmid rescue experiments identified rh311 as an allele
of col-99. Sequencing of col-99 coding regions in rh311 identified a guanine to adenine
base pair change disrupting a splice donor site of the col-99 gene (Figure 3.1). A plasmid
containing a PCR amplified, full-length col-99 gene significantly rescued axonal defects in
col-99(rh311) mutants in 11 out of 13 transgenic lines (Figure 3.5, Table 3.4), confirming
that the rh311 allele is an allele of col-99. A second allele, col-99(hd130), was found in an
independent screen for mutations disrupting the asymmetry of the VNC. Details of the
screen can be found in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Sequencing of col-99(hd130) revealed a
guanine to adenine transition causing a nonsense (amber) mutation after 24 amino acids
(Figure 3.1). A third allele, col-99(ok1204), was obtained from the C. elegans Knockout
Consortium. col-99(ok1204) contains an in-frame deletion of 1180 base pairs combined
with a 23 base pair duplication, which should result in a loss of four exons containing
segments of predicted collagen domains as well as the third predicted furin cleavage site
(Figure 3.1). Phenotypic comparison of the three alleles revealed similar penetrance of
guidance defects in the ventral nerve cord (Table 3.1) suggesting that all alleles represent
strong loss-of-function or null alleles. Detailed analysis was conducted using the hd130
allele as the character of the mutation, a very early nonsense mutation, represents the
most likely null allele.

3.3.2. col-99 encodes a putative type-2 transmembrane collagen
The COL-99 protein contains a short N-terminal intracellular region, a putative
single-pass transmembrane domain, and a large extracellular region containing
collagenous domains interspersed by short non-collagenous domains (Figure 3.1). COL99 very closely resembles the domain configurations of the transmembrane collagens type
XIII, XXIII and XXV in vertebrates (Tu et al., 2015). These vertebrate transmembrane
collagens are released from the cell surface by furin proprotein convertases (Hashimoto
et al., 2002; Snellman et al., 2000; Väisänen, Väisänen, & Pihlajaniemi, 2004). Three furin
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cleavage sites are predicted in the juxtamembrane domain of the COL-99 ectodomain (Tu
et al., 2015), raising the possibility that the extracellular part of COL-99 is shed from the
cell surface by furin proteases. A fourth furin cleavage site is predicted near the C-terminus
end of the protein (Tu et al., 2015). The first cleavage site is at a location similar to the
confirmed cleavage sites in vertebrate transmembrane collagens XIII, XXIII and XXV
(Figure 3.1).
The current release of Wormbase (WS261) lists 17 splice variants of col-99 mainly
identified by the modENCODE project through RNAseq (Gerstein et al., 2010; Yook et al.,
2012). The smallest splice variant, col-99i, encodes a protein of 656 aa, the largest splice
variant, col-99j, encodes a protein with 735 aa. Differences in splice variants are all in the
collagenous part of the protein. All isoforms are expected to be impacted in col-99(hd130)
animals.

3.3.3. col-99 mutants exhibit guidance defects in major longitudinal
axon tracts
The ventral nerve cord (VNC) in C. elegans consists of two axon bundles. The
majority of axons are located in the right axon tract, while only four axons extend in the
left axon tract. In a small but significant number of col-99 mutant animals, the VNC had a
more symmetrical appearance (Table 3.1). In such animals, axons descending from the
left side of the nerve ring, which normally cross into the right VNC tract upon entering the
VNC (Figure 3.2a), failed to cross and instead extended in the left tract (Figure 3.2b,c;
Table 3.1).
Within the VNC, several classes of neurons show midline crossing defects in col99 mutants. Among the affected neurons on the right side are the pioneer neuron AVG
and the follower neurons PVPL, PVQR, HSNR, and glr-1::GFP expressing command
interneurons (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2d-g, j-p). The penetrance of the defects in these
neurons is in the range of 10%-21%. DD/VD motor neurons extend a process into the
right VNC axon tract. In nearly half of col-99 mutant animals this process erroneously
extends in the left VNC axon tract (Figure 3.2h,i; Table 3.1). In addition DD/VD neurons
send commissural axons circumferentially towards the dorsal nerve cord (Figure 3.2h,i).
These commissures normally exit the VNC on the right side. DD/VD commissural axons
successfully navigate to the dorsal nerve cord (DNC) in col-99 mutant animals. However;
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in 21% of col-99(hd130) mutant animals, two or more commissures erroneously exit the
VNC on the left side (Figure 3.2i). The VNC processes of the later outgrowing DA/DB
motor neurons were hardly affected in col-99 mutants (Table 3.1). DA/DB commissural
axon outgrowth was similarly undisturbed (data not shown).
In contrast to axons of the right VNC, midline crossing defects of axons normally
extending in the left VNC tract were highly penetrant. In about half of the col-99(hd130)
mutant animals, the PVPR pioneer axon aberrantly crossed the ventral midline. In 85% of
animals, PVPR crosses into the right VNC instead of pioneering and extending solely in
the left VNC tract (Figure 3.2e). Follower neurons, PVQL and HSNL, also showed
penetrant midline crossing defects (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2g,k). In nearly all instances PVQL
and HSNL axons followed the misguided pioneer suggesting that these defects are
secondary consequences of a primary defect in the PVPR pioneer. AVKL axons were
barely affected in col-99(hd130) animals. However, a fifth of animals displayed defects in
navigation of AVKR in which axons erroneously crossed between the left and right tracts
(Table 3.1, Figure 3.2l,m). Thus the overall penetrance of defects is similar in all three col99 alleles, suggesting they all are strong loss-of-function alleles.
The second major longitudinal tract in C. elegans is the dorsal nerve cord (DNC),
which is formed by commissures originating from motor neurons in the VNC that grow
towards the dorsal midline and extend longitudinally in a tightly packed fascicle along the
left side of the dorsal midline (Figure 3.3). col-99 mutants showed a partially
defasciculated DNC with low but significant penetrance (Table 3.1). Moreover, a third of
mutant animals extended processes on the right side of the dorsal midline (Figure 3.3c).
In these animals, commissures growing along the right body wall branched on the right
side of the dorsal midline and extended longitudinally before crossing the dorsal midline
to join the DNC.
Taken together, col-99 mutants showed defects in the navigation of axons in the
ventral and dorsal nerve cords. Individual or groups of axons left their normal trajectories
and joined other axon tracts in their vicinity, demonstrating a crucial role for col-99 in axon
navigation along major longitudinal tracts in C. elegans.
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3.3.4. col-99 is expressed in hypodermal cells in the embryo
We created transcriptional and translational reporter constructs to determine when
and where col-99 is expressed. For the transcriptional reporter construct, GFP was
recombined into fosmid WRM0624bB09, which covers the whole col-99 gene and
provides rescue activity (Table 3.4). A recombineering cassette was used to insert a SL2spliced intercistronic region between the stop codon of col-99 and the GFP reporter gene,
creating an operon-like construct with a GFP reporter controlled by all 5' and 3' cis-acting
regulatory elements of col-99 and an untagged COL-99 protein, called col-99(+)SL2::GFP.
This GFP expression construct was able to rescue axon guidance defects of PVQL
neurons in a col-99 mutant background (Table 3.3). To determine the sub-cellular
localization of the COL-99 protein, GFP was recombined in-frame at the 5’-end of the col99 gene on a fosmid, generating a N-terminally tagged COL-99-GFP fusion protein,
GFP::COL-99. This construct was functional (Table 3.3) and recapitulated the expression
of the transcriptional reporter construct (Figure 3.4). In the embryo, GFP expression
started during late gastrulation in hypodermal cells and was maintained throughout
embryogenesis (Figure 3.4a-d). Some GFP signal localizes to the cell surface of
hypodermal cells (Figure 4l), which is consistent with the prediction that COL-99 is
anchored in the cell membrane via a transmembrane domain. Post-embryonically, GFP
expression was most prominent in body wall muscle cells (Figure 3.4i,j) and the anal
depressor muscle (Figure 3.4k). Hypodermal GFP expression continued in early larval
stages but excluded seam cells and declined overall during later development stages. In
the nervous system, the GFP-reporter construct was expressed in a few cells in the head
and retrovesicular ganglia (Figure 3.4i). None of the axon tracts affected in col-99 mutants
show reporter gene expression in L1 larvae, suggesting that COL-99 does not act cellautonomously in the neurons projecting processes in these tracts.
It is conceivable that the C-terminal COL-99 ectodomain is cleaved by furin
proteases and localizes away from the cells producing it. To test this hypothesis, a second
construct was created which fused a GFP tag C-terminally at the end of the last predicted
exon of the col-99 gene and included 5 kb upstream UTR sequence. GFP expression of
this construct was strictly cytoplasmic. Unlike the N-terminal fusion construct, the Cterminally tagged COL-99 construct was unable to rescue PVP defects in a col-99 mutant
background (data not shown), which indicated that the fusion protein was not functional.
Tu et al. (2015) independently generated a strain carrying a C-terminally GFP/flag-tagged
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COL-99 protein. We found that the GFP signal in this strain was exclusively cytoplasmic
as well. This transgene was also not able to rescue PVP axon navigation defects,
suggesting that it does not produce a functional COL-99 protein. Tu et al. generated two
antibodies against COL-99 (Tu et al., 2015). One antibody targeted the extracellular
domain just N-terminally of the first predicted furin cleavage site (AB5625.11) and the
second one (AB693) the extracellular domain C-terminally of the three juxtamembrane
furin cleavage sites. Immunostaining of a strain containing an integrated N-terminally
GFP-tagged COL-99 with AB5625.11 produced positive results; however, staining
appeared to localize mainly intracellularly (Figure 3.11 J-K). When immunostaining results
are compared to the COL-99::GFP in vivo expression pattern during embryogenesis
expression is largely overlapping in hypodermal cells (Figure 3.11A-F). Just prior to
hatching higher expression levels can also be seen in the head and body wall muscle
where signals also appear to co-localize (Figure 3.11G-I). We failed to detect any staining
with the AB693 antibody even though the tagged transgene was easily detectable in
control stainings with GFP and flag antibodies (data not shown). Lastly, we generated a
FLAG-tagged COL-99 protein, COL-99::2XFLAG, with the FLAG-tag inserted C-terminally
to the first predicted furin cleavage site (see Figure 3.5). This construct could rescue the
PVP defects, suggesting that it is functional (Figure 3.5, Table 3.3). However, we were not
able to detect any FLAG signal in embryos stained with an anti-flag antibody (data not
shown). We then tried to detect cleavage using western blots. Here tagged proteins were
used to identify bands corresponding to cleaved or uncleaved COL-99 protein. A protein
band corresponding to a full length COL-99 fusion protein (~2Kda 2XFLAG tag + 72Kda
COL-99b) was detected in protein isolates from col-99(hd130) IV; hdIs71[COL99::2XFLAG, myo-2::GFP] embryos (Figure 3.7). Similarly a full length N-terminally GFPtagged COL-99 protein band was detectable by western blot from pha-1(e2123ts) III;
hdEx583[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)] animals (Figure 3.9). Smaller protein bands, ranging
from 30-50Kda and corresponding to COL-99 cleaved products, were detected in
individual blots for (pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx583[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)]) (Figures 3.8,
3.10) and integrated (pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdIs73[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)]) (data not shown).
Unfortunately, detection of protein bands corresponding to cleaved COL-99 products was
very weak and never reproducible. Thus western blots confirmed the presence of our
tagged proteins at full length, however; detection of cleaved COL-99 products proved less
reliable. Hence, at this time no conclusion could be drawn based on western blot results
regarding whether cleavage of COL-99 does indeed occur, although individual blots hint
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at cleavage playing a role. Additional attempts to detect a COL-99 cleaved product using
the previously mentioned COL-99::2XFLAG constructs similar failed to reliably show
cleaved COL-99 fragments (Figure 3.7). Discrete concentrations of DDR-2::GFP tagged
protein, soluble GFP, and 3XFLAG-tagged controls were detected successfully by western
blot indicating our procedure was able to detect proteins of similar characteristics (Figures
3.9, 3.10). Notably, when COL-99 is expressed in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells,
western blots with the AB5625.11 antibody also fail to detect a cleaved product, which is
readily detectable with the AB693 antibody (Tu et al., 2015). Taken together, our data
show that col-99 is expressed in hypodermal tissue, but not neurons, at the time of axonal
outgrowth in the embryo. Western Blotting reliably detects full length COL-99 tagged
fusion proteins but failed to reliable detect smaller protein bands corresponding to cleaved
products. Taken together immunostaining and western blot data do not allow us to draw
any conclusions about a potential cleavage and release of the C-terminal part of COL-99
from the hypodermal cells.

3.3.5. Evidence that cleavage of COL-99 is required for function
To test whether shedding of the extracellular domain of COL-99 is required for its
function in axon guidance, we generated several modified COL-99 proteins. First, we
replaced the N-terminal intracellular domain and the transmembrane domain with the
signal sequence of LET-2/collagen IV, a core basement membrane component. This
should result in a secreted form of COL-99 (SP::COL-99) that is no longer tethered to the
cell surface. We introduced SP::COL-99 into col-99(hd130) mutants to test whether it
could rescue the axonal defects. In four out of 13 transgenic lines, the PVQ defects were
partially rescued with defects in the range of 61% to 71% compared to 83% in col99(hd130) (Figure 3.5, Table 3.3). This suggests that a secreted form of COL-99 is at least
partially functional. To test whether the predicted furin cleavage sites are required for
function, we first inserted a flag tag at the first cleavage site (COL-99ΔFURIN1), which is
conserved in its position in the vertebrate collagens XIII, XXIII and XXV. The insertion
disrupts the furin recognition site (see Figure 3.5). COL-99ΔFURIN1 was able to rescue
PVQ defects of col-99(hd130) mutants to 39% and 67% respectively in two out of five
transgenic lines (Figure 3.5, Table 3.3). This corresponds to the best rescue (38%)
achieved with the untagged COL-99 protein expressed from a plasmid (Table 3.3) and
suggests that COL-99ΔFURIN1 is fully functional. To test the importance of the remaining
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two predicted furin cleavage sites, we mutated the third furin site in COL-99ΔFURIN1
(RKMRRKMA), creating COL-99ΔFURIN1/3. This construct was unable to rescue the
PVQ defects in col-99(hd130) in eleven transgenic lines (Figure 3.5, Table 3.3).
Interestingly, the col-99(ok1204) allele is an in-frame deletion that removes the third
predicted cleavage site while leaving the other cleavage sites intact. Since this allele
displays defects similar to the putative null allele, col-99(hd130), this suggests that
cleavage at the third furin site might be essential for function. A final construct, COL99ΔFURIN1/2/3, in which the second conserved furin site was also mutated (RRPR 
RRPA) similarly failed to show rescue of PVQ defects in a col-99(hd130) mutant
background (Figure 3.5, Table 3.3).
The C. elegans genome contains four furin-like proteases encoded by kpc-1, egl3, bli-4 and aex-5 (Salzberg, Ramirez-Suarez, & Bülow, 2014). We examined whether
mutations in those genes affect the general asymmetry of the VNC. We found that bli4(e937), egl-3(ok979) and aex-5(sa23) mutant animals had no asymmetry defect (0-2%
defects, n=98-100, Table 3.5). kpc-1(gk8) mutant animals had 5% asymmetry defects
(n=100), significantly less than col-99(hd130) mutant animals (12%, see Table 3.1). bli-4
encodes several isoforms and bli-4(e937) is only expected to disrupt one of them, bli-4a.
All mutations impacting all splice variants of bli-4 are lethal. Redundancy among the furin
proteases might explain the lack of axonal defects in most furin single mutants. Taken
together, these data suggest that cleavage of COL-99 might be required for function.

3.3.6. col-99 interacts genetically with the basement membrane
protein NID-1/nidogen and the prolyl-4-hydroxylase DPY-18
Mutants in the collagen-binding basement membrane component nid-1 show
axonal defects comparable to col-99 mutants (Hutter, 2003; Kim & Wadsworth, 2000). We
analyzed the major longitudinal axon tracts of nid-1 mutant animals and found axonal
defects in the VNC strongly resemble the col-99 defects both in scope and penetrance of
defects. Both mutants show highly penetrant defects in PVPR and PVQL, less penetrant
defects in the right VNC axons and almost identical defects in AVG axon navigation and
VNC asymmetry (Table 3.2). A col-99; nid-1 double mutant showed no enhancement of
defects compared to the stronger single mutant in any of the classes of neurons affected
(Table 3.2). These results suggest that col-99 and nid-1 act in the same genetic pathway
with respect to axon guidance along the major longitudinal tracts.
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Collagens are modified post-translationally. One prominent modification is the
hydroxylation of proline residues, which is catalyzed by the enzyme prolyl-4-hydroxylase.
One of the subunits, DPY-18, has recently been implicated in axon navigation in the VNC
(Torpe & Pocock, 2014). Axonal defects in the VNC in dpy-18 mutants strongly resemble
defects in col-99 mutants (Table 3.2). col-99; dpy-18 double mutants showed no
enhancement of defects compared to the stronger single mutant in any of the neurons
tested (Table 3.2). These results indicate that col-99 and dpy-18 act in the same genetic
pathway, suggesting that COL-99 is a substrate for DPY-18. The full spectrum of dpy-18
defects can be observed in col-99 mutants, implying that COL-99 is the main target of
DPY-18 regarding axon guidance along the major longitudinal tracts in C. elegans.

3.3.7. col-99 is a putative ligand for discoidin domain receptors ddr-1
and ddr-2
Discoidin domain receptors are collagen receptors in vertebrates (Borza & Pozzi,
2014). The C. elegans genome contains two discoidin domain receptors, DDR-1 and
DDR-2. We recently discovered that DDR-1 and DDR-2 are required for longitudinal axon
navigation in C. elegans (Unsoeld, Park, & Hutter, 2013). In fact, the spectrum and
penetrance of defects in ddr-1 ddr-2 double mutants are strikingly similar to the defects
found in col-99 mutants (Unsoeld et al., 2013); (Table 3.2, Figure 3.6). The two DDRs act
synergistically and are expressed in neurons showing axon defects in col-99 mutants
(Unsoeld et al., 2013). These observations make DDRs promising candidates as receptors
for COL-99. We generated col-99; ddr-1 ddr-2 triple mutants to test whether discoidin
domain receptors interact genetically with col-99. Defects in col-99; ddr-1 ddr-2 triple
mutants were not significantly different from col-99 single mutants for nearly all neurons
of the right VNC and PVPR and AVKL in the left VNC, indicating that col-99 and ddr-1/2
act in the same genetic pathway (Figure 3.6). This data strongly suggests that COL-99 is
a ligand for discoidin domain receptors in C. elegans.
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3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. The transmembrane collagen COL-99 regulates axon guidance
along longitudinal tracts
We have identified the transmembane collagen col-99 in genetic screens for genes
affecting axon guidance in the ventral nerve cord. COL-99 is most similar to the vertebrate
transmembrane collagens type XIII, XXIII and XXV. Of the 28 collagens in vertebrates,
collagens XIII, XXIII and XXV form a small subgroup of type II transmembrane collagens
recently named MACITs, Membrane-Associated Collagens with Interrupted Triple-helices,
(Tu et al., 2015). These collagens are characterized by a single-pass transmembrane
domain separating a short N-terminal intracellular domain from a larger C-terminal
extracellular domain. The extracellular domain contains several collagenous domains,
which are flanked and interspersed by non-collagenous sequences. COL-99 exhibits a
similar overall structure and contains several conserved residues found at specific
locations in the ectodomains of vertebrate transmembrane collagens, which have been
implicated in the α-chain linkage of transmembrane collagens. The transmembrane
collagens type XIII, XXV and XXIII are cleaved by furin (Franzke, Bruckner-Tuderman, &
Blobel, 2009; Hashimoto et al., 2002; Snellman et al., 2000; Veit et al., 2007).
Consequently, transmembrane collagens can act as ligands on the cell surface or when
released from the cell surface they can interact with components of the extracellular
matrix. Furin cleavage sites are predicted in the COL-99 protein, indicating that COL-99
might similarly produce a shed ectodomain (Tu et al., 2015). When expressed in
mammalian CHO cells, the COL-99 ectodomain can be detected in the medium (Tu et al.,
2015). Treating the cells with a furin inhibitor increases retention of COL-99 at the cell
surface, suggesting that furin proteases are responsible for the cleavage (Tu et al., 2015).
Our data showed a secreted version of COL-99 was partially able to rescue defects,
suggesting cleavage may be required for function. Mutating the first predicted furin
cleavage site did not affect COL-99 function but mutation of all three furin cleavage sites
prevents rescue of the defects in col-99 mutants arguing that cleavage at one of the two
non-conserved furin cleavage sites is important for function. A construct in which only the
first and third predicted cleavage sites are disrupted also failed to show rescue suggesting
this particular cleavage site is necessary for COL-99s role in axon guidance in the VNC.
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We found that COL-99 is expressed in the hypodermis (the epidermis of C.
elegans) during axon guidance in the embryo (Figures 3.4, 3.11). The vertebrate
transmembrane collagens type XIII, XXIII and XVII are expressed at the dermal-epidermal
junction where they function in cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion of keratinocytes (Franzke,
Bruckner, & Bruckner-Tuderman, 2005; Peltonen et al., 1999; Veit et al., 2011). Collagen
XXIII is also expressed in keratinocytes and likely functions with integrin α2β1 to provide
cell-cell attachment in the epidermis (Veit et al., 2011). Type XIII collagen is expressed
broadly, often in association with basement membranes with the strongest expression
being in the developing central and peripheral nervous system (Sund et al., 2001). In the
epidermis, collagen XIII associates closely with adherens junctions (Peltonen et al., 1999).
It is also found in muscles, where it functions in the maturation of the skeletal
neuromuscular junction (Latvanlehto et al., 2010). Type XXV collagen is expressed
exclusively in the brain. Its cleaved ectodomain CLAC (collagen-like Alzheimer amyloid
plaque component) has been implicated in Alzheimer’s disease (Hashimoto et al., 2002).
CLAC binds and aggregates amyloid beta fibrils into protease resistant bundles
(Söderberg et al., 2005). Other studies have showed that CLAC inhibits amyloid beta
fibrillization and fibril elongation (Kakuyama et al., 2005; Osada et al., 2005). So far none
of the vertebrate transmembrane collagens has been implicated in axon guidance in vivo.
However, when provided as a substrate for cultured hippocampal neurons, the collagen
XIII ectodomain induces neurite outgrowth and network formation (Sund et al., 2001),
indicating that collagen XIII might have a role in nervous system development.
COL-99 represents the first transmembrane collagen implicated in axonal
guidance. Mutants in col-99 exhibit significant defects in longitudinal nerve tracts in the
nematode. Individual axons or whole axon fascicles fail to navigate along their normal
trajectories and instead join other axon tracts in their vicinity. The defects are most
prominent in the left ventral nerve cord, where the pioneer PVPR and two of its followers,
PVQL and HSNL are strongly affected. Defects in follower axons seem to be secondary
consequences of defects in pioneer navigation. Interestingly, AVKR, the fourth axon in the
left ventral nerve cord is largely unaffected in col-99 mutants, suggesting that it can
navigate independently of the pioneer. While this contradicts conclusions from earlier
studies (Durbin, 1987), it is supported by more recent observations in other mutants
(Steimel et al., 2010; Unsoeld et al., 2013, p. 20). Taken together, our data provide
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evidence of a novel role for collagen in axonal navigation in invertebrates and potentially
in vertebrates.

3.4.2. Possible function of COL-99 during axon guidance
Axonal growth cones in C. elegans extend between the basement membrane and
the hypodermis on their way to their target cells. At the time of axon outgrowth during
embryogenesis, COL-99 protein is expressed in the hypodermis, where it might serve as
ligand for receptors on the growth cones during axonal outgrowth. However, we did not
observe an accumulation of COL-99 on hypodermal surfaces adjacent to the VNC or DNC,
suggesting that COL-99 on the surface of the hypodermis might not provide directional
information for outgrowing axons. More likely, the ectodomain of COL-99 might be shed
from hypodermal cells and could localize to the basement membrane. Ectodomain
shedding has been demonstrated for all vertebrate transmembrane collagens (Franzke et
al., 2009; Hashimoto et al., 2002; Snellman et al., 2000; Veit et al., 2007). The ectodomain
of vertebrate type XIII collagen binds to basement membrane components, such as
perlecan and nidogen-2 in vitro (Tu et al., 2002). This is supported by our inability to detect
a FLAG signal in COL-99::2XFLAG strains that showed rescue of defects and a full-length
COL-99::2XFLAG protein by western blot (Figure 3.7).
We found that col-99 acts in a genetic pathway with nid-1, the single nidogen
homolog in C. elegans. NID-1 is required for axon guidance and positioning of longitudinal
axon tracts in C. elegans (Kang & Kramer, 2000; Kim & Wadsworth, 2000). NID-1 strongly
accumulates on the muscle edges flanking the VNC and DNC (Kang & Kramer, 2000). It
is conceivable that NID-1 binds a cleaved COL-99 ectodomain and sequesters it to the
basement membrane bordering the VNC and DNC. Growth cones could use localized
COL-99 as a cue while extending along the VNC. In cell culture the ectodomain of the
vertebrate collagen XIII induced neurite outgrowth when provided as substrate for
hippocampal neurons (Sund et al., 2001). We have recently identified the discoidin domain
receptors DDR-1 and DDR-2 as novel receptors controlling axon guidance along
longitudinal tracts (Unsoeld et al., 2013). ddr-1 and ddr-2 act synergistically and ddr-1 ddr2 double mutants exhibit defects similar to col-99 mutants in scope and penetrance. We
show here that col-99 acts genetically in the ddr-1 ddr-2 pathway to guide axons along the
major longitudinal tracts, suggesting that COL-99 could be a ligand for DDR-1 and DDR2. Discoidin domain receptors have been well established as collagen receptors in
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vertebrates (Shrivastava et al., 1997; Vogel, Gish, Alves, & Pawson, 1997). We found that
both ddr-1 and ddr-2 are expressed in neurons that project axons in the dorsal and ventral
nerve cord (Unsoeld et al., 2013), the axon tracts that are associated with NID-1 and
affected in col-99 mutants. Loss of ddr-2 leads to pioneer axons crossing the ventral
midline or failing to establish the left ventral nerve cord tract (Unsoeld et al., 2013). Given
expression and phenotype data we predict ddr-2 most likely functions cell-autonomously
in the left ventral nerve cord pioneer neuron PVPR to guide the pioneer axon along the
left ventral nerve cord tract. Although this appears the most likely prediction we cannot
rule out a possible non-cell autonomous role for the ddr-genes in axon guidance. The
penetrance of defects in col-99; ddr-1 ddr-2 triple mutants were not significantly increased
from col-99 single mutants for the vast majority of neurons in the right VNC and for PVPR
and AVKR in the left VNC. This suggests COL-99 might act as a ligand for the DDRs for
the guidance of these axons (Figure 3.6) which requires additional investigation.
In summary, we have identified the first transmembrane collagen implicated in
axon guidance and established a novel function for an invertebrate MACIT. col-99 is
expressed in the hypodermis during axon outgrowth and acts genetically together with the
basement membrane component nid-1/nidogen and the collagen receptors ddr-1 and ddr2 to guide axons along longitudinal axon tracts. Given the closely conserved domain
structure of invertebrate and vertebrate MACITs our data suggest a possible novel role for
transmembrane collagens in nervous system development of vertebrates as well. Further
insights into the role of COL-99 and its function in asymmetric establishment of the VNC
are presented in the final chapter of this thesis.

3.5. Contributions
The first col-99 allele, rh311 was isolated in a screen performed by Harald Hutter
(HH). It was identified as an allele of col-99 by Thomas Unsoeld (TU). I (JT) isolated the
hd130 allele in the genetic screen described in chapter 2. This allele was essential for this
study, since it was the only convincing null allele introducing an early stop codon. This
allele was used for the phenotypic characterization and all genetic interaction studies,
which were started by TU and continued by myself. TU generated the col-99::GFP
expression strains. I continued the characterisation of the expression strains providing a
more detailed description of the expression pattern. I did all the immunostainings of
additional expression strains. All biochemical experiments and all experiments required
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for testing the importance of cleavage of COL-99 were done by myself. I analysed the furin
mutants. I prepared the manuscript figures and wrote the manuscript together with HH.
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3.6. Figures

Figure 3.1 Gene and Protein organization of col-99/COL-99
A) Exon and intron structure of col-99 isoform b.
B) Schematic depicting the predicted protein domain structure of COL-99b.
C) Comparison of the protein domain structure of COL-99b and human collagens XIII, XXV, and
XXIII respectively.
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Figure 3.2. VNC axon guidance defects in col-99 mutants.
Axon trajectories in wild type (A, D, F, H, J, L, N) and col-99(hd130) mutants (B, C, E, G, I, K, M,
O, P) visualized by fluorescent reporter constructs. (A) Ventral view with a pan-neuronal GFP
reporter. Magnified box shows close up of anterior VNC indicating left and right VNC tracts as
well as axonal decussation (marked by *) near the retrovesicular ganglion. (B,C) Decussation
defects of VNC axons in col-99(hd130) mutants. Arrowheads point to additional axons in the left
VNC, which failed to cross into the right VNC at the decussation point (marked by *) (D) PVPL,
PVPR and AVG axons in wildtype. (E) The PVPR axon extend in the right VNC tract in col99(hd130) mutants. The dashed line marks the location of the left VNC. (F) PVQR and PVQL
axons in wildtype. (G) The PVQL axon extends in the right VNC tract in col-99(hd130) mutants.
The dashed line marks the location of the left VNC. (H) DD/VD axons extend into the right VNC
tract in wildtype animals (I) DD/VD axons cross into (arrow) and extend (arrowhead) in the left
VNC in col-99(hd130) animals. The + symbol marks a commissure that leaves the VNC on the
left instead of the right side. (J) HSNL and HSNR axons in wildtype (K) The HSNL axon crosses
between left and right VNC tract (arrows) in col-99(hd130) mutants. (L) AVKR and AVKL axons in
wildtype. (M) The AVKL axon crosses between left and right VNC tracts in col-99(hd130)
mutants. (N) All CIN axons cross into the right VNC tract in wildtype. (O) Some CIN axons fail to
cross into the right VNC and extend in the left VNC instead (arrowheads) in col-99(hd130)
mutants. (P) CIN axons cross the midline (arrows) in col-99(hd130) mutants. Markers used: panneruonal: rgef-1::GFP. AVG, PVPR/L: odr-2::CFP; PVQR/L: sra-6::DsRed2; HSNR/L: tph-1::GFP;
AVKR/L: flp-1::GFP; command interneurons (CIN): glr-1::GFP; DD/VD motor neurons: unc47::DsRed2. Scale bars represent 10µm. Anterior is to the left.
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Figure 3.3 DNC defects in col-99 mutants.
(A) Schematic depicting general organization of dorsal nerve cord and nearby sub-lateral tracks
and commissures. (B) Wildtype DNC projection. (C). Axons fail to navigate correctly in col99(hd130) animals with some axons extending on the wrong side of the dorsal midline
(arrowheads), incorrectly crossing the dorsal midline (arrow), and others turning incorrectly
towards the dorsal cord (*). Images show dorsal view, anterior is to the left. Marker used: panneruonal reporter rgef-1::GFP. Scale bars represent 10µm.
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Figure 3.4. col-99 expression during embryonic and larval development
Epifluorescent images depicting GFP fluorescence in green (B,D,F,H,I,J,K,L) are shown next to
corresponding DIC images. (B,D,K) col-99 transcriptional reporter construct col-99(+)SL2::GFP.
In all images anterior is to the left. (F,H,I,J,L) GFP expression for N-terminal tagged construct
GFP::COL-99. (A,B) col-99 expression is first detected during gastrulation in hypodermal
precursors (white arrowheads). (C, D) comma stage embryo; white arrowheads point to
hypodermal cells expressing GFP (lateral view) (E,F) early comma stage embryo; GFP::COL-99
expression is seen in hypodermal cells (indicated by white arrows (lateral view). (G,H) 3-fold
stage embryo; GFP::COL-99 expression in a number of head cells (white asterisks) and
processes (white arrowheads) and in body wall muscle (white arrow). (I,J) Early larval stages. (I)
GFP::COL-99 expression in a number of head cells (white arrows) and body wall muscle (white
arrowheads). (J) GFP::COL-99 expression in body wall muscle and tail cells (white arrow). (K)
col-99(+)SL2::GFP expression in the anal depressor muscle (asterisk) and non-neuronal cells in
the tail region. (L) late gastrulation stage embryo, dorsal view. Single focal plain showing
hypodermal expression of GFP::COL-99. Cell borders of two hypodermal cells are outlined in red
dotted lines in panel. The white arrows indicate the outlined cells’ nuclei. Scale bars represent
10µm.
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Figure 3.5. COL-99 protein constructs.
Schematics depicting various COL-99 constructs used for characterization of the protein and
tabulation of rescue experiment data. See Table 3.3 for detailed rescue data. n≥40 for each data
point. Marker Used - PVQR/L: sra-6::DsRed2. penetrance of defects in transgenic lines
containing mutation in col-99(hd130) compared to defects observed for col-99(hd130) mutant
animals. † Numbers represent defects rescued in col-99(rh311)
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Figure 3.6. Genetic interaction between col-99 and discoidin domain receptors, ddr-1
and ddr-2.
Columns reflect percentages of animals with VNC navigation defects. For each strain ≥100
animals were analyzed. The χ2 test was used to determine whether the triple mutant is
significantly different from the strongest single col-99(hd130) or double ddr-1(ok874),ddr-2(ok574)
mutant strain. * = P<0.05, ** = P<0.01, n.s. = not significant. Markers used: AVG, PVPR/L: odr2::CFP; PVQR/L: sra-6::DsRed2; HSNR/L: tph-1::GFP; AVKR/L: flp-1::GFP; command
interneurons (CIN): glr-1::GFP; DD/VD motor neurons: unc-47::DsRed2.
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Figure 3.7. Detection of COL-99::2XFLAG tagged fusion protein in C. elegans embryo
extracts by western blot.
Lane 1: Negative Control, N2[Wildtype]
Lane 2: Positive control, unc-119(ed1) III; wdEx257 [unc-4::3XFLAG::pab-1 + (pSV17) unc-119
minigene]. Yellow Asterisk indicates presence of full-length PAB-1::3XFLAG protein
Lane 3: col-99(hd130) IV; hdIs71[COL-99::2XFLAG, myo-2::GFP]. Red asterisk indicates
presence of full-length COL-99::2XFLAG
Lane 4: col-99(hd130) IV; hdIs74[COL-99:: FURIN1, myo-2::GFP]. Red asterisk indicates
presence of full-length COL-99::2XFLAG
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Figure 3.8. Detection of N-terminally tagged GFP::COL-99 tagged fusion protein in C.
elegans embryo extracts by western blot.
Lane 1: Negative Control, N2[Wildtype]
Lane 2: Positive Control, evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] containing wildtype reporter strain (NW1229).
Lane 3: Ladder
Lane 4: pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx583[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)]. N-terminal fusion protein. Red
asterisk indicates expected site of full-length COL-99::GFP protein. Barely visible band between
white arrows indicate potential presence of cleaved COL-99::GFP.
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Figure 3.9. Detection of N-terminally tagged GFP::COL-99 tagged fusion protein in C.
elegans embryo and larval extracts by western blot.
Lane 1: pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx583[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)]. N-terminal fusion protein. Protein
extraction from embryos.
Lane 2: pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx583[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)]. N-terminal fusion protein. Protein
extraction from mixed larval stages. Red circle outlines band at size of expected full length COL99::GFP protein.
Lane 3: pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx442[ddr-2::GFP, pha-1 (+)]. Protein extraction from mixed larval
stages. White circle outlines band at size of expected full length DDR-2::GFP fusion protein.
Lane 4: Ladder
Lane 5: Negative Control, N2[Wildtype]. Protein Extraction from mixed larval stages.
Lane 6: Positive Control, evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] containing wildtype reporter strain (NW1229).
Protein extraction from mixed larval stages.
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Figure 3.10. Detection of N-terminally tagged GFP::COL-99 tagged fusion protein in C.
elegans embryo and larval extracts by western blot.
Lane 1: Ladder
Lane 2: Positive Control, evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] containing wildtype reporter strain (NW1229).
Lane 3: pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx442[ddr-2::GFP, pha-1 (+)]. Red circle outlines band at size of
expected full length DDR-2::GFP proteins (two bands).
Lane 4: pha-1(e2123ts) III; hdEx583[col-99::GFP, pha-1 (+)]. N-terminal fusion protein. Red circle
outlines band at size of cleaved COL-99::GFP protein.
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Figure 3.11. Immunostaining for COL-99 using monoclonal antibody
(A,D,G) Images depicting COL-99::EGFP::3XFLAG GFP fluorescence in green are shown next to
corresponding anti-FLAG immunostaining results (B,E,H) and DIC images (C,F). Panel I shows
an overlay of images G&H.
(A-F) COL-99 expression is first detected during gastrulation in hypodermal precursors (white
arrowheads). (G,H) 3-fold stage embryo; GFP expression in a number of head cells and
processes (white arrowheads).
(J) Single focal plane images of epifluorescent images depicting COL-99::EGFP::3XFLAG GFP
fluorescence in green are shown next to corresponding anti-COL-99 immunostaining results (K)
and overlay of both channels (L).

(K) anti-COL-99 antibody staining shown in red localizes to cell surface and
intracellularly in early hypodermal cells during embryogenesis. Expression overlaps with
that of GFP::COL-99 GFP expression (L).
Scale bars represent 10µm.
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3.7. Tables

Allele

% Animals with Defects in Axon Navigation
Ventral Nerve Cord
Right VNC Tract
VNC
AVG PVP PVQ AVK HSN CINe
Asym
L
R
L
R

DD/
VD

DA/
DB

Left VNC Tract
PVP
PVQ AVK
R
L
R

HSNL

a

Wildtype
col-99
(hd130)
col-99
(rh311)
col-99
(ok1204)

Wildtype
col99(hd130)

0
12**

0
10**

2
9*

2
9*

2
10*

8
11

1
23**

8
41**

3
9

11
85**

12
83**

8
10

20
62**

6

7*

4

5

6

16

13**

46**

9

78**

78**

6

57**

12**

8*

6

7

7

8

21**

n.d.†

n.d.†

81**

82**

13

52**

Longitudinal Axon Trajectories
DNCb
Right
Left
Right
DSCc
DSCc
VSCd
6
2
1
1
51**
21**
19**
7*

Left
VSCd
4
8

Table 3.1. Axon guidance defects of col-99(hd130) mutant animals.

n≥100 for each data point. aVentral nerve cord asymmetry defect. bDorsal Nerve Cord. cDorsal Sublateral Cord. dVentral Sublateral Cord.eCommand Interneurons
Markers used: VNC/VSC/DNC/DSC: rgef-1::GFP; AVG, PVPR/L: odr-2::CFP; PVQR/L: sra-6::DsRed2; AVKR/L: flp-1::GFP; HSNR/L: tph-1::GFP; CIN: glr-1::GFP; DD/VD: unc47::DsRed2,
*/**: penetrance of defects in double mutants compared to defects observed for wildtype. *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
†Not Determined.
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% of Animals With Defects

Allele
Wildtype
col-99(hd130)
nid-1(cg119)
col-99(hd130);
nid-1(cg119)
dpy-18(ok162)
dpy18(ok162); col99(hd130)
ddr-1(ok874)
ddr-2(ok574)
ddr-1(ok874),
ddr-2(ok574)
ddr-1(ok874),
ddr-2(ok574);
col-99(hd130)

Right VNC Tract
PVQR
AVKL

Left VNC Tract
PVQL
AVKR

HSNR

CINb

PVPR

2
10*

8
11

1
23**

11
85**

12
83**

1
19**

20
62**

22**
10*

3
7

9
15

14**
17**

81**
89**

84**
86**

15**
22**

26
68**

12**
16**

13**
17**

6
7

21**
24**

n.d.†
n.d.†

80**
92**

83**
96**

21**
32**^

79**
85**

0
1
7*

2
5
9*

2
7
9*

2
11**
7

6
6
9

6
11**
17**

20
51**
50**

21
55**
57**

5
13**
20**

5**
30**
30**

13**

15**

17**

12**

21**^

26**

90**

99**^^

21**

43**^^

VNC
Asyma

AVG

PVPL

0
12**
11**1
13**1
14**1

0
10**

2
9*

2
9*

16**
8*

21**
8

18**
21**

9**
14**

0
4*
11**
17**

Table 3.2. Axon guidance defects of VNC axon in mutant backgrounds.

HSNL

n≥100 for each data point. aVentral nerve cord asymmetry defect. bCommand Interneurons.
Markers used: VNC Asym: rgef-1::GFP, 1unc-119::GFP; AVG, PVPR/L: odr-2::CFP; PVQR/L: sra-6::DsRed2; AVKR/L: flp-1::GFP; HSNR/L: tph-1::GFP; CIN: glr-1::GFP; DD/VD:
unc-47::DsRed2,
*/**: penetrance of defects in double mutants compared to defects observed for wildtype. *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
^/^^: penetrance of defects in double mutants compared to defects observed for strongest single mutant. ^P<0.05 (χ2 test), ^^P<0.01 (χ2 test).
†Not Determined.
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Axon Navigation Defects (%)
Line

PVPR

PVQL

WT

11

12

col-99(hd130)

85

83

col-99(rh311)

78

78

1

n.d.

38**

2

n.d.

42**

3

n.d.

47**

4

n.d.

50**

5

n.d.

51**

6

n.d.

51**

7

n.d.

52**

8

n.d.

55**

9

n.d.

58**

10

n.d.

60*

11

n.d.

60*

12

n.d.

63

13

n.d.

88

col-99(hd130) [COL-

1

84

41**

99::2XFLAG]

2

81

81

3

42**

84

col-99(hd130) [COL-

1

n.d.

61**

99::SP]

2

n.d.

61**

3

n.d.

63**

4

n.d.

65**

5

n.d.

70*

6

n.d.

71*

7

n.d.

72

8

n.d.

75

9

n.d.

76

10

n.d.

78

11

n.d.

84

12

n.d.

86

col-99(rh311) [COL-99]

13

n.d.

89

col-99(hd130) [COL-

1

38**

39**

99::FURIN1]

2

62**

67**

3

74

76

4

82

81

5

89

90
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col-99(hd130) [COL-

1

76

77

99::FURIN1/3]

2

79

80

3

82

86

4

83

84

5

83

85

6

86

82

7

86

85

8

87

87

9

87

88

10

90

90

11

91

90

col-99(hd130) [COL-

1

81

80

99::FURIN1/2/3]

2

82

84

3

82

89

4

85

83

5

85

85

6

87

86

Table 3.3. Rescue of axon navigation defects

n≥40 for each data point, markers used: AVG, PVPR/L: odr-2::CFP; PVQR/L: sra-6::DsRed2;, n.d.: not determined, */**:
penetrance of defects in transgenic lines compared to defects observed for col-99(hd130) mutant animals. *P<0.05 (χ2
test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Axon Navigation

n

Defects (%)
Line
WT

12

100

col-99(rh311)

78

262

col-99(ok1204)

81

187

col-99(rh311) +

1

14**

103

WRM0624bB09

2

25**

120

3

25**

63

4

26**

57

5

27**

104

6

34**

89

7

40**

103

8

45**

65

9

50**

48

10

50**

24

11

59**

39

12

60**

62

13

60**

68

14

60**

86

15

76

76

16

78

46

17

86

56

18

87

54

19

88

51

20

91

54

21

92

51

col-99(ok1204) +

1

69

59

pVH19.08[col-99::GFP with

2

71

100

5051bp upstream

3

71

55

sequence]

4

73

33

5

74

68

6

77

52

7

81

54

9

86

57

10

87

55
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col-99(rh311) + pVH19.30

1

44**

25

[col-99(+)SL2::GFP (bi-

2

46**

68

cistronic col-99 GFP in

3

56**

95

WRM0624bB09)]

4

67

39

5

85

33

6

88

25

7

90

51

8

93

27

9

100

35

col-99(rh311) +

1

23**

35

pVH19.29[GFP::COL-99b]

2

26**

61

3

26**

43

4

37**

41

5

38**

34

6

62*

34

7

81

27

8

88

43

9

88

25

10

89

35

Table 3.4. Fosmid and GFP-tagged Construct Rescue of PVQ Navigation Defects Data

n>39 for each data point. markers used: PVQL: sra-6::DsRed2
*/**: penetrance of defects in transgenic lines compared to defects observed for col-99 mutant animals. *P<0.05 (χ2
test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Genotype

VNC Asymmetry
Defects
(%) n=100
0
12**
0
1
5*
2

N2[WT]
col-99(hd130)
bli-4(e937)
egl-3(ok979)
kpc-1(gk8)
aex-5(sa23)

Table 3.5. VNC Axon Navigation Defects in Furin-like Proteases Mutants.
n≥100 for each data point, markers used: VNC asym.: rgef-1::GFP.
*/**: penetrance of defects in transgenic lines compared to defects observed for col-99(hd130) mutant animals. *P<0.05
(χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Chapter 4. Redundancy in Establishment of Ventral
Nerve Cord Asymmetry in Caenorhabditis elegans.
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Abstract
In C. elegans axons of the ventral nerve cord, the main longitudinal axon tract of the
nematode, decussate at the anterior edge of the nerve cord. This results in most axons extending
into the right ventral tract creating an asymmetric distribution of axons between the ventral nerve
cord tracts. Animals with mutations impacting individual axon guidance pathways show no or only
very low penetrance VNC asymmetry defects. The substrate for extending axons is provided by
the basement membrane. Single mutants in several genes encoding basement membrane
components, such as nid-1, also show low penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects. When single
mutants representing different axon guidance pathways were crossed into a nid-1 mutant
background several of the resulting double mutants displayed significantly enhanced defects in
VNC asymmetry suggesting multiple pathways contribute to axon guidance at this choice point.
Subsequent creation of double, triple, and quadruple mutant strains identified three pathways
represented by UNC-6, SAX-3 and COL-99 which redundantly control guidance at the choice
point for axons which establishes asymmetry in the ventral nerve cord. In addition, basement
membrane components are involved potentially either by ensuring a proper physical substrate for
axon growth or through sequestering of additional guidance cues.
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4.1. Introduction
The VNC in C. elegans is split into left and right tracts with all but four axons extending in the right
tract. This asymmetry is established when axons extending towards the VNC from the nerve ring
on the left side of the animal cross into the right axon tract at the anterior end of the VNC. The
main goal of my thesis was to identify genes controlling this decision to cross the midline to extend
in the contralateral tract. Forward genetics screens identified alleles of two known genes, unc-34
and unc-52 and only a single novel gene, col-99 (See Chapter 2 for screen details and Chapter 3
for the characterization of col-99). The low rate of discovery of alleles primarily in genes already
known to function in axon guidance (Chisholm, Hutter, Jin, & Wadsworth, 2016; Colavita & Culotti,
1998; Gitai, Yu, Lundquist, Tessier-Lavigne, & Bargmann, 2003) suggested redundant
mechanism for guidance at this choice point may be occurring. Furthermore, mutations identified
in the genetic screens exhibit only lowly penetrant defects in VNC asymmetry, suggesting several
genetic pathways contribute to the establishment of VNC asymmetry in C. elegans. In addition,
identification of known genes in my screen raises the possibility that other genes known to be
involved in other aspects of axon navigation might contribute to establishment of VNC asymmetry.
Indeed, a previous study (Hutter, 2003) has shown a low penetrance of asymmetry defects in
mutants of unc-6 (a guidance cue), sax-3 (a receptor for guidance cue) and nid-1 (a basement
membrane component). Also, in this study where individual mutants were combined to create
double mutant strains, VNC asymmetry defects increased significantly further hinting to redundant
controls on establishment of VNC asymmetry.
Here I attempt to answer the question of whether, and to what extent, redundancy plays a role in
establishment of asymmetry of the VNC by combining mutations with lowly penetrant asymmetry
defects to determine which genes act in the same pathway and how different pathways contribute
to the establishment of VNC asymmetry. We recently discovered that mutations in nid-1(cg119)
substantially enhance navigation defects of the AVG axon in the VNC in mutants in genes that on
their own have either no or very limited AVG navigation defects (Bhat & Hutter, 2016). This
suggests that mutations in nid-1, a basement membrane component, compromise the
environment axons grow on to reveal partially redundant functions of genes in VNC axon
navigation. In Chapter 3 of this thesis col-99 is shown to act in the same pathways as nid-1, ddr1, and ddr-2 in guidance of VNC axons and specifically in establishment of VNC asymmetry. This
hints that nid-1 may also function within signaling pathways possibly through direct interactions
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with ligands or receptors. I therefore systematically generated double mutants with nid-1 to test
whether synergistic effects also exist for the establishment of VNC asymmetry. Interestingly, when
nid-1 is combined with mutations for sax-3, unc-6, unc-73, and epi-1 defects increase in either an
additive or synergistic manner. To determine the degree to which redundancy contributes here
combinations of mutant alleles for sax-3, unc-6, col-99, epi-1, and unc-73 were created (no longer
in a nid-1 background) to observe penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects. Our observations from
these multiple mutant strains have identified several distinct signaling pathways acting
redundantly to establish VNC asymmetry. Taken together these results suggest that known axon
guidance pathways work in parallel and synergistically to guide axons of the VNC and ensure
proper segregation into their respective longitudinal axon tracts.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Strains and transgenes
The following alleles were used for phenotypic characterization: col-99(hd130) IV; ddr-1(ok874)
X; ddr-2(ok574) X; nid-1(cg119) V; sax-3(ky123) X, unc-6(ev400) X, unc-5(e53) IV, unc-40(e271)
I, unc-73(ev802) I, unc-73(rh40) I, epi-1(rh200) IV, unc-52(gk3) II; unc-52(e444) II; vab-1(dx31)
II; unc-34(hd132) V;
The following integrated GFP reporter constructs were used to analyze axonal trajectories and
neuronal cell body positions: evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V; rhIs13[unc-119::GFP; dpy-20(+)] V
Strains were maintained at 20ºC under standard conditions (Brenner, 1974).

4.2.2. Microscopy
Axonal trajectories were examined in late-stage larvae and adult animals expressing fluorescent
markers in the corresponding neurons. Animals were incubated with 10 mM NaN3 in M9 buffer
for one hour and mounted on agar pads prior to analysis. Defects were scored using a 40x
objective on a Zeiss Axioscope (Carl-Zeiss AG, Germany). Images were acquired on a Zeiss
Axioplan II microscope connected to a Quorum WaveFX spinning disc system (Quorum
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Technologies, Canada). Stacks of confocal images with 0.15 to 0.5 μm distance between focal
planes were recorded. Image acquisition and analysis was carried out using Volocity software
(Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA). Images in the figures are maximum intensity projections of all focal
planes unless otherwise noted. Figures were assembled using Adobe Creative Suite CS5.1
(Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA).

4.2.3. Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis
All phenotypic observation of C.elegans strains were performed on hermaphrodites and 100
animals or greater were examined per genotype (unless noted otherwise). Statistical tests were
performed using a chi-square test.

4.3. Results
4.3.1. VNC Asymmetry Defects of Single Mutants increases in nid-1 Mutant
Background
nid-1(cg119) mutant animals, containing a null mutation of nid-1, display VNC asymmetry defects
with a penetrance of 11% (Table 4.1). This is largely due to axons failing to cross to the right side
and instead extending in the left axon tract. Although the asymmetry defects are only weakly
penetrant the observation is still significant as such defects are never seen in wildtype animals
(0%). VNC asymmetry defects, or simply asymmetry defects, here describe any instance in which
normal distribution of axons at the anterior decussation point of the VNC between left and right
tracts is disturbed with one or more axons failing to segregate properly (Refer to Figure 4.2 for
phenotype examples).
Mutation of the discoidin domain receptor (DDR) genes, ddr-1 and ddr-2, on their own produce
only very minor VNC asymmetry defects of 0% and 4% respectively (Table 4.1). The double
mutant which removes functional copies of both DDR-1 and DDR-2 however shows increased
defects of 11% penetrance equal to that of nid-1. col-99 encodes a transmembrane collagen (See
Chapter 3 for in depth analysis). Loss of COL-99 in col-99(hd130) mutants similarly results in
12% penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects (Table 4.1). In 11% of unc-6(ev400) mutant animals,
which lack a functional UNC-6/netrin guidance cue, normal VNC asymmetry is disrupted (Table
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4.1). Loss of the netrin receptors UNC-40 or UNC-5 resulted in slightly lower penetrance of defects
at 5% and 9% respectively (Table 4.1). Loss of Robo homolog SAX-3 in sax-3(ky123) mutant
animals results in slightly higher penetrant defects at 16% (Table 4.1). vab-1 encodes the sole
ephrin receptor in C. elegans. vab-1 mutant animals display only minor VNC asymmetry defects
at 4% (Table 4.1). Alleles affecting Rho- (unc-73(ev802)) and Rac-specific (unc-73(rh40))
isoforms of the C.elegans TRIO homolog UNC-73 result in 5% and 6% asymmetry defects
respectively (Table 4.1 Figure 4.1). A predicted loss of function mutation in the VASP/Enabled
homolog UNC-34 displayed the highest VNC asymmetry defects of any single mutant strain. unc34(hd132) mutant animals displayed 22% penetrance in disruption of VNC asymmetry (Table
4.1). Basement membrane components UNC-52/Perlecan and EPI-1(Laminin alpha chain) when
mutated both result in VNC asymmetry defects (Table 4.1). UNC-52 and EPI-1 do not represent
guidance signaling molecules themselves as they are basement membrane components,
however they may act indirectly here by sequestering guidance cues within the basement
membrane. In this fashion their loss would lead to misplacement of guidance cues. unc-52(e444),
a nonsense allele removing the C-terminal EGF and LG domains as well as several Ig domains
(Rogalski/Gilchrist 1995) did not display defects on its own whereas unc-52(gk3) showed a minor
penetrance of 6% VNC asymmetry defects. unc-52(gk3) animals specifically lack functional
isoforms UNC-52e and UNC-52g but retain full function in other isofroms. Partial loss of function
mutations, epi-1(rh200), in the basement membrane encoding laminin alpha chain subunit EPI-1
results in 13% VNC asymmetry defects.
My results from single mutant animals show only low penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects in
single mutant strains. Screens for mutants impacting VNC asymmetry also discovered only a few
alleles all of which display only low penetrance of defects (See Chapter 2). Based on these
findings it appeared that several different guidance cues may be acting redundantly to guide
axons at the choice point where axons cross from the left VNC tract into the right VNC tract. nid1 mutant animals were previously used successfully as a sensitized background for detection of
genes which impact AVG navigation (Bhat & Hutter, 2016). Here, to determine if penetrance of
defects could be elevated we combined lowly penetrant single mutants into a sensitized nid-1
mutant background to create double mutants.
Combination of col-99(hd130) and nid-1(cg119) did not show a significant increase in asymmetry
defects over either single mutant, 14% versus 12% and 11% respectively. This suggests both
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genes likely function in the same pathway in establishment of VNC asymmetry (Table 4.1, Figure
4.1). Combination of either ddr-1 or ddr-2 mutants with nid-1 mutants and a ddr-1 ddr-2; nid-1
triple mutant all failed to display an increased penetrance of defects over the nid-1 single nor the
ddr-1 ddr-2 double mutant animals (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). This result suggests nid-1 also
functions in the same pathway as ddr-1 and ddr-2 and alongside col-99. Loss of axon guidance
receptor SAX-3/Robo on the other hand showed a significant increase in VNC asymmetry defects
when placed in a nid-1 mutant strain. Here defects increased from 17% in sax-3 mutant animals
to 27% in sax-3 nid-1 double mutants. This was similar to results seen for the guidance cue UNC6/netrin. unc-6 nid-1 double mutant animals display defects of 37%, a synergistic enhancement
greater than the combination of either single mutant of 6% and 11% respectively. UNC-6/Netrin
receptors (UNC-5 and UNC-40) however fail to show a significant enhancement in nid-1 double
mutants (Table 4.1). This suggests, that the receptors might act redundantly. Double mutants of
nid-1 and ephrin receptor vab-1 and perlecan encoding unc-52 alleles showed no significant
enhancement over the nid-1 single mutants (Table 4.1). Since the penetrance of defects in unc52 and vab-1 single mutants is very low, this does not allow any conclusion about whether unc52 and vab-1 act parallel to nid-1 or act in the same pathway as nid-1. Loss of function mutant
animals in downstream effector encoding unc-34 when combined with nid-1 show a synergistic
enhancement of defects increasing from 22% in unc-34 mutant animals to 58% in double mutant
animals (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). unc-73 alleles, also involved in downstream signaling, similarly
showed an enhancement of defects in a nid-1 background going from 5% in unc-73(rh40) to 26%
in the double mutants (Table 4.1). epi-1 loss of function alleles also showed a synergistic
enhancement of VNC defects to nearly 30% when NID-1 function is also lost (Table 4.1, Figure
4.1). Taken together single mutants display lowly penetrant VNC asymmetry defects that in
several cases increase significantly when placed in a nid-1 sensitized background.

4.3.2. Several signaling pathways cooperate to establish asymmetry
between VNC tracts
Based on the previous results using nid-1 double mutant animals it was found that several genes
appeared to function in parallel signaling pathways to nid-1. To see to what extent redundant
signaling between guidance pathways contributes to the establishment of VNC asymmetry strains
containing loss-of-function mutations in selected genes (col-99, unc-73, sax-3, unc-6, epi-1) likely
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representing different pathways were combined and observed for VNC asymmetry defects (Table
4.2).
Double mutants with col-99 all show additive and occasionally synergistic enhancement of VNC
asymmetry defects over any single mutant (Figure 4.3). col-99 epi-1 double mutants show the
greatest penetrance of defects here with 40% of animals displaying loss of normal VNC
asymmetry compared to 14% in epi-1 animals, an increase of 26%. Hence all tested genes appear
to function in parallel signaling pathways to col-99 in the VNC. Loss of guidance cue UNC-6/netrin
on its own results in 13% of animals displaying VNC asymmetry defects which is similarly
synergistically enhanced in all double mutant animals (Table 4.2). unc-6 col-99 mutants resulted
in the lowest penetrance of the double mutants with 35% and unc-6 sax-3 animals the greatest at
52% (Figure 4.3). Thus unc-6 also represents a unique signaling pathway for guidance of VNC at
the anterior decussation choice point. sax-3 also represents a unique and parallel pathway for
this process with all double mutants significantly enhancing defects compared to single mutant
animals (Figure 4.3). Enhancement here was synergistic for sax-3 unc-73 and sax-3 unc-6
mutants and additive for sax-3 col-99 and sax-3 epi-1 animals (Table 4.2). The basement
membrane component EPI-1 acts independently from sax-3, unc-6, and col-99 for its effect on
VNC asymmetry establishment with VNC defects significantly enhanced in double mutants
animals (Figure 4.3). A double mutant of epi-1 unc-73 however did not show significant
enhancement over of defects over an epi-1 single mutant indicating they may share functions in
guidance here. These results taken together indicate redundancy certainly contributes in the
guidance of VNC axons at the anterior decussation point. To determine the extent to which
redundancy plays a role in this process, and to begin to elucidate the distinct signaling pathways
involved, triple mutant strains with combinations of the above genes were examined for their
ability to further increase VNC asymmetry defects compared to double mutant strains.
unc-73 col-99 sax-3 triple mutants display 68% penetrance VNC asymmetry defects, the highest
of any strain scored. This is vastly greater than any of the double mutant combinations of these
genes (27%, 31%, and 39%, Figure 4.4) and suggests the genes function in parallel pathways
here. Swapping of sax-3 for unc-6 in unc-73 col-99 unc-6 triple mutants likewise results in
increased penetrance (64%) over all double mutants (Figure 4.4). unc-73; epi-1; unc-6 and unc73; epi-1; sax-3 triple mutants also showed highly penetrant VNC asymmetry defects with 66%
and 61% penetrance respectfully. These results are also significantly higher than any comparable
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double mutant animal (Figure 4.4). col-99 epi-1 unc-6 display 57% VNC asymmetry defects;
significantly enhanced compared to the strongest double mutant strain epi-1 col-99 (Figure 4.4).
col-99 epi-1 sax-3 animals display VNC asymmetry defects in 61% of animals also significantly
higher than 40% observed for epi-1 col-99 animals. Triple mutant unc-73, epi-1, col-99 animals
display VNC asymmetry in 42% of animals examined (Figure 4.4). This was significantly higher
than both unc-73 col-99 (27%) and unc-73 epi-1 (21%) animals but not for unc-73 epi-1 (40%)
animals. col-99 sax-3 unc-6 showed significant enhancement of VNC defects (54%) compared to
col-99 sax-3 (31%) and col-99 unc-6 animals (35%) but no difference compared to sax-3 unc-6
double mutants (Table 4.4). Finally, the triple mutant of unc-73 sax-3 unc-6 display VNC
asymmetry defects in 47% of animals. This was not found to be significantly increased over the
individual double mutant animal combinations and was actually less than the 52% defects in sax3 unc-6 double mutant animals (Figure 4.4). It appears sax-3 and unc-6 represent parallel
pathways with unc-73 acting in both of them. Combined these results further support the role of
redundant signaling in guidance of axons in the VNC. Additionally, none of the mutants observed
exhibit a phenotype penetrance greater than 70% suggesting additional pathways may exist.
Accordingly, a quadruple mutant containing unc-73 col-99 sax-3 and unc-6 was created to see if
defects could be further increased. The combination of these four genes failed to further increase
defects in VNC asymmetry above those of any triple mutant with a penetrance rate of just 66%
(Table 4.2, Figure 4.5). UNC-34/Enabled appears to act downstream of most axon guidance
signaling pathways and showed the greatest penetrance in single mutant animals at 22%. A
quadruple mutant of unc-34 col-99 sax-3 unc-6 showed a slight increase in penetrance plateauing
at 78% (Table 4.2, Figure 4.5). Taken together these results suggest the presence of redundant
signaling pathways in guidance of VNC axons in establishing asymmetry.

4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Shared and parallel signaling pathways of nid-1 in establishment of
VNC asymmetry.
The ventral nerve cord of C. elegans consist of two highly asymmetrical axon tracts, that run
longitudinally and ventrally along the worm (Figure 4.2). This asymmetric structure is virtually
unperturbed in wildtype populations, and single mutant animals for characterized axon guidancerelated genes do not show penetrant defects in VNC asymmetry (Table 4.1, Hutter 2003).
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Similarly screens for novel mutants with roles in this process returned only a handful of novel
alleles, most in previously characterized genes (See Chapter 2). This raises the possibility that
other known guidance genes might contribute to the establishment of VNC asymmetry. Individual
genes were selected based on previously noted defects in VNC asymmetry (See Chapter 2;
Hutter, 2003), as well as suspected functions in independent signaling pathways. Specifically
genes from the netrin (unc-6, unc-5, unc-40), ephrin (vab-1), Slit/Robo (sax-3), and discoidin
domain receptor (DDR) signaling pathways (col-99, ddr-1, ddr-2) and downstream effectors (unc73, unc-34) were selected as well as genes involved in ECM and BM formation (epi-1, unc-52)
that may act here indirectly.
Nidogens, also known as entactins, are monomeric glycoproteins found in the basement
membrane. In the basement membrane of vertebrates nidogens bind a large variety of other
membrane components acting as stabilising and cross-linking proteins (Mayer et al., 1993;
Pöschl, Fox, Block, Mayer, & Timpl, 1994). In C. elegans a single homolog of nidogen, NID-1, is
encoded by the gene nid-1. nid-1 mutant animals display defects in navigation of ventral nerve
cord axons (Bhat & Hutter, 2016; Kim & Wadsworth, 2000; Unsoeld, 2013) including in VNC
asymmetry at 11% (Table 4.1). Expression data shows NID-1 localizes specifically at basement
membranes that lay under longitudinal axon tracts in C. elegans (Kang & Kramer, 2000). This
specific localization of the protein suggests a more specific function outside of formation and
stabilization of general basement membrane structures. Thus it may be possible that NID-1 acts
to bind guidance cues and other molecules sequestering them within the basement membrane
such that they are available to receptors on growth cones of outgrowing axons. In this way loss
of NID-1 would lead to misplacement or misdistribution of at least some guidance cues, due to
improper localization in the basement membrane. Guidance of the pioneering axon of the AVG
neuron similarly does not show highly penetrant defects in most single mutants examined and
screens for defects failed to uncover a large number of mutant alleles (Bhat & Hutter, 2016). nid1(cg119) animals were successfully employed as a sensitized background for identification of
mutants in screens for AVG guidance defects. One identified mutant from these screens, an allele
of aex-3, displays no AVG phenotype in single mutants but significantly enhanced AVG defects
when placed in a nid-1 background (Bhat & Hutter, 2016). Thus nid-1 mutants successfully
functioned as a sensitized background for AVG navigation in which defects could be increased
without severely damaging the worms ability to survive. Finally nid-1 loss of function animals
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appear healthy and give rise to viable adult animals that mate successfully and lack obvious
movement phenotypes. Hence nid-1(cg119) was selected as a sensitized background strain for
analysis and combination of single mutants into a nid-1(cg119) mutant background strain were
performed to see if VNC asymmetry defect penetrance could be enhanced. Several genes
representing known signaling axon guidance signaling mechanisms specifically involved in
guidance of VNC neurons in C. elegans were selected for analysis (Bhat & Hutter, 2016; Hutter,
2003; Hutter, Wacker, Schmid, & Hedgecock, 2005; Unsoeld, Park, & Hutter, 2013).
COL-99 encodes a transmembrane component that is likely shed from hypodermal cell surfaces
where it may bind with NID-1 in the basement membrane (See Chapter 3). col-99 VNC asymmetry
defects are not enhanced in a nid-1 mutant background (Table 4.1). Thus COL-99 and NID-1
appear to function together in guidance of VNC axons. COL-99 and NID-1 also function in the
same signaling pathway as discoidin domain proteins DDR-1 and DDR-2 in guidance of ventral
nerve cord axons (Unsoeld et al., 2013). DDRs are also expressed in vertebrate nervous systems
but have not yet been examined for roles in axon guidance in mammalian models there. In C.
elegans genetic evidence suggests COL-99 activates DDR-1 and DDR-2 in guidance of VNC
axons. Thus a likely explanation here would see COL-99 acting as a guidance cue binding NID1 in the basement membrane where it is made available for binding to DDR-1/DDR-2 on extending
growth cones (See Chapter 3 Discussion for more detail).
None of the other genes tested conclusively functioned in a pathway with NID-1. unc-5 and unc40 mutants did not significantly enhance defects in a nid-1 double mutant. However; the low
penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects in unc-5 and unc-40 single mutants makes it impossible
to distinguish between an additive effect or no enhancement of defects, since the increase in
penetrance with an additive effect would be too small to be statistically significantly different from
the nid-1 single mutant. Contrasting results for double mutants between nid-1 and netrin receptors
unc-5 and unc-40 mutants of unc-6(ev400) nid-19(cg119) synergistically enhance VNC
asymmetry defects compared to either single mutant indicating UNC-6/netrin acts in a parallel
pathway to nid-1. (Table 4.1.). UNC-6 acts upstream of both UNC-5 and UNC-40 and can signal
through either independently or through a combined dimer of both receptors to mediate both
attraction and repulsion of growth cones (Colavita & Culotti, 1998; Hedgecock, Culotti, & Hall,
1990). Double mutants of unc-40 nid-1 nor unc-5 nid-1 animals failed to show a significant
enhancement of VNC defects over single mutant animals (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). Given the high
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penetrance of VNC defects in unc-6 nid-1 double mutants compared to unc-40 nid-1 and unc-5
nid-1 mutants it may be that UNC-40 and UNC-5 themselves act redundantly in response to netrin.
In this manner the loss of either receptor alone would not completely prevent netrin signaling for
all axons and would result in a partially penetrant phenotype compared to UNC-6 mutant where
all downstream signaling would be lost. Interestingly the combined total of defects of nid-1 unc-5
and nid-1 unc-40 mutants (16% and 19%) nearly matches the penetrance of the unc-6 nid-1
double mutant (37%).Thus our results demonstrate UNC-6/netrin signals in a parallel pathway to
NID-1 for VNC asymmetry establishment.
Robo is a well characterized receptor known to guide dorsal/ventral and longitudinal axon
navigation through evolutionarily conserved mechanisms (Zallen, Yi, & Bargmann, 1998). In C.
elegans loss of the Robo homolog SAX-3 in sax-3(ky123) null mutants results in lowly penetrant
(16%) VNC asymmetry defects (Table 4.1) that increase additively in a nid-1 mutant background.
Thus SAX-3/Robo appears to function in a parallel pathway to NID-1 in VNC asymmetry
establishment. Dorsal/ventral axon projections in C. elegans are known to be regulated by the
ligand Slit (homolog encoded by slt-1 in C. elegans) where binding of SLT-1 to SAX-3/Robo leads
to growth cone collapse and repulsion of axon growth in commissural axons. Interestingly
previous work showed that unlike sax-3 mutants slt-1 mutants do no display VNC asymmetry
defects (Hutter, 2003). Thus in VNC asymmetry establishment SLT-1 does not appear necessary,
suggesting a different ligand activates SAX-3 here. At this time it remains unclear what this
additional ligand for SAX-3 may be; however, several large “Slt-like” proteins containing long
leucine rich repeat (LRR) motifs flanked by LRR N-terminal (LRRn) and LRR C-terminal (LRRc)
domains have been identified in C. elegans including LRON-11 isoforms and SMA-10. To date
no known roles of axon guidance has been associated with these genes, however; as slit binding
to SAX-3/Robo is mediated through these LRR motifs these may represent future candidate
genes to test for axon guidance roles (Blockus & Chédotal, 2016).
Single mutant alleles of unc-52 differed in their effect on longitudinally extending VNC axons
(Table 4.1). unc-52(gk3) animals showed a 6% penetrance of VNC defects (Table 4.1). unc52(e444) mutants did not display any defects in VNC asymmetry, nor did a double mutant with
nid-1 show a noticeable increase in defect penetrance (Table 4.1). This indicates unc-52(e444)
does not function in guidance of axons in establishment of VNC asymmetry. Complete loss of
UNC-52 results in lethality, however partial loss of function animals can survive and reproduce.
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unc-52(e444) results in a stop codon in the 18th exon. This mutation results in a truncated protein
near the end of the Ig rich domain IV region of perlecan (Refer to Chapter 1 Section 1.5.2 for more
detail on Perlecan Domains) but due to alternative splicing only impacts some isoforms including
UNC-52c, UNC-52e, and UNC-52f, but not for example UNC-52g. unc-52(gk3) on the other hand
is a deletion of all predicted C-terminal LG and EGF domains in UNC-52e and UNC-52g, but is
not predicted to impact any other isoforms. Thus the differences in penetrance between the two
unc-52 alleles seems to be due to different isoforms impacted. Here UNC-52e and UNC-52g may
both function in guidance of VNC axons; however, given that UNC-52e is also lost in unc-52(e444)
it appears UNC-52g is sufficient or possibly the sole isoform involved here. UNC-52g is unique in
that it lacks all domains except the LG and EGF rich domain V. Previous results show mutation
of unc-52 leads to re-distribution of UNC-40 on growth cones. Re-distribution of UNC-40 indirectly
results due to misallocation of UNC-6/netrin in the extracellular matrix and results in misdirection
of HSN ventral guidance (Tang & Wadsworth, 2014). Thus UNC-52 may similarly here act to
disrupt the extracellular matrix impacting localization of guidance cues or their binding partners
such as NID-1. In vertebrates Perlecan lacks established roles in axon guidance but interestingly
has been shown to bind nidogen and mediate integrin based adhesion through interactions at
Domain V (Brown, Sasaki, Göhring, Yamada, & Timpl, 1997; Kvansakul, Hopf, Ries, Timpl, &
Hohenester, 2001).
epi-1 encodes one of the two alpha laminin chains in C. elegans and a null mutation of epi-1
results in embryonic and larval lethality and sterility (Huang et al., 2003). epi-1(rh200) point
mutation results in a truncated protein lacking laminin G-repeat domains critical in linking laminin
to cell surfaces (Hohenester & Yurchenco, 2013; Huang et al., 2003). These animals are viable
display morphological defects and axon guidance defects including VNC asymmetry defects with
a penetrance of 13%. When placed in a nid-1 background these defects increased significantly to
27% indicating the guidance defects resulting from nid-1 loss of function are separate from those
of epi-1. Our data does not let us entirely rule out that EPI-1 may be specifically binding guidance
cues and distributing them within the basement membrane similar to suspected functions of NID1 (See Discussion 4.4.1). Given the essential role of laminin in basement membrane structures,
and the morphological defects associated with the loss of functions in EPI-1, it would seem
unlikely that EPI-1 is directly guiding axons in the VNC. Laminin αA does localise to axon tracts
in C. elegans specifically at the nerve ring, right ventral nerve cord tract and along sub-lateral
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tracts. Loss of normal distribution of laminin αA in nid-1 mutant animals also results in
misguidance of axons at the ventral nerve cord resulting in axons crossing into and running the
left VNC tract (Kim & Wadsworth, 2000). However, additional observation noted that laminin αA
is found distributed along axon tracts regardless of whether navigation is successful or incorrect
(Huang 2003). This instead suggests laminin αA does not guide axons but instead that axons
determine where laminin αA is distributed. This argues in favour of an indirect but important role
nonetheless for EPI-1 in axon guidance. From our results EPI-1 appears to act independently of
NID-1, possibly by binding and sequestering of currently unknown guidance cues in the basement
membrane or by ensuring proper basement membrane formation for outgrowth of migrating
axons.
Mutations in unc-73 lead to an array of axon guidance phenotypes in particular in the guidance of
VNC axons (Bhat & Hutter, 2016; Levy-Strumpf & Culotti, 2007; Norris, Sundararajan, Morgan,
Roberts, & Lundquist, 2014). UNC-73/TRIO is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) with
multiple domains and isoforms performing alternative functions. For instance UNC-73B encodes
a Rac-GEF protein while UNC-73E acts as a Rho GEF. Complete loss of function mutations for
unc-73 result in lethality however partial loss of function alleles targeting specific isoforms lead to
viable animals. The unc-73(rh40) allele specifically inactivates the UNC-73B RacGEF domain
while unc-73(ev802) inactivates the UNC-73E RhoGEF domain. Both unc-73 alleles display low
penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects (Table 4.1). unc-73(rh40) mutants display significantly
increased VNC asymmetry defects when in a nid-1 mutant background strain suggesting UNC73B operates downstream of signaling pathways separate from those of NID-1.
UNC-34 represents the enabled/Vasp homolog in C.elegans. Ena/Vasp proteins act downstream
of guidance receptors in several known signaling pathways with their activation resulting in
stabilization of actin structures and stimulation of actin polymerization (Dent, Gupton, & Gertler,
2011). The unc-34(hd132) allele was isolated in a screen for VNC asymmetry mutants discussed
in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The allele is predicted to introduce an early stop codon resulting in
truncation of some but not all isoforms (See Chapter 2 Discussion 2.4.2 for more detail on unc34(hd132)). unc-34(hd132) mutant animals display relatively penetrant VNC asymmetry defects
at 22%, the highest of any single mutant. Given its known role in several guidance pathways this
is not a surprising result, and further hints at redundant signaling in guidance of VNC axons. When
placed in a nid-1(cg119) background defects increased at a synergistic rate to 58%. Given that
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other mutants saw only marginal increases in penetrance this data suggests UNC-34 functions in
several signaling pathways VNC asymmetry establishment. This is further supported by the wide
range of defects seen in unc-34(hd132) animals (Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3) including 100% penetrance
of VNC cross-over defects (Table 2.2) wherein axons of the VNC incorrectly cross the ventral
midline and join the opposing VNC tract. Taken together, the well demonstrated wide-ranging
roles of UNC-34 in guidance of axons in C. elegans together with data presented here it appears
very likely that multiple signaling pathways contribute to VNC asymmetry.
Lastly, VAB-1 encodes the ephrin receptor homolog in C. elegans. ephrins have been shown to
bind and guide a variety of axons through evolutionarily conserved mechanisms (Dong et al.,
2016; Grossman, Giurumescu, & Chisholm, 2013). In C. elegans all four ephrin homologs act
redundantly in guidance of HSN axons through the VAB-1 receptor (Torpe & Pocock, 2014). Loss
of VAB-1 results in mild <10% VNC asymmetry defects, which again makes it impossible to draw
clear conclusions from the double mutant for the relationship between vab-1 and nid-1.
Taken together results from single mutants and nid-1 double mutant animals indicate several
genes act parallel to NID-1 to guide VNC axons at the anterior decussation point in C. elegans.
Although this makes it clear redundant signaling mechanisms establish asymmetry of the VNC
the extent to which redundancy between signaling mechanisms contributes here remains unclear.

4.4.2. Redundant signaling pathways converge to guide axons in
establishment of VNC asymmetry
At the anterior end of the VNC axons decide whether to cross the ventral midline or not. My
genetic screens for mutants affecting this decision and my analysis of known axon guidance
genes revealed that single mutants consistently only weakly compromise this decision,
suggesting that multiple pathways are involved in this decision and that this guidance decision is
characterized by redundantly acting pathways. The observation that several well characterized
axon guidance genes have (minor) VNC asymmetry defects hints that redundancy between
signaling pathways may be impacting the guidance decisions here. To test this hypothesis, I
systematically combined mutants in several (likely independent pathways) to determine the
extend to which known (and newly identified pathways in this thesis) contribute to this guidance
decision. Alleles of col-99, unc-73, sax-3, unc-6, and epi-1 were selected as candidates
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representing separate signaling pathways potentially redundantly controlling establishment of
VNC asymmetry (Table 4.1). When choosing genes for testing here and earlier previously known
guidance functions of these genes was taken into account: UNC-6/Netrin is a known guidance
cue and signals in parallel to SAX-3/Robo in guidance of dorsal and ventrally navigating axons
(Hedgecock et al., 1990, p. 6; Wadsworth, Bhatt, & Hedgecock, 1996; Zallen, Kirch, & Bargmann,
1999; Zallen et al., 1998). COL-99 acts in the same pathway as NID-1 in guidance of VNC axons
at the anterior decussation point. UNC-73 isoforms act in remodeling of actin cytoskeletons as
downstream effectors of guidance signaling in the growth cone (Steven et al., 1998). As a result
UNC-73B may act here as a common component of several different signaling pathways. Finally
epi-1, as mentioned previously, encodes a major BM component (laminin). Loss of EPI-1 function
is predicted to indirectly impact axon navigation as the BM provides a substrate for axons to grow
on and likely holds secreted axon guidance cues in place. Loss-of-function alleles of the selected
genes were combined into double, triple and quadruple mutants to determine if redundant
signaling pathways act in setting up VNC asymmetry.
Of the selected genes unc-6, col-99, and sax-3 encode guidance cues and receptors involved in
axon navigation with roles in VNC asymmetry (Table 4.1). Combinations of null alleles of these
genes in double mutant animals results in significantly increased VNC asymmetry defects when
compared to the strongest corresponding single mutant (Table 4.2, Figure 4.3). These results
suggest that col-99 acts separate from unc-6 and sax-3 (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). The results here
confirm that col-99 acts parallel to unc-6 and sax-3. unc-6 and sax-3 also appear to represent
redundant signaling mechanisms for VNC asymmetry guidance with the double mutant showing
a synergistic enhancement of defects from 17% in sax-3 animals to 52% in unc-6 sax-3 mutants.
col-99, unc-6, sax-3 triple mutant animals display significantly enhanced defects compared to col99 unc-6 and col-99 sax-3 double mutants. This suggests all three represent parallel signaling
mechanisms here. Strangely, this data is confounded as the triple mutant is not significantly higher
than sax-3 unc-6 double mutant penetrance (Figure 4.4). However the sax-3 unc-6 double mutant
appears to be an outlier in our data (Figure 4.5) showing a more than additive effect in the
penetrance of VNC defects.
UNC-73 is common downstream effector molecule for known axon guidance signaling pathways
where it can function as both Rho and Rac GEFs controlling actin cytoskeletal dynamics at the
growth cone. Despite its well-known role in guidance unc-73(rh40) mutants display only lowly
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penetrant VNC asymmetry defects (Table 4.1, Table 4.2). unc-73(rh40) specifically removes RacGEF function of UNC-73 (impacts isoform UNC-73B) rendering it unable to activate downstream
Rac proteins. Lack of a penetrant phenotype in unc-73(rh40) animals may be due to redundant
functions carried out by isoforms that retain Rho-GEF functions. Indeed unc-73(ev802) mutants
which impact just Rho activating isoform UNC-73E also display VNC asymmetry defects
suggesting it too functions in guidance here and is functional in unc-73(rh40) animals. A low
penetrance here may additionally be explained by the presence of alternative Rac GEFs that can
compensate for lost UNC-73 function. Combination of unc-73 with unc-6, sax-3, or col-99 in
double mutants all resulted in significantly increased VNC asymmetry defects supporting a role
for redundant signaling. unc-6, sax-3, or col-99 triple mutant animals represent mutations covering
three parallel guidance signaling pathways in establishment of VNC asymmetry (Table 4.2). The
defects seen in this triple mutant were not significantly enhanced by addition of unc-73(rh40) in a
quadruple mutant (Table 4.2, Figure 4.5) indicating all signaling pathways involving UNC-73B
function were already captured in unc-6, sax-3, or col-99 triple mutants. VNC asymmetry defects
in unc-73; sax-3, unc-6 mutant animals are not significantly different from unc-6 sax-3 animals.
unc-73; col-99; sax-3 animals (68%) and unc-73; col-99; unc-6 (64%) were significantly increased
over all comparable double mutants (Figure 4.4). Both of these triple mutants are also nearly
identical to defect penetrance of unc-73; col-99; unc-6, sax-3 quadruple mutants. Hence UNC73B appears to function specifically in signaling pathways of SAX-3 and UNC-6 and likely parallel
to COL-99 signaling in establishment of VNC asymmetry.
epi-1(rh200) represent a partial loss of function allele in a laminin chain that disrupts normal
formation and stabilisation of BM structures upon which the VNC extends. Mutation of epi-1
results in low penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects suggesting disruption of the BM alone
misguides some axons at this choice point. However; asymmetry defects significantly increase in
double mutants of epi-1 unc-6, epi-1 sax-3 and epi-1 col-99 (Figure 4.3). Given the role of EPI-1
in basement membrane structure it appears likely that it functions indirectly in VNC asymmetry
formation through ensuring a surface exists upon which axons can extend on and/or by through
binding and sequestering of guidance cues in the basement membrane for recognition by growth
cones of extending axons. Given that EPI-1 appears to localize along the right ventral nerve cord
tract in wildtype animals (Kim & Wadsworth, 2000) it may be acting by specifically binding a
currently unidentified guidance cue or cues. Loss of EPI-1 should then disrupt normal distribution
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of the guidance cue(s) and misguide axons in a fashion similar to effects seen for UNC52/Perlecan mutants (Tang & Wadsworth, 2014). Thus although likely indirect EPI-1 still plays an
essential role in general VNC formation and specifically at the choice point establishing
asymmetry of the VNC.
unc-34 loss of function mutation results in 22% penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects that
showed the greatest increase (58%) of all alleles tested when placed in a nid-1 mutant
background (Table 4.1). unc-34 mutant animals also display widespread and highly penetrant
axon navigation defects in axons of the VNC and elsewhere (Chapter 2, Results 2.3.3). Based on
previous findings and phenotypes observed in unc-34 mutants it appears that unc-34 may
represent a common downstream component for several axon guidance signaling mechanisms.
Although unc-73 is also likely a common downstream component of several axon guidance
signaling pathways penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects in the quadruple unc-73 col-99 sax-3
unc-6 mutant strain were not significantly greater than the strongest comparable triple mutant
(Figure 4.5). UNC-73 can act as either a RHO or RAC-GEF and complete null alleles of unc-73
which eliminate both functions are lethal. As our allele only eliminates only one of the two active
GEF domains remaining GEF functions may explain the low penetrance of asymmetry defects
particularly in single and double mutants. To determine if the remaining ~30% of unaffected
animals in the unc-73 col-99 sax-3 unc-6 quadruple mutants are due to additional signaling
pathways an unc-34 col-99 sax-3 unc-6 quadruple mutant was examined for VNC asymmetry
defects. Penetrance in these quadruple mutant animals plateaus at just under 80% suggesting
we identified the majority of the pathways required to establish VNC asymmetry. (Table 4.2,
Figure 4.5).
In summary COL-99, UNC-6/Netrin, and SAX-3/Robo represent ligands and receptors of parallel
signaling pathways that, along with indirect effects of EPI-1, guide axons in establishing VNC
asymmetry. In addition an intact BM is required. The guidance signaling pathways utilize common
downstream effectors, including UNC-34 and UNC-73 to impact changes on the cytoskeleton of
the growth cone of extending axons ensuring extension in the correct direction. Thus a model of
several signaling pathways controlling VNC asymmetry begins to emerge (Figure 4.6). In
conclusion this study successfully identified the main pathways that redundantly control
establishment of VNC asymmetry in C. elegans.
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4.4.3. Understanding VNC Asymmetry Establishment and Function.
VNC asymmetry is not severely disrupted until several genes representing parallel signaling
pathways are simultaneously mutated (Table 4.2). Taken together these results support the
hypothesis that redundancy plays an important role in guidance of axons leading to the
establishment of an asymmetrical VNC in C. elegans. The tight regulation of the asymmetry of
the ventral nerve cord would appear to imply that this structure is highly important to the worm’s
survival and reproduction. As synapses in C. elegans form en passant with nearby neighbours
this tight control over segregation of axons would appear to have a specific function. Here all
command interneurons and motor neuron axons run tightly together and solely in the right VNC
tract. Given their roles in innervation of muscles for locomotion it would seem likely that the
asymmetry of the VNC is somehow related to locomotion. As locomotion is in turn essential for
survival and reproduction the strong degree of control over this process seems sensible.
Locomotion in the worm is generated by out of phase contractions of dorsal and ventral body wall
muscles. Body wall muscles are found lining the dorsal and ventral midlines on both the left and
right sides. Although motor neurons all run in the right VNC tract and are not found next to body
wall muscles left of the ventral midline innervation still occurs due to the nematodes unique ability
for muscle cells to grow arm-like processes, simply called muscle arms, which can extend and
synapse with motor neurons. This ability negates the initial need for motor neurons to run next to
body wall muscle for innervation. Although in theory motor neurons could run in separate VNC
tracts in a more symmetrically distributed VNC the number of neurons and connections needed
to ensure simultaneous activation of both right and left body wall muscles would be much greater
than if all axons simply run together in a single bundle. Thus an explanation for asymmetry of the
VNC would see it as the most efficient solution for neuronal wiring. The ability to produce wildtype
behaviors also appears to withstand some perturbation in the normal asymmetry structure. Some
mutants, such as col-99(hd130), despite showing low penetrance of asymmetry defects do not
display obvious behavioral defects. In cases such as col-99(hd130) it may be that most of the
motor circuit remains intact or can still synapse such that movement defects are not noticeable to
the naked eye. Thus the tight control of asymmetry here may indeed be less related to ensuring
proper locomotion and more towards ensuring efficiency in neuron circuits. The ability of muscles
to extend processes to form neuromuscular junctions would also mean that minor navigation
errors could still lead to innervation of body wall muscles. As the number of mutations impacting
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VNC asymmetry was increased a noticeable increase in behavioral defects was also found hinting
that VNC structure itself may also be important for normal locomotion. Indeed all of the triple and
quadruple mutant strains had obvious movement defects. However; it is difficult to determine to
what degree asymmetry is necessary for locomotion here as introduction of multiple mutants often
also impacted axon guidance elsewhere and severely including guidance of commissures which
innervate dorsal body wall muscles (Figure 4.2e,f). unc-6 mutants for example feature prominent
defects in commissure navigation with axons often failing to reach the dorsal nerve cord and
therefore failing to innervate dorsal body wall muscles. Here we do not delve into whether subtle
behavioral defects may exist for our mutants but careful high-throughput analysis; possibly using
high-throughput tools such as the multi-worm tracker (Swierczek, Giles, Rankin, & Kerr, 2011),
could reveal differences from wildtype animals and shine more light onto how changes in the
ventral nerve cord structures impact behavior. Taken together VNC asymmetry appears to be the
evolutionary answer for creation of an efficient circuitry ensuring proper synapsing within the VNC
and locomotion for the animal. In conclusion redundant signaling through four pathways
represented by COL-99, SAX-3, UNC-6/Netrin and indirect effects of the BM/EPI-1, have been
identified which explain the majority of all guidance decisions made in establishing VNC
asymmetry of C. elegans
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4.5. Figures

Figure 4.1 VNC Asymmetry Defect Penetrance in nid-1(cg119) Background
Columns reflect percentages of animals with VNC asymmetry defects. unc-6(ev400), sax-3(ky123), epi-1(rh200), unc-73(rh40), and unc34(hd132) all show significant enhancement indicating they function independently of nid-1 in VNC asymmetry establishment. For each
strain ≥100 animals were analyzed. The χ2 test was used to determine whether a given double mutants is significantly different from the
strongest single mutant animal. * = P<0.01
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Figure 4.2 VNC Asymmetry and axon navigation defect examples in Mutant Animals
Normal axon trajectories in wild type (A) and mutants (B-F) visualized with fluorescent pan-neuronal GFP reporter expression [rgef1::GFP]. Arrowheads point to axons in the left VNC tract and arrows indicate approximate site of decussation event. Anterior is to the left
in all images. (B,C) Asymmetry defects of VNC axons in double mutants A) Axons mostly cross into right VNC tract where they continue
extension. B) Some axons fails to cross into right tract and instead extend in left VNC tract, axons also defasciculate and travel in ventral
midline space between both VNC tracts incorrectly. C) Axons initially fail to cross into right ventral tract and are sorted nearly
symmetrically into both left and right VNC tracts. D) Axons fail to separate at decussation point and instead travel in a single fascicle along
the ventral midline (axons initially appear just left of midline and then wander as a bundle in the space between both tracts. (E,F) General
axon guidance defects in triple and quadruple mutant animals. E) A majority of axons incorrectly extend in left VNC tract predominantly
and a bundle of axons can be seen incorrectly exiting the VNC and navigating dorsally. Image is taken just anterior to the vulva region
(vulva location noted by red arrowhead). F) Axons initially correctly cross into right VNC tract but then shortly afterwards cross incorrectly
into the left VNC tract.
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Figure 4.3 VNC Asymmetry Defect Penetrance in Single and Double Mutant Strains
Columns reflect percentages of animals with VNC asymmetry defects. Single mutant defect penetrance (black columns) is significantly
enhanced in most double mutants (green columns). For each strain ≥100 animals were analyzed. The χ2 test was used to determine
whether a given double mutants is significantly different from the strongest single mutant animal. ** = P<0.01 * = P<0.05. n.s. = not
significant. 1Alleles used: unc-73(rh40), epi-1(rh200), col-99(hd130), unc-6(ev400), sax-3(ky123)
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Figure 4.4 VNC Asymmetry Defect Penetrance in Triple and Double Mutant Strains
Columns reflect percentages of animals with VNC asymmetry defects. Triple mutant defect penetrance
(blue columns) is significantly enhanced over double mutant defects (green columns) for a majority of
triple mutants and reaches 68% in unc-73, col-99, sax-3 mutants. For each strain ≥100 animals were
analyzed. The χ2 test was used to determine whether a given double mutants is significantly different from
the strongest single mutant animal. ** = P<0.01 * = P<0.05. n.s. = not significant. 1Alleles used: unc73(rh40), epi-1(rh200), col-99(hd130), unc-6(ev400), sax-3(ky123).
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Figure 4.5 VNC Asymmetry Defect Penetrance in Multiple Mutant Strains
Columns reflect percentages of animals with VNC asymmetry defects. Single mutant defect
penetrance (black columns) are noticeable less than double mutants (green columns) which on
average are lower than triple mutants (blue columns). A quadruple mutant (red column) was not
statistically different from triple mutants. For each strain ≥100 animals were analyzed. The χ2 test
was used to determine whether a given double mutants is significantly different from the strongest
single mutant animal. 1Alleles used: unc-73(rh40), epi-1(rh200), col-99(hd130), unc-6(ev400),
sax-3(ky123), unc-34(hd132)
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Figure 4.6 Model of Redundant Pathways for Guidance of Axons in Establishment of
VNC Asymmetry
We identified four independent pathways contributing to the establishment of VNC asymmetry.
.
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4.6. Tables
Genotype1
Wildtype [N2]
nid-1
col-99
ddr-1
ddr-2
ddr-1, ddr-2
unc-40
unc-5
unc-6
sax-3
vab-1
epi-1
unc-52(gk3)
unc-52(e444)
unc-73(ev802)
unc-73(rh40)
unc-34
1 alleles

Defects2 (%)
0
11**
12**
0
4*
11**
5*
9**
11**
16**
4*
13**
6*
0
5*
6*
22**

Genotype1

nid-1; col-99
nid-1; ddr-1
nid-1; ddr-2
nid-1; ddr-1, ddr-2
nid-1; unc-40
nid-1; unc-5
nid-1; unc-6
nid-1; sax-3
nid-1; vab-1
nid-1; epi-1
nid-1; unc-52(gk3)
nid-1; unc-52(e444)
nid-1; unc-73(ev802)
nid-1; unc-73(rh40)
nid-1, unc-34

Defects2 (%)

14
12
13
14
19
16
37^^
27^^
16
27^^
20
13
21
26^^
58^^

Table 4.1 Ventral Nerve Cord Asymmetry Defects in nid-1 Double Mutants

used are: col-99(hd130) IV; ddr-1(ok874) X; ddr-2(ok574) X; nid-1(cg119) V; sax-3(ky123) X, unc-6(ev400) X, unc-5(e53) IV, unc-40(e271) I, unc-73(ev802) I, unc73(rh40) I, epi-1(rh200) IV, unc-52(gk3) II; unc-52(e444) II; vab-1(dx31) II; unc-34(hd132) V
2 defects are Ventral Nerved Cord asymmetry defects; n=100
*/**: penetrance of defects in single mutants compared to defects observed for wildtype and. *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
^/^^: penetrance of defects in double mutants compared to greatest defects observed for comparable single mutants. ^P<0.05 (χ2 test), ^^P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Genotype1

Defects2 (%)

Wildtype [N2]

0

Genotype1

Defects2 (%)

Genotype1

Defects2 (%)

Genotype1

Defects2 (%)

col-99

12**

col-99, epi-1

40^^

col-99, epi-1; sax-3

62$$

unc-73; col-99; sax-3, unc-6

66$$

epi-1

14**

col-99; sax-3

31^

col-99, epi-1; unc-6

57$

unc-34; col-99; sax-3, unc-6

78

sax-3

17**

col-99; unc-6

35^^

unc-73; col-99, epi-1

42

unc-6

13**

unc-73; col-99

27^^

col-99; sax-3, unc-6

54

unc-73

8**

epi-1; sax-3

32^

unc-73; col-99; sax-3

68$$

epi-1; unc-6

38^^

unc-73; col-99; unc-6

64$$

unc-73; epi-1

21

unc-73; epi-1; sax-3

61$$

sax-3, unc-6

52^^

unc-73; epi-1; unc-6

66$$

unc-73; sax-3

39^^

unc-73; sax-3, unc-6

47

unc-73; unc-6

38^^

1 alleles

Table 4.2 Redundancy in Ventral Nerve Cord Establishment in C. elegans

used are: col-99(hd130) IV, sax-3(ky123) X, unc-6(ev400) X, unc-73(rh40) I, epi-1(rh200) IV. Marker used to score VNC asymmetry defects evIs111[rgef-1::GFP]
2 defects are Ventral Nerved Cord asymmetry defects; n=100
*/**: penetrance of defects in single mutants compared to defects observed for wildtype animals *P<0.05 (χ2 test), **P<0.01 (χ2 test).
^/^^: penetrance of defects in double mutants compared to greatest defects observed for single mutants. ^P<0.05 (χ2 test), ^^P<0.01 (χ2 test).
$/$$: penetrance of defects in triple and quadruple mutants compared to greatest defects observed for corresponding double mutants. $P<0.05 (χ2 test), $$P<0.01 (χ2 test).
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Chapter 5.

Summary

Our understanding of nervous system development and axon guidance has advanced
leaps and bounds over the last few decades thanks to the use of genetic screens and
model organisms. For example, we now know that receptors on the leading tip of
extending axons can probe their environment for various guidance cues that direct their
outgrowth. Furthermore several receptors, their corresponding ligands, and downstream
signaling components, have been identified and examined in detail for their ability to guide
extending axons. However, despite the progress to date we still do not fully understand
how the nervous system develops or all of the genes and proteins involved in this process.
This thesis aimed to shine further light on the topic how axons navigate and grow during
development. Specifically we aimed to better understand how axons navigate at critical
guidance choice points as well as further our understanding of how longitudinally
extending axons navigate. To accomplish this we examined axon navigation of ventral
nerve cord (VNC) neurons in the roundworm C. elegans. At a choice point at the anterior
end of the VNC axons are guided into either the left or right ventral tracts. At this guidance
choice point the majority of axons (~54) enter the right VNC tract whilst only 1 continues
in the left tract. This establishes a striking asymmetry in the otherwise mostly bilaterally
symmetrical animal. Interestingly mutants of known genes involved in axon guidance
seem to have little impact on guidance at this choice point with penetrance of abnormal
VNC asymmetry phenotypes generally not exceeding 10% (Hutter, 2003). As such it was
believed the main genes and proteins involved in navigation here were potentially still
unidentified. Thus we conducted genetic screens in an attempt to identify genes with major
roles in establishing VNC asymmetry. Through the use of clonal and non-clonal screens
we identified several mutants in which VNC asymmetry was disrupted. Of the four mutants
discovered one included an allele of a previously uncharacterized gene col-99. col-99
encodes a transmembrane collagen with homology to vertebrate collagens XIII, XXIII, and
XXV. Our analysis found col-99 acts in a shared signaling pathway with nid-1 and discoidin
domain receptors ddr-1 & ddr-2. In addition, we identified alleles of unc-52 and unc-34,
both of which have been previously characterised for their roles in axon guidance.
Contrary to our initial expectations, all mutants identified in our screens displayed low
penetrance (<25%) of VNC asymmetry defects. Given the small number of candidates
recovered from screens and the low penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects in single
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mutant animals for known guidance related genes it appeared unlikely that a single or
main guidance mechanism was controlling navigation at this choice point. Thus we next
hypothesized that multiple guidance signaling pathways may be contributing to
redundantly control guidance of axons at the anterior VNC choice point where asymmetry
is established. To test this hypothesis we first checked to see if VNC asymmetry defect
penetrance could be increased in animals with mutations in multiple axon guidancerelated genes. In C. elegans NID-1 represents the homolog of the basement membrane
component nidogen and mutation of the nid-1 gene results in low penetrance of VNC
asymmetry defects. Previously nid-1 loss of function animals were successfully used in
enhancer screens for axon navigation defects of the VNC neuron AVG. Thus nid-1
mutants were combined with several single gene mutants with known roles in axon
guidance to see if penetrance of VNC asymmetry defects could be significantly increased.
Detailed observation of mutants in these sensitized nid-1 background saw defects
increase for several double mutants indicating parallel signaling pathways were likely
contributing to guidance here. To determine whether and to what extent redundancy
between signaling pathways was occurring we then systematically created and observed
double, triple, and quadruple mutant strains of selected guidance cues and receptors. This
analysis revealed there are indeed several distinct signalling pathways (Figure 4.6) that
all act to ensure VNC axons are asymmetrically sorted. Here UNC-6/Netrin, SAX-3/Robo,
and COL-99-associated signaling pathways act in parallel to guide axons alongside EPI1. EPI-1 appears to indirectly impact guidance possibly through ensuring proper formation
of the BM upon which axons extend. This guidance model wherein multiple signaling
mechanisms appear to work in tandem to accomplish correct guidance of axons is
intriguing but certainly not a unique idea. Indeed many examples exist in which an
extending axon may utilise several distinct signaling pathways to ultimately reach a correct
synaptic end target. For instance commissural axons in fruit flies can be simultaneously
attracted to a ventral netrin source and repulsed by a ventral slit source. For these axons
failure to respond to either cue can result in misnavigation of axons either too close to or
too far from the ventral midline. Thus axons have shown to be able to respond to different
and opposing guidance cues emanating from a common local source. Similarly
commissural axons are concurrently attracted by a ventral source of netrin and repulsed
by a dorsal BMP7 source during spinal cord development in mice, to name just two
examples. Interestingly axons may also express guidance receptors at discreet variations
that in turn modulate how they individually respond to available guidance cues. This has
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been demonstrated previously for retinotectal map projections in Xenopus wherein graded
expression of Ephrin Receptors and Ephrins both in the navigating axon and the target
area (tectum) leads to independent sorting of axons along the gradient. Taken together
findings here and elsewhere appear to suggest that axon guidance is an incompletely
understood and complex issue that can involve many different guidance mechanisms at
any particular point and time for any individual axon. Thus, given the high complexity of
axon projections it stands to reason that individual axons are frequently guided at the same
time by many different competing cues. Subtle variations in how axons respond to these
many cues may then ultimately determine precise growth patterns and sorting of axons to
correct synaptic targets. In conclusion we have identified a novel signaling mechanism,
constituting COL-99, discoidin domain receptors DDR-1 and DDR-2, and basement
membrane component NID-1, for guidance of longitudinally extending axons. Additionally,
we have demonstrated how multiple guidance pathways can act in parallel and
simultaneously to redundantly ensure proper axon navigation and nervous system
development.
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Appendix A. SNP Mapping Primers
List of all primers used for SNP mapping and their map position on each chromosome:
Name LAB
Chrm.I
LG1-SNP2
LG1-SNP8
LG1-SNP18
Chrm.II
LG2-SNP1
LG2-SNP2
LG2-SNP4
LG2-SNP6
LG2-SNP8
LG2-SNP10
LG2-SNP12
LG2-SNP13
LG2-SNP14
LG2-SNP18
LG2-SNP21
Chrm. III
LG3-SNP1
LG3-SNP9
LG3-SNP16
Chrm. IV
LG4-SNP1
LG4-SNP9
LG4-SNP17
Chrm. V
LG5-SNP2
LG5-SNP3

clone

map

Forward

Backward

prod size

enzyme

ZC123
K04F10
C37A5

-18.6
1
22.9

cctacaacaggcaaagaagc
atcattctccaggccacgttac
ctcatgcatgatttcgaggg

aattcctaccaaagctccgc
ctgaactagtcgaacaaacccc
aaatccaacaggagcaggac

643
594
523

SspI
NdeI
EcoRI

T01D1
W09B6
F59H5
F39E9
F19B10
R03H10
K03H9
T13C2
T13H5
C50E10
Y48E1b

-17.9
-15.6
-13.6
-7.6
-6.5
-5.4
-0.3
0.1
0.8
8.2
18.4

aagaggtgttcttctgcagc
taatttctagcaccagtgaggc
tgctcttcctcctgaacttc
tgaacttgtccatcaccatctc
tttactgtagcaatggcgg
agtgacaacccataggatgg
atcgtggagaacctggtaagtg
tccacactatttccctcgtg
aaggtacccttctgaactctgc
ctccttcagtaccatatggctc
aaaagagggagttttggcag

accatccacgcagttcattc
cccaaatttccacctgtaatcc
caggatgttttcgtctggac
ttctcccctcattctgtcttc
tccctttttgaaagtacactgg
tgagaatgatggctggtacg
cgtccactcatcaaagatgg
gagcaatcaagaaccggatc
aacgttggctggattctcag
tcgggtctctccaaaaactc
gtttggagatgagggttgag

619
728
918
697
282
665
882
495
616
666
514

DraI
DdeI
ApoI
DraI
Tsp509I
MseI
NspI
DraI
ApoI
EcoRI
SspI

K02F3
F10E9
Y75B8A

-25.8
-0.3
16.4

ggcataccatagtatgcggtac
agcagatgaaagttccgacg
aaacagcattgtcgacgagc

gactcttgggattcttgggaac
ccccgctgtggttattatac
agcctaagcccaagctttag

290
854
330

MseI
AccI
HindIII

Y66H1A
R105
M199

-26
0.9
13

tttcaatacggcgtcctg
gtgatcctatgtggtgtgaac
ggaattcttctgatccagggtg

gattccgtcactggttactgag
gacagcatgtagttcagttgtc
agttattccaggcttgagacgc

493
620
848

Sau3AI
HindII
AvaI

F36H9
F36F12

-17.4
-15.9

cggaaaattgcgactgtc
tcgttgatgttcgagtgtcttc

attaggactgcttggcttcc
ttcaccagcttaacctcctctc

493
392

DraI
DraI
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LG5-SNP4
LG5-SNP5
LG5-SNP6
LG5-SNP9
LG5-SNP12
LG5-SNP15
LG5-SNP18
LG5-SNP20
Chrm. X
LGX-SNP1
LGX-SNP9
LGX-SNP16

C50H11
B0213
T28F12
F20D6
K01D12
T09F5
F40D4
Y51A2

-11.2
-7.4
-5.7
1.1
4.1
7.5
11.9
16.8

tggccacaggaatattcgac
agcttttgcgagcgattctc
ggtgtagagagctcactcagc
cgaggaatgagcagttcagtag
atgctcagtctgtgtggttctc
gcacacaaatgataccacgc
aatatgttggcgtgcagg
caggcatattacatgggatagg

aaatagcacaggctgaacgc
gtggagaagctcagaaaagagc
ttggataggcctagcagagc
gagagttcactgactatggc
agaacactcgagggctttatcc
cttaaagcgctgcagaaagc
ttggggtgtaacaaacgg
caatctcacctccattctgtg

260
512
410
304
811
747
612
393

MluNI
DdeI
Tsp509I
AluI
PvuII
EcoRI
AccII
DraI

F28C10
F45E1
F23D12

-19.7
-0.8
16.7

ggtatccgatcccttcaacaag
tttcttgacacctccggtag
aggcatagaaagcttgtacgc

tggcaaaacacatccctgtg
ctcactctggtctttttccg
acttaaattgcagccgtctg

364
776
287

BspHI
EcoRI
SspI
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Appendix B. Strains used for Screening and Mapping
Strain
VH115

Genotype
rol-6(e187) II; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V

Outcrossed?
No

VH2849

rol-6(e187) II; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V

Yes - 2X * N2

rol-6(e187) II; col-99(hd130) IV; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V
rol-6(e187) II; col-99(hd130) IV; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V
col-99(hd130) IV; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V

No
Yes - 2X * N2
Yes - 3X * N2

Notes
Used in non-clonal VNC asymmetry
screens
Used in clonal VNC asymmetry screens

hd130
VH2208
VH2209
VH2401

Original Strain

hd131
VH2230
VH2712
VH2713

hd131; rol-6(e187) II; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V;
hd131; rol-6(e187) II; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V;
hd131; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V;

VH2714

hd131; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V;

Original Strain
Yes - 1X * N2
Yes - 1X * N2, 1X*
CB4856
Yes - 2X * N2, 1X *
CB4856

Outcrossed Strain/Sent for WGS

hd132
VH2237
VH2715
VH2716
VH2717

rol-6(e187) II; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; unc-34(hd132), evIs111[rgef-1::GFP]
V
unc-34(hd132), evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V
unc-34(hd132), evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V
unc-34(hd132), evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V

No

Original Strain

Yes - 1X * N2
Yes - 2X * N2
Yes - 3X * N2

Outcrossed Strain

No

Original Strain

hd133
VH2403
VH2718
VH2719
VH2720

unc-52(hd133), rol-6(e187) II; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP]
V
unc-52(hd133), rol-6(e187) II; hdIs32[glr-1::DsRed2] III; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP]
V
unc-52(hd133), rol-6(e187) II; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V
unc-52(hd133), rol-6(e187) II; evIs111[rgef-1::GFP] V
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Yes - 1X * N2
Yes - 2X * N2
Yes - 3X * N2

Outcrossed Strain/Sent for WGS

Appendix C. Nidogen Enhancer Screen
In addition to screens presented in Chapter 2 an enhancer screen was briefly attempted
using a nid-1(cg119) containing strain which contained roughly 16% defects in interneuron
crossover defects. Individual F1 animals were cloned at random and populations
examined for a significant increase in interneuron asymmetry disruption. A total of 507
cloned plates were examined for defects from the enhancer screens. The preliminary
process was found to been time intensive as defects were readily seen on the plate and
needed to be continuously counted for comparison. In addition, from the initial screen
animals from 34 plates were chosen as showing a mild increase in penetrance of
asymmetry defects, no candidates penetrance increase of greater than 25%. All 34
candidates, upon detailed quantification under a zeiss axioscope at 40x magnification
failed to show an increase in the defect phenotype indicating the initial results were false
positive results. No successful candidates were discovered in this pilot screen and a largescale screen was not attempted as a result.

Materials and Methods: L4 animals containing a background mutation in nid-1(cg119) and
an interneuron marker (rhIs4) were treated mutagenized using 20ul EMS in 4ml
M9+MgSO4 for 1 hr at room temperature as previously described. Following EMS
exposure 4 sets of 15 healthy looking L4 animals were transferred to 150mm x 15mm
NGM plates seeded with E.coli OP50. These plates were allowed to self-fertilize and
produce progeny until the early F1 stage. At this point individual F1 animals were placed
on 60mm x 15mm NGM plates seeded with OP50 and allowed to self-fertilize until enough
worms were available for phenotypic analysis. Plates were kept at room temperature (20
degrees celsius). Animals were then examined in vivo for asymmetry defects of
interneurons using a fluorescence dissecting microscope (LEICA MZ12). The background
rate of asymmetry defects in nid-1 animals was found to be 13%. Thus plates in which the
penetrance of defects exceeded 25% penetrance were selected and several individuals
(randomly chosen) placed on individual 60mm x 15mm NGM plates seeded with E.coli
OP50. The asymmetry phenotypes and ventral nerve cord crossover defects were then
re-examined to determine if high penetrance of defects was retained.
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Appendix D. Rate of Mutagenesis Assay
Given the low number of candidates identified I thought the EMS used in the mutageneses
may have had reduced potency. To test the effectiveness of the EMS a lethality assay and
assay for the rate of mutagenesis was employed. Here it was found that the EMS was
restrictively lethal at even 2x the working concentration (working concentration = 20ul EMS
in 4ml M9+MgSO4) used for mutagenesis which reduced survival rates in F1 generations
to 35.7% of 1x working concentration and only 16.4% compared to control untreated
animals (See Table Below). F1 survival of 5x working concentration were even further
pronounced. This indicated that our working concentration was effective at procuring
viable offspring and was not overly harsh causing too much damage to the DNA to produce
animals for screening but still clearly producing mutations impairing survival rates
indicating the mutagenesis was working. To test how effective the rate of mutagenesis
was at our working concentration we performed a lethality assay. Here it was observed
that at our working concentration we had a mutation rate of roughly 16.7 independent
mutation events per F1 animal. At this rate coverage of one mutation in every gene should
occur for every 1250 F1 animals. Thus the mutagenesis would appear to have a strong
rate of mutation such that our screening methods, both clonal and non-clonal, should have
in theory produced more candidate mutants.
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Plate #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Treatment
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

# of worms
178
115
105
193
189
182
141
120
114
76
134
188
102
89
111
119
127
95
128
137

# of twitch phenotype
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL WORMS
2643

Percentage Twitching
0%

Mutation Rate
0%

Plate #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Treatment
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS

# of worms
135
67
85
60
111
80
100
41
98
38
173
184
97
142
203
188
131
211
103

# of twitch phenotype
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

TOTAL WORMS
4858

Percentage Twitching
0.06%

Mutation Rate
16.7 mutations per F1 (0.08% of genome mutated per F1 animal)
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS
1x EMS

127
124
100
157
131
189
76
181
129
42
143
153
162
63
162
133
20
88
103
189
139

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
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Appendix E. EMS Lethality Assay
To determine if our working concentration of EMS was sufficient for mutation and
production of phenotypes I conducted assays for EMS lethality rate. In the lethality assay
worms were exposed to 20ul, 40ul, or 100ul of EMS in 4ml M9+MgSO4 for 1 hr. Following
exposure to 100ul EMS nearly all worms were dead or extremely sick and unfit for further
examination. Animals exposed to 40ul EMS had a greater than 75% rate of lethality in the
parent generation. At 20ul lethality less than 25% of animals for the population. Following
initial mutagenesis, the 10 healthiest L4 animals from each mutagenesis were placed on
individual plates and the number of progeny reaching F1 counted. P0 were allowed to lay
eggs on one 60mm x 15mm NGM plate seeded with an OP50 lawn for 24 hours after
which they were moved to a second 60mm x 15mm NGM plate seeded with OP50 plate
to lay eggs for an additional 24 hours for a total period of 48 hours after which they were
removed. F1 were counted as surviving if they reached at least L1 stage. The rate of
lethality in these lines was then compared to 20 unmutated N2 control plates. (See table
on following page).
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EMS Lethality Assay
Plate #

EMS conc.

F1 Count 1

F1 Count 2

TOTAL

Average
Surviving

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

65
78
43
18
43
35
76
41
63
88

26
27
40
14
29
13
0
0
21
26

91
105
83
32
72
48
76
41
84
114

74.6

1
2
3
4
5

2x
2x
2x
2x
2x

32
4
13
69
1

4
0
0
10
0

36
4
13
79
1

26.6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5x
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

178
115
105
193
189
182
141
120
114
76
134
188
102
89
111
119
127
95
128
137

34
17
28
17
29
41
32
21
28
59
23
26
62
45
32
18
24
26
28
12

212
132
133
210
218
223
173
141
142
135
157
214
164
134
143
137
151
121
156
149

162.25
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